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ABSTRACT 
 
Structural health monitoring (SHM) has drawn significant attention in recent decades because of 
its potential to reduce maintenance costs and increase the reliability of structures.  An important 
class of structures that can potentially benefit from SHM are bridges, many of which are 
structurally deficient due to lack of adequate maintenance.  Through condition assessment of 
these bridges, an effective plan of maintenance can be determined, offering the possibility to 
prolong service life, as well as to prevent catastrophic disasters due to sudden collapse.  To date, 
numerous damage detection algorithms have been proposed.  Still, challenges remain in applying 
such algorithms to monitor bridges in the field.  In reality, the extent of an SHM system is 
limited by available budgets, which define the number of sensors that can be deployed.   
This dissertation first presents a damage detection algorithm using static strain developed for 
efficient structural condition assessment with a few sensor nodes.  A laboratory moving vehicle 
experiment has been developed for validation of the approach.  However, just a few sensor nodes 
in SHM system cannot provide detailed information on damage location.   
A solution to include many sensors within a limited budget with increased efficiency is to use 
a Wireless Smart Sensor Network (WSSN) because of the merits of low cost, easy installation, 
and effective data management.  An acceleration-based SHM algorithm for WSSN has been 
developed with a decentralized network topology.  This approach has been implemented into a 
modularized damage detection service.  The SHM application is designed to leverage the on-
board computation capability of the WSSN, reducing the transmitted data size by distributing the 
computation burden.  The SHM application for WSSN has been validated in lab-scale 
experiments on a truss bridge model.   
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Nonetheless, the real challenge of SHM is in the deployment on full-scale bridges for 
continuous monitoring.  The usability and stability of WSSN has been validated on an 
architectural staircase in the Siebel Center.  Based on the usability investigation, the deployment 
of the world’s largest WSSN on the Jindo Bridge, a cable-stayed bridge has been achieved in 
South Korea.  The main purpose of the deployment was to validate the bridge monitoring system 
using WSSN and energy harvesting devices in a long-term manner.   
The ultimate goal of this dissertation is to deploy the developed on-board decentralized 
damage identification application using WSSN on a historic truss bridge.  As a first step, a series 
of dynamic tests were conducted for modal analysis using both wired and wireless sensor 
systems.  During the tests, the functionality of the wireless sensor system with ISHMP Services 
Toolsuite was confirmed.  For model-based damage identification approach developed herein, a 
finite element (FE) model was created.  The initial FE model was updated based on a visual 
estimate of the corrosion.  The updated model was used to generate baseline information for 
damage detection.  Finally, the WSSN-based autonomous SHM system using the decentralized 
damage detection application was deployed on the historic bridge.  The permanent SHM system 
was installed on the bridge, and the damage detection application was successfully run on the 
bridge.  The damage detection results using the decentralized comprehensive application will be 
compared with those from the centralized approach using WSSN.  The performance of WSSN 
and energy harvesting devices will be evaluated.  In summary, this dissertation provides a robust 
SHM system for bridge structures in use of WSSN.   
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Importance of Bridge Health Monitoring 
Civil infrastructure systems such as brides, buildings, pipelines, and offshore structures are 
valuable national assets that must be maintained to ensure public safety.  In a modern society, 
these structures facilitate our transportation networks, industrial activities, and everyday life.  
The annual expenditure of the United States on transportation infrastructure was $66.7 billion in 
2004 (Orszag, 2008).  Currently, much of this infrastructure is reaching its design life and will 
need to be replaced or retrofitted to remain in service. 
Bridge structures are one class of civil infrastructure that is particularly problematic.  More 
than 148,000 bridges, mostly short and medium sizes, are structurally deficient or functionally 
obsolete, according to the 2009 report from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA, 2009).  
One notable and highly publicized bridge from this list was the I-35W Bridge in Minnesota.  The 
bridge had been given a “structurally deficient” rating from the federal government since 1990 
due to severe corrosion in its bearings.  This bridge collapsed in 2007, due to under-designed 
gusset plates.  Indeed, a 2001 report from the Minnesota DOT (MnDOT, 2001) suggested 
instrumentation of this bridge using strain gages and a continuous SHM system to monitor some 
of the fracture critical members.  Continuous evaluation of structural condition and timely 
maintenance of infrastructure might have offered the opportunity to prevent this catastrophic 
collapse.   
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In addition, such continuous monitoring systems could allow for structural monitoring 
immediately after natural hazards (earthquake, flood and tornado) and man-made disasters (arson 
and terrorist bombing) reducing the impact of such disaster both economically and socially.   
To date, bridge maintenance has relied on schedule driven and unreliable visual inspection.  
Visual inspections are highly variable, lack resolution, and fail to detect damage unless it is 
visible (Chase, 2005).  As a result, structurally deficient and even dangerous bridges may be left 
undiscovered, potentially putting the public at risk.  The collapse of the I-35W bridge resulted in 
13 deaths, 98 injuries, and significant economic loss.  Therefore, an effective way to monitor the 
structural integrity of our nation’s bridges is necessary.   
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1.2 Historic Bridge Monitoring using Model Updating 
Metal truss bridges were a common type built from the 1870s and 1930s in the United States.  
However, most metal truss bridges are non-redundant fracture-critical structures; therefore, 
different types of the bridges such as slab or multi-girder bridges gained popularity.  After about 
100 years of operation, many old truss bridges have been demolished or replaced by these 
simpler structures because of consideration structural degradation.  For examples, the Shanley 
Road Bridge in Elk county, PA, built in 1891 had been demolished in 2004 after a century of 
liability and the Hickory Bridge in Forest County, PA, built in 1896 had been demolished in 
2007 (http://www.historicbridge.org).  However, more than 2% of the whole nation’s bridges are 
this type and they are still in use even though 79% of them are structural deficient or functionally 
obsolete.  Therefore, preservation of these bridges is of growing concern because they are 
traditional historic bridges, improving regional landscapes as well as important assets.   
Recently, finite element modeling of historic structures and its updating has been drawn 
attention in context of preservation of national historic assets (De Stefano, 2003; Ren et al., 
2004; Gentile and Gallino, 2008).  However, not many examples of the model updating of the 
old metal truss bridge have been reported possibly because of lack of information and severe 
bridge condition.  The design drawing or construction material is usually difficult to find; 
therefore, the model should rely only on the on-site measurement and inspection.  Also, steel 
members have been corroded for a century losing significant portions of axial stiffness.  The 
corrosion is especially distributed and varied member by member due to various environmental 
excitations.  Therefore, these caused difficulties in the model updating of the metal truss bridges. 
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1.3 Challenges of Applying Existing SHM Method to Bridge Structures 
Numerous SHM methods have been proposed in recent years; detailed reviews are provided by 
Doebling et al.  (1996) and Sohn et al.  (2003).   However, challenges remain before such 
methods can be applied routinely to bridge structures in the field.  While most SHM algorithms 
require both input and output measurements, measuring input excitation is quite difficult in 
general due to the distributed and random nature of the bridge loading.  Thus, research on SHM 
algorithms has emphasized the use of ambient vibration data.   
The number of sensors is another challenge to be considered in employing SHM methods.  In 
reality, the number of the sensors in an installation is limited; the cost of the sensors, data 
acquisition systems, and system installation is significant, and the available budget is always 
limited.   Traditionally, algorithms which can achieve adequate performance with a limited 
number of sensors are desirable.  Unfortunately, such algorithms that are effective have been 
elusive.  Considering that damage is an intrinsically local phenomenon, deployment of more 
sensors throughout the structure has the potential to lead to more accurate damage detection 
results.   
One potential approach to overcoming the problems associated with a limited number of 
sensors is using wireless smart sensors (WSS).  Wireless smart sensors offer a solution for long-
term, scalable SHM of civil infrastructure by providing easier installation and efficient data 
management at a lower cost than traditional wired monitoring systems.  Specifically, the wireless 
sensor unit used for the monitoring systems discussed herein possesses multiple sensor channels 
and costs less than $500 USD each, including solar power harvesting devices.  Moreover, 
installation time and effort is significantly less than the wired counterpart.  Also, smart sensors 
have on-board computation capability that can help to mitigate the problem of data inundation 
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that is intrinsic to densely instrumented structures.  These features of wireless smart sensors help 
to ensure the scalability of the SHM system to a large network necessary for long-span bridges. 
Several researchers have employed wireless sensors to monitor bridge structures (Lynch et 
al., 2006; Nagayama, 2007; Kim et al., 2007; Pakzad, 2009; Jang et al., 2010), providing 
important insight into the opportunities and challenges for WSSN technology for long-term 
monitoring.   Critical issues identified include: (i) power management, (ii) energy harvesting, 
(iii) fault tolerance, (iv) autonomous operation, and (v) environmental hardening.    
In addition, excitation methods for bridge structures need to be considered.  The two main 
categories of excitation methods are ambient vibration and forced vibration.  Ambient vibration 
tests are used for a long span bridge due to the difficulty in applying sufficient forces to a large 
bridge, while forced vibration tests are often used for a small or middle size bridges because the 
responses from the ambient vibration may be too small.  Therefore, effective excitation schemes 
should be considered according to bridge size.   
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1.4 Overview of Dissertation 
This research focuses on the development and implementation of SHM algorithms for bridge 
structures using wireless smart sensor technology.  The contributions of the research are in the 
development of damage detection algorithms, implementation of an algorithm on WSSN, 
deployment of SHM system with a dense array of WSSN on a cable-stayed bridge, and condition 
assessment of a full-scale bridge using the developed framework.  This section summarizes the 
overview of the dissertation on each chapter. 
Chapter 2 presents the background for this research, including reviews of structural health 
monitoring (SHM), wireless smart sensors, software development for WSSNs, and full-scale 
bridge monitoring applications.  Following a definition of damage employed for this work, an 
overview of vibration-based damage detection algorithms is presented.  Among numerous 
algorithms, flexibility-based methods have shown to be robust in high frequency noise.  One of 
the flexibility matrix based methods, the damage locating vector (DLV) method, is employed as 
a bases for the SHM framework developed in this research.  Additionally, selective model 
updating technologies and their applications are presented.  Because the main focus of this 
research is the use of WSSN, a brief summary of the hardware components of wireless smart 
sensor and the platform selection are provided, along with the associated software components.  
The last section of this chapter reviews full-scale bridge monitoring applications using traditional 
wired sensor systems.  This background information provides the foundation for the research in 
this dissertation.   
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 describe the damage detection algorithm development.  The basis 
for the algorithms is the flexibility-based DLV method.  For bridge monitoring, static strain 
measurements are the most common measurement, because they are cost effective and can be 
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used for load rating and fatigue life estimation.  Chapter 3 provides development of a static 
strain-based DLV method and its validation in lab scale experiments.  The strain flexibility 
matrix based on the static strain measurement is defined, which can be obtained from moving 
truck load tests in the field.  Damage location can be identified from the differences in the strain 
flexibility matrices before and after damage.  A series of laboratory moving load tests were 
conducted for the validation of this method. 
However, damage is intrinsically a local phenomenon; therefore, a dense network of sensors 
is desirable.  One of the solutions to involving many sensors with cost constraints is the use of 
the wireless smart sensors.  Most deployments of wireless smart sensors to date have assumed 
centralized data collection and processing (i.e., emulated wired sensor networks).  Such 
centralized approaches are not scalable due to limitations in wireless communication bandwidth.   
As described in section 2.4.3, the decentralized computing strategy is shown to be suitable for 
efficient network communication as well as damage identification.   
In Chapter 4, a decentralized damage identification approach based on the stochastic 
dynamic DLV method is developed.  New damage indices are proposed for robust damage 
identification.  This approach is validated in lab-scale experiments on a truss bridge model using 
a wired sensor system that emulates a WSSN.  This approach is then implemented as a damage 
detection service for the Imote2 and integrated as part of a new autonomous SHM framework in 
ISHMP Services Toolsuite.   
Chapter 5 to Chapter 8 describes the field deployment of WSSN on various structures.  For 
full-scale bridge monitoring, the feasibility of WSSN in hardware and software perspectives 
needs to be confirmed.  In Chapter 5, the software performance of the ISHMP Services Toolsuite 
on the Imote2 system is validated on an architectural staircase in Siebel Center at University of 
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Illinois campus.  A brief description of the Testbed and the components of structural monitoring 
system are provided.  In this deployment, the network parameters for the radio communication 
and power consumption have been optimized.  This Testbed allowed for debugging and refining 
the ISHMP Services Toolsuite for subsequent deployment on a cable-stayed bridge in South 
Korea.   
Chapter 6 presents full-scale structural monitoring of the Jindo Bridge in South Korea.  This 
project is a multi-national bridge monitoring project with institutions from the United States, 
Korea and Japan.  The ISHMP Services Toolsuite, updated based on the Siebel staircase 
deployment, was loaded on the Imote2.  Two types of sensor boards were utilized in this 
deployment for acceleration and wind measurement.  In total, 427 sensor channels were installed 
in 71 sensor nodes.  To supply long-term power to the Imote2, solar panels were installed for 8 
nodes.  The procedure to optimize the antenna direction, communication range, and network 
parameters is described in detail.  After optimization of the system, the acceleration data was 
successfully measured.  The performance of the hardware, software, power consumption, and the 
solar energy harvesting devices are discussed.  The purpose of the Jindo bridge deployment is 
centrally collecting data from all leaf nodes, which emulates the wired monitoring system. 
To take full advantage of on-board computation capability of wireless smart sensors, a high-
level structural health monitoring framework should be developed to synthesize the raw data 
measurement.  To this end, a 100-year-old historic truss bridge has taken as a Testbed for 
structural condition assessment in Chapter 7.  First of all, full-scale vibration tests were 
conducted using a wired sensing system; while more complex to setup, the traditional wired 
system provides a high-quality baseline for evaluation of the WSSN approaches.   Subsequently, 
the performance of wireless sensor system was compared with the wired system in terms of 
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modal analysis.  The modal analysis results from the forced vibration tests matched well when 
the vibration is at least 20 mg due to coarse resolution of the basic sensor board.  A FE model 
was built for future damage detection application development.  However, the modal properties 
from the initial model and those from the measured data were significantly different.  The main 
source of the difference was from severe corrosion distributed in the whole bridge.  To 
incorporate the degrees of corrosion of various elements, the sectional area and mass density of a 
group of elements were updated using a multi-step optimization strategy.  After updating, the 
modal properties from the model agreed with those of the measured data within 10 %.  This 
updated FE model is used as a baseline of the bridge and for generating the input file for the 
decentralized damage identification application. 
Finally, Chapter 8 provides the validation of a DecentralizedDamageIdentification 
application on a full-scale historic bridge with WSSN..  This damage localization application has 
been combined with an autonomous continuous monitoring application, AutoMonitor, in the 
ISHMP Services Toolsuite to enable on-demand damage identification as well as continuous raw 
data measurement.  For higher resolution acceleration measurement, the SHM-A sensor board 
was employed for this deployment.   Various deployment issues were resolved in the enclosure 
configuration, environmental protection, and wireless communication optimization for stable 
long-term measurement in the field.  This deployment showed the potential of the developed 
SHM framework and practical deployment issues.    
The conclusions of the dissertation and a discussion of future work are provided in Chapter 9.  
This research provides the showcase of a structural health monitoring system for bridge 
structures using WSSN.  A decentralized damage detection strategy is developed, implemented 
for WSSN and validated experimentally.  A dense array of wireless smart sensors have been 
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deployed on a cable-stayed bridge after a series of performance investigation and addressing the 
deployment issues.  The developed bridge health monitoring application has been also validated 
on a historic bridge.  The future work includes the issues for upgrading the SHM framework 
developed in this dissertation, as well as the potentials to extend the research for various 
applications on our civil infrastructure.  The appendix provides a brief user guide for the 
developed DecentralizedDamageIdentification application. 
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CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND 
 
This chapter presents the background and motivation for this research.  First, the definition of 
damage in structural health monitoring (SHM) and review on the vibration-based SHM 
algorithms are given, followed by the overview of bridge health monitoring efforts using 
traditional wired sensor system.  Subsequently, the basic knowledge on wireless smart sensors is 
summarized, including a description of the components of wireless sensors, wireless sensor 
platform selection, and sensing using smart sensors.  Software development for WSSN using 
TinyOS, the Illinois SHM Services Toolsuite, and decentralized data aggregation are provided.   
 
2.1 Structural Health Monitoring  
2.1.1 Damage definition in civil infrastructure 
In general terms, damage can be defined as changes introduced into a system that adversely 
affects its current or future performance (Sohn et al., 2003).  Such damage can be induced either 
by aging or by catastrophic events.  Damage is typically categorized as either linear or nonlinear.  
A linear damage is defined as the case when the initially linear-elastic structure remains linear-
elastic after damage, while nonlinear damage corresponds to the situation when the initially 
linear-elastic structure behaves in a nonlinear manner after the damage has been introduced 
(Doebling et al., 1996).  For example, linear damage is often associated with stiffness reduction 
due to steel and/or concrete corrosion, while nonlinear damage is associated with crack opening 
and closing, frozen bearings, loose connections, etc.  The focus of this study is linear damage.  
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Stiffness reduction is common in aging construction materials, e.g., steel, concrete, 
reinforced concrete, etc.  Steel corrosion generally results in a reduction in the stiffness of 
structural elements.  As can be seen in Figure 2.2, corrosion results in reduction in the cross 
section of the bridge members and therefore the stiffness of the element.  The corrosion of re-
bars in reinforced concrete is also included in this category.  Therefore, damage caused by 
stiffness reduction is worth studying in the context of SHM. 
 
Figure 2.2.  Corroded truss elements of the Mahomet Bridge. 
 
2.1.2 Vibration-based SHM algorithms 
Doebling et al. (1996) and Sohn et al. (2003) provided careful reviews of over 700 papers on 
structural health monitoring (SHM).  Various damage identification methods and their 
application to bridges, offshore platforms, aerospace structures, and composites are presented in 
their reports.  SHM methods are often classified based on type of structural responses measured, 
such as static strain, curvature, natural frequency changes, mode shape changes, flexibility, or 
damage detection techniques, such as matrix updating methods, neural networks, nonlinear 
methods, etc.  Most of these approaches are based on vibration measurement.  In this section, the 
vibration-based SHM algorithms for bridge structures are reviewed.   
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Damage detection methods using natural frequency changes have been applied by many 
researchers.  Cawley and Adams (1979) employed the ratio of the natural frequency changes to 
detect the location of local stiffness reduction and the rough extent of damage.  The main 
assumption was that the natural frequency is a function of only the location of damage.  This 
method was not widely used because many pairs of modes before and after damage were 
required.  Several researchers also proposed damage localization algorithms using natural 
frequencies (Chen et al., 1995; Patil et al., 2002).  However, SHM methods using only natural 
frequency changes have intrinsic limitations, because many environmental and structural factors 
are related.  For example, temperature can cause the natural frequency of a structure to vary 
significantly within a single day (Sohn, 2006).  In addition, natural frequency shift represents the 
global behavior of a structure, so that it can represent the existence of damage, but is insufficient 
to determine the location.  Therefore, natural frequency shift has often been used in conjunction 
with other SHM methods for damage localization.   
SHM algorithms utilizing both natural frequencies and mode shapes have been subsequently 
considered.  Lee et al. (2002) presented a damage detection method using both natural 
frequencies and mode shapes.  A laboratory bridge was built and vertical accelerations were 
measured during a vehicle passing over the bridge.  The modal properties were calculated using 
the random decrement method.  The ratio of the natural frequencies before and after damage and 
the estimated mode shapes are fed into a neural network to identify the damage location and 
severity.  Kim et al. (2002) proposed two damage detection algorithms using the correlation 
between stiffness reduction and changes in natural frequencies and mode shapes.  A pre-stressed 
concrete beam model was employed for numerical studies for both methods.  Stiffness reduction 
was used as the damage.  The natural frequency was found to decrease as damage severity 
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increased.  The mode shape-based method can also detect approximate damage location using a 
damage index and estimate damage severity using a stiffness ratio.  Similar studies to correlate 
the structural stiffness parameters, as well as natural frequencies and mode shapes have been 
studied by other researchers (Ge et al., 2005; Rahai et al., 2007).   
Modal strain energy also has been employed for the purpose of damage detection.  Carrasco 
et al. (1997) located and quantified damage extent for a truss structure using the change in modal 
strain energy before and after damage.  By characterizing the damage as a scalar quantity of the 
undamaged stiffness matrix, an expression was obtained for element damage factors that 
quantify the magnitude of the damage for each mode shape.  Three types of damage were 
investigated: a 180° saw-cut of the cross-section of the elements, 50% reduction of area over 
one-third of the element length, and a complete cut through the element section.  Among many 
experiments, this method was shown to detect area reduction and complete cut damage.  
However, only one of four cases of the 180° saw-cut damage was detected, because of errors in 
acceleration readings or modal analysis.  Shi et al. (2000) introduced a method utilizing the ratio 
of change in modal strain energy.  The sensitivity of the modal strain energy to damage is 
derived.  The sensitivity is a function of the analytical mode shape changes and the stiffness 
matrix.  Incomplete measured mode shapes and analytical system matrices are required for 
damage localization and quantification.  A fixed-fixed beam is used for numerical verification.  
Multiple damage locations can be found with this method; however, the results were sensitive to 
measurement noise.   Shi et al. (2002) improved their algorithm by using only the first few 
modes and verified the results using numerical simulation.   
Parameter estimation methods have been developed by Shin and Hjelmstad (1994).  By 
employing an adaptive element-grouping scheme, this method can localize a single damage 
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location with noisy and limited measurements.  Errors occur in the case of multiple damage 
locations.  Pothisiri and Hjelmstad (2003) improved the method proposed in 1994 using a new 
element-group updating scheme.  In this method, errors in the estimated parameters are reduced 
by selecting a near-optimal measurement set to resolve non-unique solutions.   
The flexibility matrix has been regarded as an effective structural measure for stiffness 
reduction.  Stiffness matrices are dominated by higher modes; flexibility matrices are dominated 
by lower modes (Gao and Spencer, 2008).  Because noise is usually of high frequency, 
flexibility-based methods are robust to noise (Mottershead et al., 1993).  The earliest study in the 
literature is perhaps the damage detection approach using the changes of modal flexibility 
reported by Pandey and Biswas (1994).  A few lower modes were shown to be able to estimate 
the flexibility matrix easily, because it converges rapidly with increasing frequency.  The column 
entries in the flexibility matrix with the largest absolute changes coincided with the location of 
damage.  A drawback is that a full modal analysis is time-consuming.   
Huth et al. (2005) investigated the performance of several damage identification methods on 
experimental data, including the flexibility matrix based method developed by Pandey and 
Biswas.  In this study, the natural frequency changes corresponding to the damage were were 
found to be negligible.  The mode shape change increased with the level of damage, but the 
modal assurance criterion, which uses the mode shapes, showed low sensitivity to damage.  On 
the other hand, the flexibility approach was able to localize damage at an earlier stage.  In using 
all modal-based methods, the sensitivity of damage detection decreased as environmental factors 
increased.   
Doebling et al. (1998) presented a method based on modal flexibility disassembly.  The 
measured incomplete flexibility matrix is decomposed into the individual stiffness parameters of 
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an assumed set of super elements within the structure.  The boundaries of the super element are 
defined by the measurement sensors.  This method was verified with a two degree-of-freedom 
(DOF) system and a cantilever beam.  Parjawit et al. (2005) developed a global flexibility index-
based method for highway bridges.  This index is the square root of the largest eigenvalue of the 
norm of the modal flexibility matrix: ( )max TF Fλ , which is shown to increase as the damage 
extent increases.  The algorithm was verified using impact tests of a RC highway bridge.  
Because the highway bridge is not supposed to be artificially damaged in use, the AASHTO load 
rating was provided based on a finite element model.  According to the load rating results, the 
bridge was considered to be safe.   
Among the many types of vibration-based damage detection algorithms, the flexibility-based 
damage detection algorithms have been found to be efficient for damage resulting in stiffness 
reduction.  Although vibration-based algorithms show limited field applications due to various 
uncertainties (e.g., environmental factors, measurement noise, etc.) affecting modal properties, 
they show potential for being employed for SHM. 
 
2.1.3 DLV family methods 
The damage locating vector (DLV) method was proposed by Bernal (2002), which employed the 
change of the modal flexibility matrices before and after damage.  The DLVs are a series of load 
vectors which induce zero stress at the damaged elements (Bernal, 2002).  The DLVs are 
calculated by singular value decomposition of the change in the flexibility matrix.  Several DLVs 
are obtained and applied to the undamaged structural model one by one.  The stress from 
structural analysis for each DLV is normalized, and added together and normalized again to 
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obtain normalized accumulated stress (NAS).  Zero NAS indicates a damaged element.  The 
DLV method had been experimentally validated by Gao et al. (2004) with laboratory tests on a 
3D steel truss model.  The DLV method has some limitations for practical applications such as 
the requirement of input measurement and false positive damage detection.  To overcome these 
drawbacks, the several extensions to the original DLV method have been proposed, which herein 
are designated the DLV family methods. 
The stochastic DLV method was developed using output-only data to overcome the 
requirement of measuring the input excitation.  A surrogate matrix, Q, is employed for damage 
detection by employing state space representation and its derivatives (Bernal, 2004).  The 
validity of DLV method remains because the surrogate matrix spans the same null space as the 
transfer function matrix.  Nagayama (2007) implemented the stochastic DLV method in a smart 
sensor network and validated the performance of this method in the lab-scale experiments using 
a steel truss model.   
The DLV method intrinsically has false positive damage identification issues.  False damage 
indication can be categorized into two types: false positive indication is the report of damage 
when none is present; false negative indication is no report of damage when damage is present.  
Because the DLV induces zero NAS at the damaged element, adjacent elements may also have 
zero or low stress, particularly in statically determinant structures.  False positive detection for 
nearby elements is not as critical an issue as false negative detection; however, excessive false 
positive detection can cause lack of confidence in the damage detection strategy.  Sim et al. 
(2009) addressed the false positive detection problem by employing multi-metric sensing of 
acceleration and dynamic strain. 
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The dynamic DLV (DDLV) method was proposed, employing a transfer function matrix, 
also known as the receptance matrix, instead of a flexibility matrix to provide richer information 
on damage detection (Bernal, 2006).  Note that the flexibility matrix is the transfer function 
matrix evaluated at 0s iω= = , which disregards dynamic information.  By employing dynamic 
information contained in the receptance matrices, more than one set of DLV are obtained, which 
can help to reduce the positive detection problem.  Therefore, DDLV method has robustness and 
the possibility to reduce the false positive detection.  However, the DDLV method still requires 
the input measurements. 
The stochastic DDLV method (SDDLV) was developed to combine the merits of both 
stochastic and DDLV methods (Bernal, 2005).  This method employs a surrogate of the 
receptance matrices over various frequency values obtained from output-only data.  The dynamic 
information can reduce the false positive detection possibility.  Therefore, the SDDLV method 
has the potential for widespread application in terms of reliability and practicality.   
 
2.1.4 Model updating for SHM 
Model updating is the correction process of finite element models by processing experimental 
data from dynamic tests.  For this research, such an updated model will be used in model-based 
damage detection strategies.  Three commonly encountered model errors which may affect the 
model prediction accuracy are: (1) model structure errors from nonlinear behavior, (2) model 
parameter errors from the uncertainties in boundary condition and material properties, and (3) 
model order errors from inaccuracy in the analytical model discretization (Mottershead, 1993).  
To update the possible parameters above, the rule of thumb is to match the first three eigenvalues 
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of a finite element model.  Mottershead (1993) recommended the preliminary elimination of 
unnecessary parameters and employment of multiple test results for model updating.   
Two approaches for updating the finite-element models are system matrix updating and 
structural parameter updating.  Because the system matrix updating method is not applicable for 
models in which the changes in mass and stiffness matrices are coupled, structural parameter 
updating has been widely used.  The parameter updating method is based on the sensitivity 
analysis of the parameters in terms of physical changes of structures.   
To date, many researchers have reported the application of the parameter updating method 
based on sensitivity of structural parameters.  As an early example, Brownjohn and Xia (2000) 
applied the parameter updating method on the Safti Link Bridge in Singapore (see Figure 2.3).  
The parameters to be updated were the Young’s modulus and the mass density.  The differences 
in the natural frequencies of the data and the model were within 10% at maximum.  They noted 
that an intrinsic limitation of model updating resides in structural complexity and simplifications 
in modeling.   
 
Figure 2.3.  Safti Link Bridge (Courtesy of Brownjohn, 2000). 
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Zhang et al (2001) applied an improved sensitivity-based updating algorithm for the 710m 
Kap Shui Mun Bridge in Hong Kong.  The updating parameters are selected using the sensitivity 
analysis for different structural systems: composite deck, box girder deck, tower, and 
connections.  For example, for the composite deck, the Young’s modulus, mass density, cross-
sectional area, moment of inertia were been selected as parameters to be updated.  The lowest 17 
modes between 0 and 2.2 Hz are matched with experimental data after updating the total of 31 
parameters.   
Chang et al. (2000) applied the sensitivity-based parameter updating method to a 1/150 scale 
suspension bridge model.  The changes of the updating parameters are found by solving a 
quadratic programming problem.  The contribution of this paper is the use an objective function 
that is the sum of a weighted frequency error norm and a weighted perturbation norm of the 
parameters.  This objective function can avoid ill-conditioning of the optimization.   
Some researchers have focused on the way to prevent the ill-conditioning for the parameter 
updating method.  Zapico et al (2003) suggested the rules for updating a small-scale irregular 
bridge model subjected to earthquake excitations.  The first rule is that only parameters that the 
response is sensitive to and have physical meaning should be selected.  The next rule is that 
when the parameters corresponding to several elements are expected to have similar values, one 
super-element parameter should be selected rather than individual element parameters.   
Jaishi and Ren (2005) combined new objective function to improve the performance of the 
sensitivity-based parameter updating method.   Because the modal flexibility is more sensitive to 
the local changes of structures, the proposed objective function is a function of the eigenvalue 
residuals, the mode shape-related functions, and the modal flexibility residuals.  For the simple 
beam model, the maximum error after model updating was achieved within 1.29% using the 
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least-square algorithm.  However, for a concrete-filled steel tubular arch bridge, the first three 
natural frequencies were matched to within 15.42%.  Subsequently, Jaishi and Ren (2007) 
employed another objective function and new optimization technique for further improvement.  
An objective function combining the eigenvalues and strain energy residuals was used.  For 
optimization, an iterative method using the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method 
was employed.  After updating the numerical model of the Hongtang Bridge (Figure 2.4), the 
first 5 vertical bending natural frequencies are matched with the experimental data to within 5% 
for 1st and 2nd modes; however, is the error in the other modes ranged from 10% to 23 %.  The 
field of model updating is mature but still actively studied to improve the objective function and 
optimization algorithms. 
 
Figure 2.4.  Photograph of Hongtang Bridge (Courtesy of Jaishi, 2007). 
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2.2 Full-scale Bridge Monitoring Applications 
Bridges are an important class of infrastructure for our everyday lives; thus, researchers have 
spent their efforts to monitor bridges.  The earliest bridge health monitoring applications using 
modern structural engineering knowledge are perhaps the Golden Gate Bridge and the Bay 
Bridge in San Francisco (Carder, 1937).  The vibration from the towers and mid-span were 
measured by a photographic seismograph during construction.  The changes of the amplitude and 
period of the motion were tabulated.  The addition of cables decreases the amplitude of the 
vibration to 10-50 percent of the former value.  The period of vibration of the tower increased by 
the addition of the cables and decking.  The main purpose was to study the possibility of damage 
due to a strong earthquake, but the goal was not fulfilled because of uncertainty in potential 
earthquake ground motions.  Compared to the 1930s when these tests were carried out, 
technology for measuring data and SHM algorithms have been substantially improved.  In this 
section, examples of bridge health monitoring systems implemented in the last two decades are 
summarized.   
Many researchers have monitored bridges to measure dynamic bridge responses such as 
acceleration.  Doebling et al. (1997) measured the vertical acceleration of the Alamosa Canyon 
Bridge in New Mexico from ambient vibration and impact hammer tests.  The modal properties 
calculated from both tests were compared.  One of the modes identified from the hammer tests 
was not identified in the ambient vibration tests.  A possible reason for this inconsistency was 
some vibration modes may not be well excited by ambient vibration.  Abe et al. (2000) measured 
ambient vibration of the Hakucho Bridge in Japan to track modal property variations caused by 
wind loads.  The dynamic properties of the bridge, natural frequencies, mode shapes, and modal 
damping ratios were calculated using the Ibrahim Time Domain method. 
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Some researchers measured the dynamic strain of bridges.  Todd et al. (1999) monitored the 
I-10 Bridge in Southern New Mexico using fiber Bragg grating (FBG) strain sensors.  A 64-
channel strain sensor array was placed on the Bridge to monitor traffic loads, vibration responses, 
and real-time girder deflection.  The bridge deflection was calculated by double integration of 
the strain data.  The average deflection of the girder was 30 mm as a truck passes the mid-span.  
Giacosa et al. (2008) installed FBG sensors, accelerometers and inclinometers at the cables of 
the Pedestrian Olympic Bridge in Torino, Italy to monitor the behavior of the bridge.   
To take advantage of the rich low-frequency content in displacement measurements, many 
researchers have proposed optical-based sensors for bridge health monitoring.  Macdonald et al. 
(1998) employed a 3D computer vision system to measure dynamic displacement of a cable-
stayed bridge, the Second Severn Crossing in UK.  Black and white CCD cameras have been 
used for recording targets on the bridge.  The position of the target is predicted based on the 
known locations.  The camera views are calibrated by locating the reference points in each view, 
and the 2D image coordinates are transformed to 3D real world coordinates by reference to the 
calibrated data.  Experimental verification both on laboratory shake table and on the bridge were 
provided.  A measurement accuracy of 0.5 mm at a distance of over 200 m has been achieved.  
Lee et al. (2006) proposed a vision-based damage detection platform using digital image 
processing techniques with the development of optical technology and wireless communication 
technology.  Dynamic displacements of a shake table were measured and compared with those 
from linear variable differential transformers.  Ando et al. (2007) developed the correlation-
based magneto-optic imager sensing for 6-axis displacement measurement.  The system has the 
potential to be used for bridge health monitoring in the future because the accuracy of this 
imaging sensor is within micro-meters, and continuous displacement monitoring is possible.  A 
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drawback of these vision-based displacement monitoring systems is that fixed points are required 
to install cameras, which is unfavorable for SHM of long span bridges. 
Global positioning systems (GPS) have been tried to measure the displacement of some long-
span bridges.  Wong et al. (2004) introduced a GPS-based bridge monitoring system for three 
bridges in Hong Kong: the Tsing Ma Bridge, Kap Shui Bridge, and Ting Kau Bridge.  A 
Navigation System and Ranging GPS using a constellation of 24 satellites was employed for 
positioning these bridges.  A corresponding software package for real-time monitoring was 
developed.  The GPS receivers were installed in the main tower and cables to measure bridge 
displacements.  The displacement influence line at mid-span using the GPS system has been 
compared with those from the level sensors and accelerometers.  They matched well for the 
Tsing Ma Bridge.  The displacements from the GPS system had higher noise contents than those 
from the traditional system.  The possible SHM applications using GPS data are to estimate the 
bridge response due to traffic, wind, and temperature loads, as well as to obtain the cable force 
and strain/stress of the bridge.   
Cosser et al. (2004) employed a GPS system to measure the transverse and vertical 
displacements of the Wilford Bridge in Nottingham and the Humber Bridge in Hull in the UK.  
The Wilford Bridge is a small pedestrian suspension bridge, while the Humber Bridge is a long-
span cable-stayed bridge.  For the Wilford Bridge, the dynamic displacements due to ambient 
loads were indistinguishable from the noise due to environmental factors.  In the case of the 
Humber Bridge, the maximum displacements were approximately 20-25 cm.  Though GPS 
measurements still has many technical drawbacks (e.g., resolution, noise, etc.), it has great 
potential as a displacement measurement system in the future.   
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Full-scale applications for the purpose of damage detection have also been employed by 
some researchers.  Farrar et al. (1994, 1998) monitored a decommissioned bridge, the I-40 
Bridge in Albuquerque, New Mexico, measuring the vertical accelerations from ambient and 
forced vibration tests.  Various degrees of damage using torch cuts were made in the web and 
flange in the plate-girder to simulate fatigue damage.  Natural frequencies and the mode shapes 
are compared before and after damage.  The natural frequency dropped 7.6% and 4.4% for the 1st 
and the 2nd modes, respectively, due to a 50% sectional area loss.  The modal assurance criteria 
before and after damage were also obtained using the mode shapes.  The changes of the MAC 
values were detectable at the final damage stage.  Lee et al. (2006) also considered vertical 
accelerations of a decommissioned bridge, the old Han-Nam Grand Bridge in Seoul, Korea.  
Similar torch-cut damage was induced in the bridge girders.  Neural networks were employed to 
localize the damage.  The location and approximate severity were estimated.  These tests are on-
demand or campaign-type bridge tests, meaning that the tests were conducted during specific 
time duration, for damage detection.   
Long-term SHM system has been implemented in several full-scale bridges around the world.  
The most extensively instrumented examples of long-term monitoring system are three bridges in 
Hong Kong: the Ting Kau Bridge, Kap Shui Mun Bridge, and Tsing Ma Bridge.  These bridges 
are monitored by the Wind and Structural Health Monitoring System (WASHMS).  For example, 
the Tsing Ma Bridge system consists of approximately 350 sensors and the relevant interfacing 
units, including the GPS system.  The huge amount of data collected from many sensors may 
result in data inundation.  Wang et al. (2007) installed a long term SHM system in the 
Kishwaukee River Bridge in Rockport, Illinois.  Static responses from the bridge were measured 
using strain gages and LVDTs.  Measured acceleration data was transferred to a computer 
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through an internet connection.  The correlation between natural frequency shift and temperature 
change was calculated by a linear regression analysis.  Other examples of the long-term SHM 
systems are the Commodore Barry Bridge Monitoring System (USA), the Jindo Grand Bridge 
Monitoring System (Korea), the Akashi Kaikyo Bridge Monitoring System (Japan), the Alamillo 
Bridge Monitoring System (Spain), the Hummer Bridge Monitoring System (UK), and the 
Zhanjiang Bay Bridge Monitoring System (China), etc.  Mainly these systems measure only 
structural responses; effective damage detection algorithms are necessary to be implemented for 
efficient SHM. 
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2.3 Wireless Smart Sensors  
Recent advancement in wireless sensor technology has enabled efficient measurement and data 
processing for SHM.  Lynch and Loh (2006) provide a comprehensive literature review on 
wireless sensor technology for SHM applications.  For completeness, this section summarizes the 
descriptions of the components of a wireless smart sensor (WSS), and selection of platform for 
SHM application from Rice and Spencer (2009).   
 
2.3.1 Components of a wireless smart sensor  
Radio component 
The wireless data transmission using radio frequency (RF) communication is an essential 
characteristic of wireless smart sensors.  Most WSS platforms operate on the 900 MHz, 2.4 GHz 
or the 5 GHz frequencies because they are unlicensed.  Based on the operation frequencies, an 
adequate radio component should be selected among various wireless transceiver options 
according to the target power consumption.  The intrinsic nature of the RF transmission is 
unreliable because of many uncertainties in communication range, physical interference, multi-
path effects, and noise (Shankar, 2002). 
 
Microprocessor component 
The microprocessor is the computational core for the on-board data processing.  The critical 
specifications of a microprocessor are bus size, clock speed, memory, and power consumption.  
The bus size options are 8-, 16-, 32-bit defining the internal data bus of the microcontroller.  
Among these, the larger bus size is desirable.  Because the clock speed defines the data 
processing rate, the faster processor is desirable.  The tradeoff of higher clock rate is increased 
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power consumption.  Large size of memory is important to run SHM applications that involve 
intensive on-board calculation. 
 
Power component 
A WSS requires a local power source.  Low power consumption is a desirable characteristic of 
smart sensors if battery-powered.  The power consumption depends on radio strength, clock 
speed of microprocessor, memory types, sensing and processing intensity.  In each case, the 
power consumption should be optimized in terms of the monitoring purposes. 
 
2.3.2 Platform selection 
Because one of the first WSS platforms including LWIM-III was proposed in 1996 (Estrin, 
2006), a variety of WSS platforms have been developed.  Spencer et al. (2004) gives an 
overview of smart sensor technology development and their merits to improve SHM applications.  
In addition, the summary provided by Lynch and Loh (2006) cites over 150 papers on the topic 
of wireless sensors for SHM, and specifically examines 24 wireless platforms that have been 
proposed for SHM including academic prototypes and commercial-off-the shelf (COTS) units.   
One of famous ancestor of the academic prototypes is the Berkeley family of Motes.  These 
are open source hardware and software platforms with generic sensing interface.  These 
platforms allow users to customize the sensors and the software to their application.  The 
Berkeley family of Motes include Rene Mote (1999), Mica2 (Crossbow 2007a), MicaZ 
(Mainwaring, et al., 2002), Telos (Polastre, 2005), iMote (Kling, 2003), and Imote2 (Kling et al., 
2005; Adler et al. 2005).  Table 2.1 shows the comparison of several of the commercially 
available smart sensor platforms.   
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Table 2.1.  Comparison of commercially available smart sensor platforms (Rice, 2009). 
 Mica2 (Crossbow) 
MicaZ 
(Crossbow) 
Telos(B)/Tmote Sky 
(MoteIV*) 
Imote2 
(Crossbow) 
Processor ATmega128L ATmega128L TIMSP430 XScalePXA271 
Bus Size 
(bits) 8 8 16 32 
Processor 
Speed 
(MHz) 
7.373 7.373 8 13 - 416 
Program 
Flash 
(bytes) 
128 K 128 K 48 K 32 M 
EEPROM 
(bytes) 512 K 512 K n/a n/a 
RAM 
(bytes) 4 K 4 K 1024 K 
256 K SRAM 
32 M SDRAM 
Radio Chip CC1000 CC2420 CC2420 CC2420 
ADC 
resolution 
(bits) 
10 10 12 n/a 
ADC 
channels 8 8 8 n/a 
Digital 
Interface DIO, I2C, SPI DIO, I2C, SPI 
I2C, SPI, UART, 
USART 
I2C, SPI, GPIO, 
UART, PWM, SDIO, 
USB 
Active 
Power 
(mW) 
24 24 10 
44 @ 13 MHz 
116 @ 104 MHz 
570 @ 416 MHz 
Sleep Power 
(µW) 75 75 8 100 
Primary 
Battery 2 x AA 2 x AA 2 x AA 3 x AAA 
* Now Sentilla 
 
After the development of the Berkeley family Motes, many proprietary wireless sensor 
platforms have been also proposed.  Some of commercially available microprocessor platforms 
have been proprietary, emulating wired sensors in the sense that the users cannot embed on-
board processing algorithms (Ember, 2008; MicroStrain, 2008; Millenial Net, 2008; Sensicast, 
2008, Bridge Diagnostics, Inc.  2008).  These are less desirable for SHM purposes which involve 
heavy custom-developed computation on board. 
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As opposed to the previous platforms which do not allow embedding on-board processing 
algorithms, MEMSIC’s Imote2, has drawn attention mainly due to its high processor speed and 
large RAM size.  The large RAM enables longer data measurement for accurate modal analysis, 
and the high processor speed facilitates computationally demanding SHM application on the 
WSS.  Additionally, the Imote2 is equipped with Intel’s low-power X-scale processor (PXA27x), 
in which the processor speed can be scaled based on application needs without a significant 
increase in overall power consumption.  Because of these features, the Imote2 is open source 
WSS platform that is suitable for SHM applications. 
 
2.3.3 Wireless sensor board for Imote2 
Crossbow produced the wireless sensor board for Imote2, ITS400CA (Crossbow, 2007), which is 
also called as basic sensor board.  The basic sensor board is designed to interface with the Imote2 
platform to have three-axis accelerometer, temperature/humidity sensor, a light sensor, and a 4 
channel A/D converter.  The accelerometer chip is ST Microelectronic’s LISL02DQ, which has 
±2g range and 12-bit resolution, resulting in a resolution of approximately 1 mg.  This board 
provides four different sampling rates: 280, 560, 1120, and 4480 Hz.  The temperature/humidity 
sensor is Sensirion’s SHT15, and additional digital temperature sensor, TI TMP175.  The light 
sensor is Taos’s TSL2651.  The basic sensor board has been the only available wireless sensor 
board for Imote2 until 2009.  However, the basic sensor board had the limitations in coarse 
resolution and un-programmable sampling frequency, which are essential for SHM practice. 
The SHM-A sensor board has been designed to overcome the limitations of the basic sensor 
board for monitoring civil infrastructure.  The SHM-A sensor board is a partial achievement of 
the Illinois SHM Project (ISHMP), an interdisciplinary collaborative effort by researchers in 
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civil engineering and computer science at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Rice 
et al.  2010).  The SHM-A sensor board has all components the basic sensor board has: three 
axes accelerometers, temperature/humidity sensors, and a light sensor.  The components of the 
SHM-A sensor board are identified in Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5.  SHM-A sensor board (Rice, et al., 2010). 
 
The tri-axial accelerometer employed is the ST Microelectronic’s LIS344ALH capacity-type 
MEM accelerometer, which has a range of ±2 g.  The analog acceleration signals from this 
accelerometer are digitized by the Quickfilter QF4A512.  The Quickfilter chip has a 4-channel, 
16-bit Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) and programmable signal conditioner with user-
selectable sampling rates and programmable digital filters.  Therefore, the resolution of the 
accelerometer with the ADC is improved to 0.143 mg, and the noise floors are 0.3 mg for the x 
and y axes and 0.7 mg for the z axis.  Additional temperature/humidity sensor is Sensirion’s 
SHT11, and the light sensor is Taos’s TSL2561.  Noticeable feature of the SHM-A sensor board 
is an additional analog input which allows measuring data from many other types of sensors such 
as anemometers and strain gages.   
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The sampling frequency of the SHM-A sensor board is programmable.  Four sampling 
frequencies (10, 25, 50, 100 Hz) have been pre-programmed on the SHM-A board for bridge 
monitoring applications.  The lowest sampling rate, 10Hz, will be employed for monitoring the 
Jindo Bridge, of which the several first natural frequencies are smaller than 1Hz in chapter 6.  
The highest sampling rate, 100Hz, will be employed for monitoring the mid-size historic truss 
bridge in chapter 8.  The sampling rate can be chosen nearly arbitrarily by designing appropriate 
filters for the QF4A512.   More details on sensor board verification and comprehensive user 
guide can be found in Rice and Spencer (2010).   
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2.4 Software Development for WSSN 
Another enabler of the WSSN for SHM applications is the development of programming 
languages and network communication strategies.  This section provides an overview of TinyOS, 
the ISHMP Services Toolsuite, and the decentralized SHM strategy (Rice, 2009; Rice et al, 
2009; Sim and Spencer, 2009). 
 
2.4.1 TinyOS 
TinyOS (www.tinyos.net) is the open-source operating system used on many smart sensors 
(Levis, et al. 2005).  It utilizes a component-based architecture that makes it well suited to the 
WSS with memory constraints.  For this reaons, there is a large TinyOS user community and 
many successful implementations of sensor networks employing TinyOS.  TinyOS applications 
are written in nesC, a C-like language.  Numerical sub-functions can be written entirely in C and 
included with applications.  Although TinyOS is widely used for WSSN applications, it is 
challenging to develop network control and application software for casual programmers.  The 
potential complexity of software and the unique programming environment have limited the use 
of smart sensors for SHM applications.   
 
2.4.2 ISHMP Services Toolsuite 
ISHMP has developed service-based architecture (SOA) to support WSSN for SHM applications, 
named ISHMP Services Toolsuite.  The main categories of the ISHMP Services Toolsuite 
include foundation services, application services, tools and utilities, and computational services 
and applications (Rice et al. 2009). 
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Foundation services 
Services are defined as high level, self-describing building blocks for applications, and 
applications are stand-alone software which employing services or other applications as their 
components.  The foundation services support the application and other services, including 
gathering synchronized sensor data, reliably communicating data, and providing accurate 
timestamps.  For example, these foundation services can be used by applications to achieve 
synchronized sensing from multiple sensors. 
Four main foundation services are the unified sensing, time synchronization, resampling, and 
reliable communication services.  The unified sensing service provides a general-purpose sensing 
application interface.  This service includes precise time-stamping of the data and supports 
various sensor boards.  Sensor data is stored in 16-bit integers representing raw ADC values with 
32-bit timestamps.  A time synchronization service provides consistent global timestamps for 
measured data collected from a network of sensors.  The resampling application service takes the 
sensor data and resamples them to a specified fixed sampling rate.  Finally, the reliable 
communication (ReliableComm) service eliminates data loss when sending commands and data 
between sensor nodes.   
 
Application services 
The application services provide the numerical algorithms necessary to implement SHM 
applications on the Imote2s and can also be used independently.  The application services 
include SyncSensing, Correlation Function Estimation (CFE), Eigensystem Realization 
Algorithm (ERA), Stochastic Subspace Identification Algorithm, and Stochastic DLV services, 
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etc.  Among these, CFE and ERA services will be employed for development of an on-board 
modular SHM application in this research.   
 
CFE: calculates the correlation functions of the accelerations between a cluster head and leaf 
nodes in a local community.   
ERA: determines the modal properties – natural frequencies, mode shapes, damping ratio, 
and system matrices - from the correlation functions.   
 
Tools and utilities 
The application tools are necessary in large-scale long-term WSSN deployments to evaluate the 
conditions of the structure, to determine appropriate system parameters, and the utilities are 
necessary for maintaining the network to assess power consumption and wireless network 
communication quality, etc.  The application tools are categorized as those operating on a single 
node and those operating on multiple nodes.  The single node application tools used in this 
research are: 
 
autocomm: An updated terminal program based on imote2comm for interfacing with the 
Imote2 through the Imote2 Interface Board’s USB port.  It uses the serial port UART 
interface to open a telnet-like connection with the mote.  This enables automatic 
timestamping of file name of debugging log and the output file. 
SnoozeAlarm: energy saving strategy using a sleeping mode, and frequent wake up for 
maintaining network functionality as described in Figure 2.6, which consists of cycles of 
deep sleep and wake up. 
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Figure 2.6.  SnoozeAlarm timing (Rice and Spencer, 2009) 
 
The application tools that involve multiple nodes in higher level network operation, used in this 
research are: 
 
RemoteSensing: a network-wide distributed application, this tool is used to collect data from 
multiple sensors.  RemoteSensing provides a high level of flexibility in the choice of network 
and sensing parameters.  The network is synchronized prior to sensing, and timestamped data 
is collected.  If the resampling option is selected, i.e., the RemoteSyncSensing option is 
selected, the data is resampled using the SyncSensing service to account for any jitter or non-
uniform time.   
DecentralizedDataAggregation: A network-wide modal identification application from data 
acquisition to processing based on a decentralized hierarchical sensor network.  This 
application supports multiple sensor clusters, in which data processing is conducted 
independently to other clusters.  The outputs of the application are sensor data and their 
correlation functions in each local group. 
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Utility applications which are employed in this research are: 
 
WakeUp: wakes up the remote leaf nodes from SnoozeAlarm mode.  After wake up, they are 
ready to start measurement using RemoteSensing. 
RemoteCommand Reset: reset the leaf nodes remotely. 
RemoteCommand Vbat: measures the battery level of the leaf node remotely. 
TestRadio: Tests the raw bi-directional communication quality between a sender node and a 
group of receiving nodes. 
 
2.4.3 Decentralized SHM strategy 
The use of WSS for SHM applications requires special attention in the design and selection of 
the associate SHM algorithms.  Many SHM strategies require a dense array of sensors deployed 
throughout the structure.  To this end, the adopted SHM scheme must be scalable to a large 
number of sensors.  Scalability refers to the ability to increase the number of nodes in a network 
while maintaining proportional increases in cost and preserving data communication and 
processing efficiency (Rice et al, 2009).  As shown in Figure 2.7, three primary approaches to 
data processing using wireless sensors have been employed to monitor civil structures, all of 
which impose limitations on network scalability and efficiency.  Data processing refers to 
applying SHM algorithms such as modal analysis, system identification, damage detection, etc. 
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Figure 2.7.  Network topologies (Nagayama and Spencer, 2007). 
 
The first approach is to use a wireless smart sensor network as a direct substitute for a 
traditional monitoring system in a centralized data processing approach.  To achieve results 
similar to that of a wired system using wireless sensors, the problems in accurate synchronization 
of the sensed data and effective power management must be addressed for stable long-term 
monitoring.  In terms of the data management for this approach, the wireless system emulates a 
wired system by sending all of the recorded data to a central processing station for post-
processing.  Once the data has been centrally deposited and assuming adequate data quality that 
is sufficiently synchronized, traditional system identification and SHM algorithms can be applied.  
The primary limitation to this approach is that as the network size increases, the amount of data 
to be wirelessly communicated becomes unmanageable.  This communication may take many 
times the amount of time it took to sense the data and will rapidly deplete limited network 
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resources.  The approach does not take advantage of the local processing capabilities available 
on many smart sensor platforms and is a barrier to realizing a scalable wireless SHM system. 
The second approach is to use the wireless smart sensor as an independent computation unit.  
Once data have been measured, the data are processed on each node for system identification and 
SHM algorithms without any data sharing before sending the results to the central base station.  
For example, single-node auto-regressive, wavelet transform and FFT are suitable to use in this 
approach (Sohn et al, 2002).  Though the independent processing can reduce the amount of data 
transmitted, the spatial data between sensor nodes are lost.  The lack of spatial information does 
not allow this strategy to be applied for SHM algorithms requiring mode shapes. 
Gao and Spencer (2008) proposed a hierarchical approach to data processing to resolve the 
issues associated with the above approaches.  In the Decentralized Computing Strategy (DCS), 
local sensor communities are formed in which data is shared and processed.  This hierarchical 
approach takes advantage of the computational capacity of the smart sensors by pushing the 
computational burden out into the network while without sacrificing spatial information.  This 
distributed approach significantly reduces the amount of required RF communication and is well 
suited for use with a scalable smart sensor network. 
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2.5 Summary 
This chapter summarized the comprehensive background of this dissertation on structural health 
monitoring, bridge health monitoring applications, wireless smart sensors, and software 
development.  The scope of damage in SHM was defined as linear isotropic damage, which can 
represent the stiffness reduction in metal or concrete.  The vibration-based SHM algorithms were 
reviewed.  Among numerous vibration-based damage detection methods, flexibility matrix based 
methods were shown stable performance.  One of the promising flexibility-based methods was 
the DLV method.  This method was evolved to overcome the limitation of each method into the 
latest version, the stochastic DDLV (SDDLV) method.  This method is the basis of the 
modularized damage detection application for WSSN in this research.  Additionally, SHM 
algorithms using model updating were reviewed in emphasis on the sensitivity-based parameter 
model updating.  This model updating strategy will be used for condition assessment of historic 
truss bridge later. 
As the emphasis of this research is on full-scale bridge health monitoring, various bridge 
monitoring efforts were reviewed.  Several bridges were monitored to check the maximum 
structural responses in vibration, strain, and displacement.  Full-scale damage detection tests 
were conducted on I-40 and Han-Nam bridges.  Long-term continuous monitoring system was 
permanently installed on Hong Kong’s bridges.  However, the traditional wired sensor based 
SHM system is expensive and difficult to monitor such large bridges, which results in not many 
examples in full-scale bridge monitoring practices. 
One of the solutions to overcome the cost problem while remaining the versatile functionality 
is wireless smart sensors (WSS).  In this research, a SHM system using WSS will be developed.  
Therefore, the basic knowledge of components of wireless sensors, how to select the wireless 
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sensor platform for SHM application, and appropriate wireless sensor board for data 
measurement is given.   
Along with the knowledge of hardware, the background of software framework for WSS is 
also given.  The brief explanation of the TinyOS, a dedicated operating system for WSS, is 
followed by brief summary of ISHMP Services Toolsuite.  The necessary services from the 
ISHMP Services Toolsuites were reviewed in terms of its three categories: foundation services, 
application services, and tools and utilities.  Finally, three network topologies for WSS are 
reviewed and the pros and cons are reviewed.  Among centralized data acquisition, independent 
data processing, and hierarchical system, the latter topology is suitable for the SHM application 
using WSS.  Thus, the summarized background lays the foundation of the SHM system which 
will be described in this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 3 STRAIN DAMAGE LOCATING VECTOR METHOD 
 
Static strain measurements are common and reliable for SHM in practice.  In this chapter, a 
strain-based DLV method is proposed combining the DLV method with static strain 
measurements.  This method is based on the strain flexibility matrix, which is a mapping matrix 
between strain and force.  The strain DLV method can use a limited number of sensors near the 
damage locations.  For statically indeterminate structures, this method can detect the damage 
without the strain measurement at the damaged element (Jang et al., 2007).  Simple post 
processing and reasonable damage detection performance with incomplete measurements enable 
expedited bridge condition monitoring for practical applications.  This chapter summarizes the 
theoretical development, numerical validation, and lab-scale experimental verification. 
 
3.1 Theoretical Development of Strain DLV 
Consider a discretized structure subjected to m loads in the vector L = {f1, f2, …, fm } and having 
n strain sensors near the damaged region as shown in Figure 3.1.   
( )f t
K  
DΩ ( )f t
K K+ Δ  
(a) Undamaged system  (b) Damaged system 
Figure 3.1.  Generic description of undamaged and damaged structures. 
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A linear mapping between the load and strain is herein defined as the strain flexibility matrix, F*,  
 *1 1n n m mF Lε × × ×=  (3.1) 
Denoting the transformation matrix between displacement and strain, T , such that T dε = , and 
d F L= , where d  is displacement, and F  is standard flexibility matrix,  
 *n m n m m mF T F× × ×=  (3.2) 
The damaged and undamaged strain flexibility matrices for the system are given by *dF  and 
*
uF , respectively.  Assume that a set of load vectors, L , exist that produce identical strains in the 
undamaged and damaged systems such that,  
 u dε ε=  (3.3) 
Substituting Eq.  (3.1) into Eq.  (3.3), one can write,  
 * *u dF L F L=  or * * *u d( ) 0F F L F L− = Δ =  (3.4) 
Singular value decomposition of the change of the flexibility matrix, TF U SVΔ =  yields 
 1* T T
2
0
( )
0 0
S
F T F T U S V T U V
S
⎡ ⎤Δ = Δ = = ⎢ ⎥≈⎣ ⎦
 (3.5) 
where, U  and V  are unitary matrices, and S  is a singular value matrix.  2S  consists of the 
singular values associated with the null space.  Post-multiplying both sides of (3.5) by V  yields: 
 1 1* T 1
2 2
0 0
[ 0]
0 0 0 0
S S
F V T U V V T U I T US
S S
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤Δ = = =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥≈ ≈⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
 (3.6) 
 * 1 2 1[ ] [ 0]F V V T USΔ =  (3.7) 
 
Comparing the second sub-matrix, 
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 * 2 0F VΔ =  (3.8) 
Here, 2V  is the set of strain DLVs spanning the null space of the change in the strain flexibility 
matrix.  When the undamaged model is subjected to the strain DLVs, the elements having zero 
stress are candidate damage locations.   
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3.2 Damage Identification using Strain DLV 
In practice, the stress at damaged elements may not be zero due to experimental noise and model 
uncertainties.  Therefore, a threshold value to determine the existence of damage is employed.  
The candidate damage element is the j-th element, of which normalized accumulated stress is 
equal or less than a specific threshold such that  
 Candidate damage element { | }j jEL tolσ∈ ∀ ≤  (3.9) 
where, jσ  is the normalized accumulated stress (NAS) of each member such that,   
 
max( )
j
j
jk
σσ σ=    where  1 max( )
n
j
j
i jk
σσ σ=
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
∑  (3.10) 
and jσ  is stress of j-th element, k is the number of all elements, n is the number of DLV.   
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3.3 Numerical Validations 
The performance of the strain DLV method is validated using a 53 DOF statically indeterminate 
truss model in Figure 3.2.  The length of each bay is 0.4 m on each side.  The supports are pinned 
on the left and roller on the right.  The cross sectional area is 1.122 410−×  m2, Young’s modulus 
is 1.999 1110×  MPa.  Damage is simulated as 40% stiffness reduction at element 20. 
 
 
Figure 3.2.  2D planar truss model. 
 
Measurement of all elements is practically intractable.  To simulate an incomplete set of data 
are measured, and the static strains at the 13 lower chords are recorded when a static load is 
applied at node 2 to node 14, one by one.  When the static load is applied at a node, each column 
of the strain flexibility is calculated by normalizing the measurements with the magnitude of 
applied load.  After applying the strain DLV procedure as described previously, the NAS are 
calculated.   
The calculated damage index, NAS, is shown in Figure 3.3.  Though the strain is not 
measured at the damaged element 20, the NAS at element 20 is zero indicating the location of 
potential damage.  Therefore, the performance of the strain DLV method is verified by this 
simulation. 
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Figure 3.3.  NAS: Damage at Element 20. 
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3.4 Experimental Verification of Strain DLV Method 
The strain DLV method is experimentally verified using a truss bridge model.  The truss has 14 
bays, each of which is 0.4 m in length.  The supports of the truss are a pin at the left end, and a 
roller at the right end.  Each element has a tubular cross section with inner diameter of 1.09 cm 
and an outer diameter of 1.71 cm.  More detailed description of this bridge is shown in Gao 
(2005). 
A moving load system is designed to simulate moving truck tests in the field.  This loading 
system is a linear rail (Thomson® 60 linear shafts and support rails) bolted at 13 lower joints of 
the truss model with steel brackets (see Figure 3.4 (a)-(b)).  A total of 36.29 kg (= 80 lb) steel 
weights are connected to the rail by a Thomson® linear bearing as shown in Figure 3.4 (c), so 
that the weights can travel smoothly along the shaft very slowly.  Therefore, this system 
accurately simulates the moving load, which is required to experimentally measure the strain 
flexibility matrix. 
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(a) 3-D truss model with moving load system (UIUC, SSTL). 
 
(b) Brackets. 
   
(c) Moving weights. 
Figure 3.4.  3D Truss model and Moving load system. 
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Foil strain gages are installed on thirteen bars 6~8, 19~21, 36~42, i.e., which correspond to 
the elements in the box in Figure 3.5.  The static strain responses of the elements are measured 
with a National Instrument® data acquisition system comprised of SCXI 1520 strain 
measurement modules and SCXI 1314 boxes.  The resolution of the static strain is ~1 micro-
strain for the system, which limits the quality of strain data.   
The pseudo-static moving load tests have been conducted to calculate the strain flexibility 
matrices of the undamaged and damaged states.  Two damage scenarios are considered: (1) 
damage in a horizontal element – element 6, and (2) damage in a diagonal element – element 39.   
 
 
Figure 3.5.  x-z plane of the truss model. 
 
3.4.1 Case 1: damage to element 6 
In the first case, damage on element 6 is simulated by replacing the healthy element with an 
element with 40% reduced cross-section.  To simulate the situation when the strain measurement 
on the damage element is not available, strain data from the element 6 is not used in the damage 
localization process.  After the moving load experiment, the measured strains are normalized by 
the magnitude of applied load to calculate the strain flexibility matrices.  The strain DLVs are 
calculated from the change in the strain flexibility matrix.  Each strain DLV was applied to a 
finite element model of the undamaged structure to obtain the stress level of the elements.  The 
stress level from each strain DLV is summed up and normalized to calculate the normalized 
accumulated stresses (NAS).   
x
z
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Figure 3.6 shows the NAS of all elements.  In this plot, elements 6 and 20 show low NAS 
levels.  Note that the stress at a damaged element may not be exactly zero because of 
measurement noise, limited resolution, model uncertainty, etc.  To accommodate these 
anomalies, a threshold of stress is set at 0.2; i.e., the elements with stress less than 0.2 are 
regarded as candidate damaged elements.  Using the threshold of 0.2, elements 6 and 20 are 
determined to be candidate damaged elements; the actual damaged element is element 6, and the 
low stress of element 20 is due to the truss geometry and force equilibrium.  Therefore, the strain 
DLV method is seen to identify the damage. 
 
Figure 3.6.  Normalized accumulated stress: damage at element 6. 
 
3.4.2 Case 2: damage to element 39 
The second damage scenario considers diagonal element 39.  Because the diagonal elements 
carry a smaller part of the static load, the change in the strain flexibility is small; as a result, the 
signal to noise ratio is lower than that of Case 1.  Again, an element with 40% reduced sectional 
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area is replaced with the health element at element 39.  Here, the strain at the damaged element 
was not used for damage detection.   
The NAS of all elements are shown in Figure 3.7.  In this case, the element 39 has smaller 
NAS than the threshold, showing candidate damaged element.  Element 41 has low NAS because 
of force balance with element 39 at node 22.  Therefore, the performance of strain DLV method 
has been successfully validated without measuring damaged element.   
 
 
Figure 3.7.  Normalized accumulated stress: damage at element 39. 
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3.5 Conclusion 
The strain DLV has been developed by combining the DLV method to use of static strain data.  
The performance of this method has been verified through both numerical simulations and 
laboratory experiments using truss bridge structure.  From these results, the damaged elements 
are successfully localized using a limited number of strain sensors, and in particular, without 
measurements at the damaged element.  Despite of the limited resolution of strain measurement 
equipment, the potential of the strain DLV method for practical application to statically 
indeterminate bridges is successfully demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER 4  DECENTRALIZED SDDLV METHOD FOR WSSN 
 
Various SHM strategies have been proposed recently that can be possibly implemented in the 
decentralized computing environment to WSSN.  Some methods are based on changes in the 
experimentally determined flexibility matrix for the structure under consideration.  However, the 
flexibility matrix contains only static information; much richer information is available by 
considering the dynamic flexibility, or receptance, of the structure.  Recently, the stochastic 
DDLV (SDDLV) method has been proposed based on changes of dynamic flexibility matrices 
employing centrally collected output-only measurements.   
This chapter proposes an implementation of the SDDLV method that is suitable for 
deployment on a decentralized network of smart sensors.  Following a brief overview of the 
SDDLV method, new damage indices are derived that help to distill the wealth of information 
available through the SDDLV.  The performance of the proposed approach is experimentally 
demonstrated using wired sensors that emulate a smart sensor network on a model truss structure.  
A comprehensive SHM application for WSS has been implemented based on the developed 
approach.  The efficacy of the developed software has been experimentally validated using WSS.   
 
4.1 Background 
For completeness, the development of Dynamic DLV (DDLV) and SDDLV methods are 
summarized and illustrated in this section.    
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4.1.1 Dynamic DLV method 
The DDLV method (Bernal, 2006) is a receptance-based damage identification method based on 
measured acceleration data.  As was the case in Chapter 3, the applicability of this method is 
limited to linear damage (Lemaitre and Desmorat, 2005).  This section provides the 
interpretation of the DDLV method from the application point of view and a brief illustration of 
the performance of the DDLV method, which is compared to the original DLV method. 
The receptance matrix G, or transfer function matrix is a mapping matrix from force to 
displacement for a linear, time-invariant system, i.e., 
 X G U= ⋅  (4.1) 
where, X and U are the displacement and force, respectively, in the Fourier domain.  A state-
space representation of a linear system in continuous time for such a system can be represented 
as 
 z A z B u= +  (4.2) 
 d dy C z D u= +  (4.3) 
where the following time-dependent variables can be defined: 
T TT T T T
1 2z z z x x⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= =⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ is 
the state vector, x is the displacement, x  is the velocity, u is the input vector, and y is the output 
vector.  The following time-invariant matrices can also be defined: A is the state matrix, B  is 
the input matrix, dC  is the output matrix for displacement, dD  is the feedforward matrix for 
displacement.  By taking the Fourier Transform of Eqs.  (4.2) and (4.3), the receptance matrix for 
this state space representation can be expressed as 
 1d d( )G C I i A B Dω −= ⋅ − + . (4.4) 
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Consider a discrete linear structure in two states as shown in Figure 3.1: one has a stiffness 
matrix of K, and the other has a stiffness matrix K+ΔK, where ΔK denotes the reductions in 
some stiffness parameters due to damage.  Here, ( )l t  is the time history of load, and Dσ  is the 
associated stress field over DΩ .  Let Gu and Gd be the experimentally estimated receptance 
matrices associated with the undamaged and damaged states, respectively, of this system; then, 
define the difference matrix, u dG G GΔ = − .    
The proposed method assumes the existence of a set of steady-state complex harmonic load 
vectors that induces identical steady-state displacement fields in the structure before and after 
damage.   These load vectors can be written as 
 ( ) exp( )k kl t l i tω=  (4.5) 
where,  kl  is a magnitude of the harmonic load as a function of the frequency, kω .  The steady-
state displacement fields for the undamaged and damaged structures are given respectively by  
 
u u
d d
( ) ( ) exp( )
( ) ( ) exp( )
k k k
k k k
x t G l i t
x t G l i t
ω ω
ω ω
=
=  (4.6) 
Taking the difference between these two expressions yields 
 u d{ ( ) ( )} exp( ) ( ) exp( ) 0k k k k k k kG G l i t G l i tω ω ω ω ω− = Δ =  (4.7) 
Because (4.7) must be satisfied for all time, either ( ) 0kG ωΔ =  or the matrix ( )kG ωΔ  is not full 
rank, and the vector kl  spans the null space of ( )kG ωΔ .  Because ( )kG ωΔ = 0 implies no 
damage, the latter case provides the main focus.  The vectors, kl , spanning the null space of 
( )kG ωΔ are the DDLVs, for which the associated stress field is zero in the damaged region.   
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In practice, the DDLV can be computed from the null space of the experimentally 
determined receptance matrices for each frequency such that  
 ( )( ) ( )k k kl l Null Gω ω= = Δ  (4.8) 
 Evaluating the receptance matrix at 0ω =  (i.e., the static case) yields the flexibility matrix.  
Therefore, the DDLVs corresponding to this static case are the DLVs.   
 
4.1.2 Illustration of the DDLV method 
This section provides an illustration of the potential of the DDLV method.  Consider a simple 3 
DOF system, where each mass is 1000 kg, the stiffness of the first and second springs are 200 
kN/m, the stiffness of the third spring is 150 kN/m, and the damping is 1 % of critical.  Damage 
is assumed as a 25 % stiffness reduction in the second spring.  Two DOFs, x1 and x3, are 
measured to calculate the flexibility and receptance matrices for this structure.   
The DDLV, the associated deflection shape, and the resulting normalized accumulated stress 
(NAS) plot for the static and dynamic cases evaluated at ω = 4π rad/sec = 2 Hz are compared in 
Figure 4.1.  As can be seen, the NAS for the DLV case shown in Figure 4.1 (a) is zero for both 
spring 2 and 3, although spring 3 is undamaged.  This false positive damage indication is because 
the adjacent element to the damaged element also has zero NAS.  For the DDLV case shown in 
Figure 4.1 (b), only spring 2 shows zero dynamic NAS (DNAS).  The DDLV is a complex vector 
that is a function of frequency that can induce a nonzero stress in element 3.  Therefore, the 
damaged element has been accurately located without indications of false damage indication 
using the DDLV method.   
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DLV Deflection NAS 
(a) Static case : 0ω = . 
 
 
DDLV Dynamic deflection DNAS 
(b) Dynamic case: 4ω π=  rad/sec =2 Hz. 
Figure 4.1.  Comparison between DLV method and DDLV method. 
 
 
4.1.3 Stochastic DDLV (SDDLV) method 
The SDDLV method was proposed to extend the DDLV method to the case without input 
measurements (Bernal, 2005).  For output-only implementation of the DDLV method, a 
surrogate matrix for the receptance matrix has been derived.   
The surrogate for the receptance matrix can be obtained by defining a relationship between 
the system matrices such that 
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 p aH B L D=  (4.9) 
where pH  and L  are given by 
 
1
d
p
d
C A
H
C
⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 and 
1
0
L ⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  (4.10) 
Assuming that pH  is of full rank, B can be obtained from Eq. (4.9) as  
 †p aB H L D=  (4.11) 
where †H  is the pseudo-inverse of pH  because it is not a square matrix.  Substituting Eq. (4.11) 
into Eq. (4.2) yields  
 aG RD= , where 2 1a p{( ) }R C I i A A H Lω −= ⋅ −  (4.12) 
The change in the receptance matrix is  
 d u a( )G R R DΔ ≈ −  (4.13) 
Because aD  is of full rank, and GΔ  is symmetric due to reciprocity, the null space of ΔG is the 
same as the null space of d uR R RΔ = − .  Therefore, the DDLVs are also in the null space of the 
difference in the surrogate matrices before and after damage, ΔR.  These results allow the 
SDDLV to be used to localize damage when the input is not measured. 
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4.2 Development of Damage Detection Criteria 
The application of the DDLV method is relatively straightforward for the simple 3DOF 
structure; however, interpreting the DDLV method may not be so easy for complex structures 
such as bridges.  In this section, a numerical simulation on a 53 DOF truss is conducted to 
determine effective frequency region for damage detection.  Based on the results, new damage 
indices for DDLV and SDDLV methods will be proposed for robust damage detection.   
 
4.2.1 Numerical simulation 
Consider the 53 DOF truss structure as shown in Figure 4.2.  Element 42 (see the dotted element 
in Figure 4.2) is assumed as 25% stiffness reduction.  The accelerations of the nodes 2 to 14 
along the lower chords were measured.  5% RMS noise has been added to the generated 
acceleration data to simulate the measurement noise.   
 
Figure 4.2.  53 DOF truss structure 
 
Figures 4.3 show the DNAS of all elements for the frequency range of 0 – 200 Hz.  Though 
the DDLV method gives much richer information, determining which elements correspond to 
candidate damage locations is challenging.  Figure 4.4 shows the contour of the Figure 4.4.  The 
NAS at element 42 is consistently low, but the NAS at some other elements change in terms of 
frequency. 
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Figure 4.3.  DNAS plot. 
 
 
Figure 4.4.  DNAS plot: contour 
 
To find effective frequency regions, the NAS level at the damaged element is investigated.  
In Figure 4.5, the DNAS at the damaged element is less than 0.1 at most frequencies, while it is 
higher than 0.2 at some of the zeros of the receptance plot.  At zeros, the dynamic responses 
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around the damaged element are small.  If the data are measured in a noisy environment, the 
damage detection results may not be desirable because of decreased signal to noise ratio.  
Though the DNAS is not always higher at zeros, the DNAS at zeros are undesirable and should 
not be included in damage detection. 
 
 
Figure 4.5.  DNAS and Receptance 
 
4.2.2 Damage Detection Criteria 
The DDLV method provides much richer information on damage than the DLV method; 
however, the interpretation for complex structures was challenging as shown in section 4.2.1.  
For effective damage detection, new damage indices have been proposed based on the numerical 
simulation.  The main idea is to calculate the DNAS at several frequencies and to manipulate 
them to have two damage indices.   
The first damage index is the maximum stress index (MSI), which is defined as 
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1 2,max , , ,
max{ | , | , , | }
ns
i
j NA j NA j NA jω ω ωωσ σ σ σ= "  (4.14) 
where, 
1,
|NA j ωσ is a DNAS of the j-th element at 1ω ω= , tol is a tolerance level to determine the 
damage existence, and ns is the number of frequencies involved for DDLV calculation.  The MSI 
is based on the fact that DNAS of the damaged element is always low.   
By taking the maximum of the DNAS, the lower DNAS at undamaged elements can be 
delineated.  For example, in Figure 4.4, element 18 has a varying level of DNAS in the 0-200Hz 
range.  The DNAS of element 18 is as low as 0.2, but the maximum is 0.8 which cannot be 
falsely reported as a candidate damage element.  However, one possible limitation of this index 
is that the DNAS at the damaged element may be higher than the DNAS at the undamaged 
element due to noise or measurement errors; e.g., when the receptance matrix is calculated at the 
zeros of noisy data.   
To avoid possible misleading decisions from the MSI when using noisy data, the average 
stress index (ASI) is also proposed, which is the average of DNASs at several frequencies, 
 ASI (Average stress index):
1
|
1
ij
ns
j
ins
ωσσ
=
= ∑  (4.15) 
where, |
ij ωσ  is the DNAS at j-th element of i-th frequency.  Because the DNAS at the damaged 
element are lower than undamaged ones in most cases, a few higher DNAS at the damaged 
element can be averaged out.  By obtaining two damage indices, MSI and ASI, a more informed 
decision on damage location is feasible. 
With two damage indices, the candidate damage element (CDE) criterion is defined as 
 CDE { | }j jX tolσ∈ ∀ ≤  (4.16) 
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where jσ  is either ASI or MSI, jX is j-th element.  Therefore, the elements having the DNAS 
smaller than a threshold are the possible damaged elements.  Therefore, the application issues of 
the SDDLV method on complex structure have been addressed by providing efficient damage 
indices.   
 
4.3 Decentralized SDDLV Method 
4.3.1 Decentralized damage detection approach 
To implement the modified SDDLV for WSSN, the network topology should be considered.  
Among the various network topologies introduced in section 2.4.3, the hierarchical system is 
suitable for damage detection algorithm because of its efficiency in network communication and 
capability to share the spatial information within a local community.   
The decentralized damage detection employs the hierarchical system topology to divide a 
structure into a series of local communicates, where measured data is shared and processed.  
After processing, only cluster heads involve the communication with the gateway node.  Because 
the bandwidth of communication is limited, the reduced number of nodes can prevent network 
overload.   
Furthermore, the decentralized strategy is effective for damage detection, which is 
experimentally validated using the DLV method by Gao and Spencer (2008).  Damage is a local 
phenomenon so that information far from the damage is not critical for damage detection.  In a 
local community which potentially has damaged elements, the information in vicinity of 
damaged elements can only be used for damage detection.  By overlapping some element in 
between local communities, the candidate damaged elements can be confirmed.  Therefore, the 
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decentralized computing strategy has been applied to the extended SDDLV method with new 
damage indices. 
 
4.3.2 Decentralized SDDLV method 
The procedure of the decentralized SDDLV method in each local community is shown.  The first 
step is extracting the receptance matrices from the measured data before and after damage.  The 
structure is assumed to be subjected to a stationary broadband random excitation; the 
acceleration responses are measured of the structure before and after damage.  The system 
matrices are identified using output-only data based on the Natural Excitation Technique (NExT) 
in conjunction of the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA) (Farrar and James, 1997).  The 
surrogate matrices are calculated from the identified system matrices at several specific 
frequencies.  After the output-only modal analysis, the frequencies can be chosen except the 
zeros of the receptance.   
The next step is damage detection using the SDDLV method for each community.  Various 
sets of SDDLVs, ( )kl ω , are determined from the singular value decomposition of the difference 
in the identified surrogate matrices before and after damage.  The damage elements can be 
identified from the DNAS by applying ( )kl ω  to a finite element model of the undamaged 
structure.  The DNAS can be used to calculate the MSI and ASI, which indicates the candidate 
damaged area when they are lower than a threshold.  A flow chart of the damage detection 
procedure using the SDDLV method is shown in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6.Damage detection procedure. 
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4.4 Experimental Validation 
4.4.1 Experimental setup  
The decentralized SDDLV method has been validated on a lab-scale truss structure, which was 
used in section 3.4.  Testing equipment included a shaker, spectrum analyzer, data acquisition 
system, and sensors.  A Ling Dynamic Systems permanent magnetic V408 shaker is used to 
excite the model truss bridge.  The maximum capacity of this shaker is 9.07 kgf, and the 
excitation frequency range is 5 ~ 9,000 Hz.  A band-limited white noise was generated by a 
virtual function generator in the Siglab SL20-42.  The National Instrument (NI)’s SCXI-1141, an 
8-pole elliptic filter for anti-aliasing, and SCXI 1305 are connected to NI DAQpad 6052E, which 
performs analog to digital conversion of the acceleration signals with 16 bit resolution.  A 
Labview program was written to control this data acquisition system.   
The wired sensor system is used for this experiment to emulate the smart sensor network to 
demonstrate the potential of the proposed method.  PCB 353B33 sensors are installed to measure 
acceleration.  The nominal sensitivity of the sensors is 100 mV/g, the range is 1- 4,000 Hz, and a 
peak amplitude range is ±50 g.  For the input measurement, PCB 208C02 load cell is installed at 
the tip of connecting bar between the shaker and the structure.   
The decentralized computing strategy is applied for damage detection of the truss bridge.  
The structure is divided into 11 local communities as shown in Figure 4.7.  The local 
communities are aligned in linear manner.  Between two adjacent communities, 4 nodes are 
overlapped for robust damage identification endowing redundancy.  The candidate damage 
location can be identified the repeated alarm from those adjacent groups. 
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Figure 4.7.  Side view of truss structure. 
 
In each group, 12 accelerations are measured at 6 nodes: 6 transverse and 6 vertical 
directions.  Damage is simulated as a 40% stiffness reduction.  The tolerance value for the 
damage detection is 0.3.  Two damage scenarios are considered; single damage at element 8, and 
damage at elements 9 and 20. 
 
4.4.2 Single damage case: element 8 
For the single damage case, the damage detection procedure using measurements are 
summarized.  The acceleration time history and the auto-correlation function in the vertical 
direction at node 2 in group 1 are shown as an example of time histories in Figure 4.8.  The 
system matrices are calculated using the NExT-ERA method.  Because the SDDLV method 
employs output responses only, the cross-correlation of each sensor location and the reference 
sensor is used as input for the ERA method.  The surrogate receptance matrices before and after 
damage are obtained from the system matrices.  The SDDLV are obtained by singular value 
decomposition of the change of the surrogate receptance matrices.  The SDDLVs are applied into 
a 3D FE model, and the DNAS are calculated by structural analysis.   
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 (a) Time history    (b) Autocorrelation function. 
Figure 4.8.  Vertical direction data at node 2 
 
To find the frequencies of averaging, a cross spectrum of node 2 to the input point is plotted 
in Figure 4.9.  To avoid zeros, 4 frequencies from 0 to 60 Hz in 20 Hz intervals have chosen to 
determine damage indices. 
 
Figure 4.9.  Cross Spectrum at node 2 
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The MSI and ASI for group 1 and 2, which include the damaged element are shown along 
with NAS in Figure 4.10.  The first row is the NAS of the SDLV method when the flexibility 
matrices are used.  The second and third rows are the MSI, taking the maximum of DNAS, and 
ASI, average of the DNAS of each element.  The threshold is chosen as 0.3, as used in Gao and 
Spencer (2009). 
In group 1 and 2, the MSI and ASI of element 8 is less than 0.3, indicating possible damage 
locations.  The NAS of group 2 is lower than 0.3 at element 14 additionally, which is false 
positive damage indication.  Also, the groups 5, 8, 9 show a false positive damage indication 
when the SDLV method is used, while the MSI and ASI did not show (see Figure 4.11).  
Therefore, the modified SDDLV method using MSI and ASI has shown robust performance than 
the SDLV method.   
   
 (a) Group 1     (b) Group 2 
Figure 4.10.  Comparison for Group 1 and Group 2: damage at element 8. 
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(a) Group 5  (b) Group 8  (c) Group 9 
Figure 4.11.  NAS of groups 5, 8, and 9: damage at element 8. 
 
4.4.3 Multiple damage case: elements 9 and 20 
The multiple damage case at element 9 and 20 is also considered.  The decentralized SDDLV 
method has been conducted using the measured acceleration data with the same parameters. The 
damage indices for the SDLV and SDDLV methods are shown in Figure 4.12 for group 1, 2, and 
4, which contains the damaged elements.  For these groups, no false positive indication is seen.  
However, for other groups 3 and 7, the SDLV method reports false positive detection (see Figure 
4.13).  This shows that the MSI and ASI can delineate the true potential damaged elements from 
the low DNAS from force equilibrium.  Therefore, the performance of the decentralized SDDLV 
method has been experimentally demonstrated for the multiple damage case showing more 
accurate damage indication. 
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Figure 4.12.  Comparison for Group 1, 2, and 4: damage at elements 9 and 20. 
 
  
(a) Group 3    (b) Group 7 
Figure 4.13.  NAS of groups 3 and 7: damage at elements 9 and 20. 
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4.5 Implementation of Decentralized Damage Detection Method on WSSN 
This section discusses implementation of the decentralized receptance-based damage detection 
strategy on the Imote2 sensor platform.  The development is developed based on the ISHMP 
Services Toolsuite, combining DecentralizedDataAggregation, system identification using 
NExT-ERA, and the decentralized SDDLV method.  A laboratory experiment using the three-
dimensional truss structure, which was also used for the validation of the approach using the 
wired sensor system in 3.4, with a network of Imote2 sensors for decentralized damage 
identification.   
 
4.5.1 Decentralized SDDLV service 
The receptance-based damage identification method is implemented as a damage detection 
service based on nesC (Gay et al, 2003).  First, the input file including the state space realization 
matrices (system matrix, A, and output matrix, C) and modal parameters of undamaged and 
damaged states of a target structure is prepared.  Using the input information, the receptance 
matrices of the intact and damaged states are calculated in the second step.  By this point, 
structural information is ready for damage detection process.   
 Next, the damage location is to be determined by the decentralized SDDLV method.  In step 
3, the SDDLV is calculated by singular value decomposition of the ΔR matrix (=Ru-Rd).  In step 
4, this SDDLV is applied to the undamaged FE model to obtain the DNAS of all elements.  
However, it is time consuming and computationally costly to run a structural analysis to obtain 
the DNAS of all elements on the wireless sensor node.  To simplify the structural analysis, a 
force-to-stress (F2S) matrix is pre-defined as 
 ( ) ( ) u ( )( )s f m n m n i n nH T R ω× × ×= ⋅  (4.16) 
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where, T is the transformation matrix from displacement to stress.  u ( )iR ω is the receptance 
matrix of the undamaged state at each frequency iω , while m  is the number elements, and n  is 
the number of degrees of freedom of the discretized FE model.  The DNAS can be computed by 
multiplying the F2S matrix with the DDLV.   
 The final step is obtaining the damage indices, MSI and ASI from Eqs. (4.15) and (4.17), 
based on the DNAS.  The MSI and ASI are stored in a text file in this process.  The decentralized 
SDDLV service is a module to run the damage detection so that the service can be utilized to 
make a comprehensive software package for WSSN with other foundation and numerical 
services.  The flow chart of this service is shown in Figure 4.14. 
The richer dynamic information calculated in the SDDLV service provided better spatial 
resolution; in turn, the complexity of the SDDLV service is considerable. The complexity of the 
SDDLV service can be expressed as, 
 2SDDLV freq out modeC N N N= ⋅ ⋅  (4.17) 
where, freqN is the number of selected frequencies, outN is the number of output measurements, 
and modeN is the number of identified modes.  This calculation takes place when calculating the 
surrogate receptance matrix using the output-only modal information.   
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Figure 4.14.  Flow chart of SDDLV service. 
 
4.5.2 Decentralized damage identification 
Using the decentralized SDDLV service, a high-level comprehensive decentralized damage 
detection application for WSSNs, DecentralizedDamageIdentification (DDI), has been 
developed.  An input file contains state space matrices (A and C), modal parameters of the 
undamaged state of the target structure, as well as the F2S matrix and other runtime parameters 
in the first step.   
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 The second step is the DecentralizedDataAggregation (DDA) (Sim and Spencer, 2009), 
which conducts the synchronized sensing, and estimates correlation functions in each local 
sensor community.  The cluster-heads retain the correlation functions for further analysis, while 
all leaf nodes go to deep sleep to conserve power.   
 The step 3 is the system identification service using NExT-ERA.  On the cluster head in each 
group, the correlation functions are used to determine the modal properties including natural 
frequencies, mode shapes, and state space matrices (A and C) of the damaged state.  Note that 
only local modal properties can be obtained because each cluster-head only collects local 
information.   
The next step is conducting the decentralized SDDLV method based on the calculated modal 
parameters of undamaged and damaged states.  After calculation, cluster heads send the damage 
indices to the gateway node in the last step.  The final output is transferred to the base station.   
The flowchart the application is shown in Figure 4.15.   
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Figure 4.15.  Flow chart of DDI application. 
  
To run the application, three types of wireless smart sensors are employed: a gateway node, a 
cluster-head, and a leaf node (see Figure 4.16).  The gateway node is connected to the base 
station computer to communicate with the leaf nodes.  The cluster-head is a manager of a local 
community, which coordinates the in-group communication during system identification.  After 
obtaining the data from leaf nodes, the cluster head is computing the modal properties.  The main 
tasks of the leaf nodes are sensing and on-board computation. 
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Figure 4.16.  Types of wireless smart sensors. 
 
The flow of software is controlled by a state machine as shown in Figure 4.17.  The state is a 
series of short flags representing each step of an application in nesC.  The default states for all 
nodes are initially set to ‘DISABLE’.  Next, the DDA is executed in sensing and correlation 
function estimation.  The detailed state machine of the DDA is found in Sim and Spencer (2009).  
After DDA is done, the state of the gateway node is set to ‘SENDDCSMSG’ to send the 
necessary parameters for the subsequent system identification and damage detection steps to the 
cluster heads.  The states of the cluster heads become ‘CALCERA’ for system identification, 
then ‘CALCSDDLV’ for the damage detection.  When the on-board computations are completed, 
the state of each cluster head changes to ‘SENDDATA’, and the cluster head sends the damage 
detection results to the gateway node.  When the data transfer is completed, the state of the 
gateway node is set to ‘PRINTDATA’ to transfer the data to the base station. 
A comprehensive damage detection application was developed based on nesC.  Detailed flow 
chart and the state machine of the application were also shown.  The DDI application is the first 
comprehensive SHM application using modular services in ISHMP Services Toolsuite. 
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Figure 4.17.  State machine in DDI. 
  
4.5.3 Experimental validation 
In this section, the efficacy and performance of the DDI is validated using the previously 
discussed lab-scale truss structure.  MEMSIC’s Imote2 (Crossbow, 2009) is employed as the 
wireless sensor platform, and SHM-A sensor board (Rice and Spencer, 2009) is stacked on the 
Imote2 to measure the acceleration.  The detailed information on the specification and 
functionality of the wireless sensor components was shown in Section 2.3.  The gateway node 
consists of an Imote2 on the IIB interface board as shown in Figure 4.18 (a).  The cluster-head 
and leaf nodes consist of a battery board, an Imote2 platform, and an SHM-A sensor board (see 
Figure 4.18 (b)).  A local group consists of one cluster-head and five leaf nodes.  All nodes have 
been loaded with the DDI application. 
In total, 10 leaf nodes are installed at the nodal points.  Each group includes 6 leaf nodes, and 
2 leaf nodes are overlapped.  Among all groups, two local groups adjacent to damaged element 
are examined (see Figure 4.19 (a)).  The damage is simulated a 40% reduced section as shown in 
a dotted area of Figure 4.19 (b). 
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                            (a) Gateway node.         (b) Cluster-head and leaf node. 
Figure 4.18.  Wireless smart sensor types. 
  
  
 (a) Testing setup. 
 
(b) Damaged element 
Figure 4.19.  Testing setup. 
 
The parameters for the DDI are set for measurement, modal analysis, and damage 
identification.  For the synchronized acceleration measurement, a total of 22,528 data points in 
Group 1  Group 2  
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the horizontal and vertical directions have been measured at 560 Hz with cutoff frequency of 140 
Hz.  This cutoff frequency captures four major lower natural frequencies of this truss model.  For 
system identification using NExT-ERA, the size of the Hankel matrix is 50×50 and the number 
of FFT points chosen to be 2048.  The lower 4 modes are employed for calculating the 
receptance matrices.  The receptance matrix is determined at 0 and 20 Hz to obtain the damage 
indices.  The threshold value to determine damage existence is set at 0.3 as the previous 
experiment using the wired sensor system in section 4.4.   
The damage detection results for Groups 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 4.20.  The top figure is 
the NAS from the SDLV method, and the center and bottom figures are the results from the 
SDDLV-ASI and SDDLV-MSI methods.  Element 9 has lower damage indices than the 
threshold value, 0.3; therefore, the damaged element has been successfully identified using the 
developed method.  In the results for group 2, the NAS and ASI at element 11 are less than the 
threshold value, while the MSI at element 11 are higher than 0.3.  The element 11 is cannot 
confirmed as damaged element, because the damage indices of element 11 in group 1 are higher 
than the threshold.  The small NAS of element 11 can be explained by force balance of the truss 
structure at the vertical direction at node 18, because the current sensor configuration indicates 
the SDDLVs are only applied in the vertical directions at the lower chords.  The similar example 
was shown in Gao and Spencer (2009).  The dynamic information at 20 Hz assisted to delineate 
the low damage index due to force equilibrium, from candidate damage.  Therefore, the element 
9 is confirmed as candidate damage element for this experiment.   
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Figure 4.20.  Damage indices. 
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4.6 Conclusion 
A decentralized receptance-based damage identification method has been developed by 
combining the SDDLV method and a new damage index for robust SHM using WSSN.  The 
approach has been validated first on a lab-scale truss bridge model using a wired sensing system 
to demonstrate the performance.  The results showed that the proposed strategy may reduce the 
false positive damage indication problem showing higher DNAS for undamaged elements than 
the NAS of undamaged elements; therefore, localized damage can be achieved more accurately 
than with the SDLV method.  The decentralized SDDLV method has been implemented as a 
damage detection service for WSSN.  Subsequently, the damage detection service has been 
combined into a comprehensive damage detection application.  The DDI application has also 
been validated on the lab-scale truss bridge using Imote2-based WSSN.   
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CHAPTER 5 FULL-SCALE VALIDATION OF WSSN ON SIEBEL STAIRCASE 
 
Before deployment of any SHM system on full-scale bridge structure, the usability of the 
wireless smart sensor network in large-scale structure should be determined.  A separate base 
station should be prepared for remote monitoring in long-term.  The wireless sensors should be 
protected from environmental excitation.  The long-term stability of software should be 
evaluated.  The power supply and consumption issues on wireless smart sensors should be 
addressed.  The wireless communication should be enhanced because long distance 
communication is involved in the field.  This chapter presents the long-term deployment of 
WSSN on a staircase in the Siebel Center to address the hardware feasibility, software stability, 
energy consumption, and communication optimization.  The goal of this deployment is to 
evaluate the performance of the developed SHM system, as well as to provide future direction of 
the wireless SHM system. 
 
5.1 Description of Testbed  
Thomas M.  Siebel Center for Computer Science at UIUC is a state-of-the-art building that 
opened in 2004 (Figure 5.1).  The target structure is the central staircase reaching from the 
ground level to the top level as shown in Figure 5.2.  The staircase is made of steel with mixed 
sections of I-beams and channel sections.  The Testbed is the staircase connecting the 2nd floor 
and the 3rd floor, which has a longer span than the 1st floor staircase and has better accessibility 
from the ground floor than the 3rd floor to install the wireless sensors.    
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     (a) North exterior         (b) South exterior 
Figure 5.1.  Thomas M.  Siebel Center for Computer Science 
 
 
 (a) Top view    (b) 3rd floor front view 
Figure 5.2.  Staircase structure in Siebel Center 
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5.2 Hardware Setup  
5.2.1 Wireless smart sensors 
The components of wireless sensor node are MEMSIC’s Imote2 with IBB2400CA battery board, 
IIB2400 Interface board and ITS400CA sensor board.  The detailed specification is summarized 
in section 2.3. 
Two configurations for the wireless smart sensors have been employed.  The gateway node is 
the Imote2 stacked on IIB2400 Interface board, and the leaf node is the ITS400CA sensor board, 
Imote2, and a battery board.   
The wireless sensor node has been protected and modified for long-term deployment as 
shown in Figure 5.3.  Because the deployment is to prepare the full-scale deployment outside, the 
environmental protection has aimed protection from harsh exterior environment.  The wireless 
sensor parts are housed in a PVC enclosure is a waterproof to protect the delicate electrical parts 
from temperature and humidity.  The size of the enclosure mainly depends on the size of the 
battery holder and the sensor node.  For this deployment, the D-cell battery is chosen because it 
has the highest capacity (20,000 mAh) and the size is reasonably small for installation.  To use 
three D-cell batteries instead of three AAA batteries, the battery board is modified.   
Furthermore, an external antenna has been employed to increase the communication range: 
Antenova® giganet® Titanus 2.4 GHz swivel antenna.  Using this antenna, the range of radio 
communication has been ensured up to 200-m in the free field range test (Linderman and 
Spencer, 2010).   
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 (a) Inside enclosure    (b) outside enclosure 
Figure 5.3.  Enclosure 
 
In total, six leaf nodes have been installed at the quarter spans and the mid span of each side 
of the staircase as shown in Figure 5.4.  The enclosure has been attached on top of the side 
girders of the staircase with two cantilever clamps (see in the dotted box of Figure 5.4).   
 
         
Figure 5.4.  Siebel Center staircase. 
 
Sensor node 
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5.2.2 Base station 
The base station is a PC to manage and control structural monitoring, and to provide the 
measured data to users over the internet.  For the stable performance, an industrial-grade single 
board computer Winsystems EPX-GX500 is employed in Figure 5.5.  The temperature range of 
this computer is -40°C to +85°C.  The computer is AC-powered because the power is easily 
accessible within the building.  A wired internet connection with a fixed IP address is used for 
stable remote monitoring and fast data transfer.  In this PC, necessary software is installed: 
Cygwin, a Linux-like environment for Windows, and imote2comm, a communication protocol 
between the receiver Imote2 and the PC.  The imote2comm is the previous version of autocomm 
which was introduced in section 2.4.2.  Therefore, the base station for the deployment has been 
prepared. 
 
   
     (a) EPX-GX500 single board computer  (b) Enclosure for the computer 
Figure 5.5.  Base station PC 
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5.2.3 Webcam and the website 
To initiate the network sensing when people pass, a webcam has been installed in front of the 
staircase.  The webcam is an Axis® 207W wireless network camera, which is equipped with a 
4.0mm F2.0 fixed iris lens, and of which the range is 0.5 m to infinity.  The camera has a 
wireless network card (IEEE 802.11g 6- 54Mbps), so that the streaming visual data can be 
available on the internet.  The captured motion image has been intentionally blurred to protect 
privacy as is required by University policy, as shown in Figure 5.6.  The real-time staircase view 
was available in Figure 5.7 and the vibration data measured were updated during the 
measurement period.   
 
Figure 5.6.  View of webcam 
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Figure 5.7.  Staircase monitoring website 
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5.3 Communication Optimization 
For successful deployment of WSSN, the communication channel has been selected considering 
ambient spectrum in the Siebel Center.  The operating radio frequency should be selected not to 
conflict with the building’s Wi-Fi frequency or common interfering spectrum around 2.4 GHz 
for efficient network communication.  The ambient radio spectrum in the Siebel center has been 
recorded and compared with the radio spectrum during Imote2’s operation (see Figure 5.8).  
Metageek® Wi-Spy 2.4i was employed to track the spectrum from Wi-Fi, Cordless phones, 
Microwave ovens, Zigbee, Bluetooth, or any other types of 2.4 GHz devices.   
Figure 5.8 (a) shows the ambient spectrum in the Siebel center without any wireless sensor 
communication.  As shown in this spectrum, the channel 6~8 was occupied, possibly by the 
building’s Wi-Fi.  To avoid this range of the spectrum, the Imote2 communication channel has 
been set as 26, which corresponds to channel 14 for the Wi-Fi channel.  When two Imote2s are 
communicating, the radio spectrum showed additional peak at channel 14 in Figure 5.8 (b).  Two 
peaks in the spectrum are well separated ensuring independent wireless communication. 
In addition, the antenna orientation has been vertically aligned.  The electric field component 
in the desired orientation is referred to as the co-polarized field, meaning the antennas should be 
co-linear (Linderman, et al.  2009).  The radio power of the Imote2 is 31, which is a maximum 
power level.  Therefore, the wireless communication has been optimized for the deployment with 
independent radio channel and external antenna which are aligned co-linearly. 
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 (a) Ambient frequency in Siebel center 
 
 (b) Wi-Fi and the Imote2 
Figure 5.8.  Radio frequency spectrum 
 
   
Wi-Fi 
Wi-Fi Imote2 
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5.4 Software Setup 
The RemoteSensing application with SnoozeAlarm from ISHMP Services Toolsuite is uploaded 
on Imote2 for this deployment.  As introduced in section 2.4.2, the RemoteSensing is 
synchronized data measurement application from multiple sensor nodes and SnoozeAlarm is the 
energy saving mode.   
The parameters for the network sensing have been selected as shown in Table 5.1.  The 
sensing has been done once per day from all 6 nodes during the whole operation period.  The 
sampling frequency is 280 Hz, the cut off frequency is 70 Hz which can cover several interesting 
natural frequencies of the structure.  10,000 data points in 3 directions have been measured.  For 
the SnoozeAlarm, wake/listen time is 500 milliseconds and the sleeping time is 10 seconds, so 
that the duty cycle is 4.76%. 
 
Table 5.1.  Network and sensing parameters for Siebel Center Staircase tests. 
Parameter Value 
Network size 6 
Number of RemoteSensing events per day 1 
Sampling rate 280 Hz 
Channels sampled 3 
Number of data points 10,000 
SnoozeAlarm wake/listen time 500 ms 
SnoozeAlarm sleep time 10 sec 
SnoozeAlarm Duty cycle 4.76% 
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5.5 Performance Evaluation 
5.5.1 Wireless SHM system 
The acceleration of the staircase has been measured using the deployment wireless SHM system.  
Without any pedestrian passage, the vibration of the staircase is within 2 mg as shown in Figure 
5.9.  Because of low resolution of the ITS400CA sensor board (~1 mg), accurate ambient 
vibration was not measured.  Here lays the necessity of a dedicated sensor board with higher 
resolution or higher sensitivity for SHM. 
 
Figure 5.9.  Ambient vibration  
 
With the installed webcam, the vibration data during pedestrian passage were successfully 
measured as shown in Figure 5.10.  The image of the webcam provided the brief number of the 
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passengers.  During this measurement, two people walked down after which another person 
walked down subsequently.  The measurement parameters are in Table 5.1.  The vertical 
vibration is most significant among three directions, up to 30mg.  The vibrations of the 
longitudinal and transverse directions are mostly within 10mg.  Still, the acceleration data have 
been quantized due to low resolution.  Therefore, the basic sensor board is not adequate for 
monitoring low vibration structure. 
                     
        (a) Visual data     (b) Vertical vibration 
 
         (c) Longitudinal vibration   (d) Transverse vibration 
Figure 5.10.  Vibration correlated with the visual data. 
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In addition, the power spectral density of the vertical vibration has been calculated in Figure 
5.11.  The number of FFT is 2048, 50% overlap is used.  Figure 5.11 (a) is the power spectral 
density up to the Nyquist frequency (= fs/2).  Most frequency-domain contents are concentrated 
in the frequency range of 0 Hz to 22 Hz, showing low frequency vibration characteristic of the 
staircase.  By reducing the sampling frequency, or by increasing the number of samples, the data 
quality can be significantly improved.  For the basic sensor board, 280 Hz is the lowest sampling 
rate it can provide.  Nominally, several first natural frequencies of long-span bridges can be even 
within 1 Hz.  Therefore, a dedicated sensor board for SHM should be able to use a lower 
sampling rate to monitor civil infrastructure. 
  
      (a) Up to Nyquist Frequency    (b) Zoomed plot 
Figure 5.11.  Power spectral density 
 
5.5.2 Long-term software stability  
This deployment of the SHM system shows the long-term performance of the developed 
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the network life significantly increased up to 52 days by employing the SnoozeAlarm function.  
During the whole period of time, the software showed stable performance so that the leaf nodes 
never required a hardware reset during deployment. 
Every day, the acceleration responses from the staircase have been measured for accurate 
network evaluation. Table 5.2 shows the duration of each step for the network sensing to 
measure 10,000 data in 3 directions from all 6 leaf nodes.  First step is waking up the nodes from 
the SnoozeAlarm mode.  The wake up duration nominally takes less than 30 seconds.  The next 
step is sending the sensing command to the leaf nodes, which takes 1~2 seconds.  After time 
synchronization among the leaf nodes, the acceleration data are measured.  This step took about 
1 min for the synchronized network sensing.  After sending, the measured data are sent back to 
the base station.  The measured data are stored in a text file, which can also be shown on the 
screen if the option is enabled.  Total network operating time is approximately 7 minutes to 
measure one set of data.  In this deployment, the lowest UART speed has been utilized for 
reliable data transfer, which results in slower communication speed.  After this deployment, the 
performance of software has improved to have faster communication and printing.  All steps of 
network sensing have initiated by the network operator; however, autonomous network operation 
is desirable for permanent SHM system.  The used software herein is the first version of ISHMP 
Services Toolsuite of which stable long-term performance has been verified on a full-scale 
testbed.   
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Table 5.2.  Time for RemoteSensing application 
State of RemoteSensing application Time (seconds) 
WakeUp 30 
Sensing parameters to leaf nodes 1-2 
Time Synchronization 20 
Data measurement 37 
Extra wait time 10 
Communication and printing 300 
 
5.5.3 Communication quality 
The gateway node was placed with the base station PC inside the wooden box located in an 
office near the staircase.  The staircase and the office is approximately 10 m apart and a concrete 
wall, a steel mesh wall and a glass door are between the two.  Despite the physical interference 
present and that the gateway and the leaf nodes are not line-of-sight, communication between the 
gateway node and the leaf nodes on the staircase was stable during 52 days of operation.  
Therefore, the network communication is successfully optimized by the uninterrupted radio 
channel, antenna orientation optimization. 
 
5.5.4  Power consumption 
The power consumption of Imote2s has been investigated during the monitoring.  Imote2 is 
running with the battery voltage of 3.0 – 4.5 V.  The initial battery voltage levels of 6 sensors are 
4.5V in average as shown in Table 5.3.  Among 6 sensors, the nodes, 73, 89, 133 are using the 
battery board manufactured by Intel, and the nodes, 67, 85, 87 are using the one manufactured by 
Crossbow.   
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Table 5.3.  Initial voltage. 
Node ID 67 85 87 89 133 73 
Voltage 4.495 4.551 4.521 4.518 4.559 4.541 
 
The on-board voltage can be measured using RemoteCommand Vbat command.  As shown in 
Figure 5.12, Intel’s battery board supplies a constant voltage on to the Imote2 because of on-
board voltage regulator; therefore, the battery voltage readings are constant.  The Crossbow 
battery board does not have the on-board regulator, so that the battery can supply its current 
voltage to the board.  The voltage of the Crossbow sensor board decreased linearly during the 
specified operation.  A voltage drop, in average of 0.4V, is shown between the on-board voltage 
reading and the actual voltage, when the battery board is turned on.  This voltage difference is 
due to the diode used to prevent the voltage surges and outages.  When the on board voltage 
decreases less than 3.2 V, the RemoteSensing application failed during sensing stage even though 
the Imote2 is turned on.  Therefore, the voltage on the sensor board should be higher than 3.2V 
for stable sensing, which corresponds to 3.6V of actual battery voltage.   
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Figure 5.12.  On-board voltage 
 
Rice and Spencer (2009) calculated the estimated power consumption for the various 
hardware and software configuration and corresponding service life for 3 D-cell batteries (see 
Figure 5.13 and Table 5.4).  Based on the consumption model, the battery life for the ITS400CA 
sensor board is 63 days for the Intel battery board, 59 days for the Crossbow battery board (Rice 
and Spencer, 2009).  Actual network life for this deployment was 52 days.  The power 
consumption can be greater than theoretical calculation because the operator can wait for the 
people who are passing on the staircase before starting network sensing.  Therefore, the power 
consumption of the system using the basic sensor board agrees well with the calculation. 
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Figure 5.13.  Estimated constant current service life (Rice and Spencer, 2009). 
 
Table 5.4.  Estimated service life (days) for 3 D-cell batteries 
with various hardware combinations (Rice and Spencer, 2009). 
 Sensor Board 
Battery Board SHM-A ITS400CA 
Sentry Non-Sentry Sentry Non-Sentry 
Intel 63 66 62 63 
Crossbow 49 52 57 59 
 
 
Though the SnoozeAlarm and D-cell batteries increased the network life up to 52 days, the 
batteries should be replaced regularly for long-term continuous monitoring.  To address this 
problem, energy harvesting for the wireless sensor platform should be desirable such as solar 
panel.   
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5.6 Conclusion 
The performance of a SHM system using WSSN has been validated on a Siebel staircase 
deployment for debugging and future development.  The base station and the wireless smart 
sensors were working stably during the whole monitoring period.  The RemoteSensing 
application in the ISHMP Services Toolsuite has shown reliable performance to measure 
acceleration during the operation.  The network communication between the gateway node and 
leaf nodes were stable with vertically aligned external antenna.  With 3-D cell batteries and 
SnoozeAlarm protocol, the network life is 52 days, which agreed well with theoretical calculation 
using power consumption model.  The visual data was optional but helpful in correlating with the 
measured acceleration data.  However, the basic sensor board is not adequate to monitor low 
vibration civil infrastructure because of the low resolution and higher sampling rate.  For long-
term SHM system, energy harvesting system is recommended to power wireless sensor platform.  
Therefore, the developed SHM system using WSSN has shown stable performance during the 
long-term deployment providing the potential for the SHM of large-scale full-scale civil 
infrastructure in the future. 
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CHAPTER 6 FULL-SCALE SHM USING WSSN FOR JINDO BRIDGE 
 
Based on the lessons and experience from the Siebel staircase deployment, the software and 
hardware framework were updated for long-term full-scale deployment on the Jindo Bridge 
(Rice et al, 2010).  This effort is part of a trilateral collaboration between the USA (University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), South Korea (Korean Advanced Institute of Science and 
Technology, KAIST), and Japan (University of Tokyo).  The Testbed cable-stayed bridge 
connects the southern tip of the Korean peninsula with the Jindo Island.   This chapter reports on 
the deployment and evaluation of this state-of-the-art WSSN in terms of hardware durability, 
software stability, power consumption, and energy harvesting capabilities.  The Jindo Bridge 
SHM system constitutes the largest deployment of wireless smart sensors for civil infrastructure 
monitoring to date.    
 
6.1 Bridge Description 
The Jindo Bridges are twin cable-stayed bridges connecting Haenam on the mainland with the 
Jindo Island (see Figure 6.1).  Each of these bridges consists of a 344-m central main span and 
two 70-m side spans.   
The original Jindo Bridge, constructed in 1984 by Hyundai Engineering & Construction Co., 
Ltd., was the first cable-stayed bridge in South Korea.  The width of the bridge is 11.7 m, the 
design traffic velocity is 60 km/hr, and the design live load is based on AASHTO HS-20-44 
(DB-18).  The second Jindo Bridge was constructed in 2006 by Hyundai Engineering & 
Construction Co., Ltd., Daelim Industrial Co., Ltd., and Namhei Co., Ltd.  The width of the 
second bridge is 12.55 m, the traffic design velocity is 70 km/hr, and the design live load is 
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based on AASHTO HS-20-44 (DB-24, DL-24).  The streamlined steel box girder is supported by 
60 high-strength steel cables connected to two pylons.  A structural drawing of the bridge is 
shown in Figure 6.2.    
 
Figure 6.1.  1st (right) and 2nd (left) Jindo Bridges. 
 
Both bridges have existing SHM systems based on wired sensors.  The first Jindo Bridge has 
38 strain gages, four inclinometers, two anemometers, two seismic accelerometers, five uniaxial 
capacitive accelerometers, and 15 uniaxial piezoelectric accelerometers.  The second Jindo 
Bridge has 15 thermometers, 15 strain gages, four biaxial inclinometers, two string pots, two 
laser displacement meters, 24 Fiber Bragg Grating sensors, 20 uniaxial capacitive accelerometers, 
two biaxial force balance type accelerometers, and three triaxial seismic accelerometers.  Among 
two bridges, the second Jindo Bridge is selected as the Testbed for this research, for two primary 
reasons: (i) the existing SHM system is quite versatile, including accelerometers and fiber optic 
sensors, and (ii) the design and construction documents are more complete. 
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Figure 6.2.  Bridge drawings (2nd Jindo Bridge). 
(a) Elevation
(b) Typical Girder Section (c) Pylon
(a) Elevation 
(b) Typical Girder Section (c) l  
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6.2 Bridge Monitoring System  
The components of the bridge monitoring system have provided.  The main components are the 
wireless smart sensor nodes.  To monitor the bridge vibration correlated with strong wind 
excitation, an ultrasonic anemometer has also been installed with acceleration measuring sensor 
nodes.  For remote monitoring of the bridge, a base station has been configured so that it can 
control and manage the network of wireless smart sensors.  As a first step, most sensors are 
powered by D-cell batteries.  For permanent deployment in near future, the solar panel has also 
been employed for some nodes where the battery replacement is difficult.  Finally, the software 
framework for autonomous vibration monitoring is described. 
 
6.2.1 Wireless smart sensor nodes 
Each smart sensor unit consists of MEMSIC’s Imote2, an IBB2400CA battery board, and the 
SHM-A multi-scale sensor board (Rice and Spencer, 2009).  A detailed explanation of these 
components is given in section 2.3.  Similar to the Siebel staircase, two types of smart sensor 
nodes are employed in the Jindo Bridge deployment: gateway nodes and leaf nodes.  To increase 
the communication range, all nodes are equipped with an Antenova® Giganova Titanis 2.4 GHz 
external antenna (Antenova, 2009).   
 
6.2.2 Wind monitoring system 
The Jindo Island is located in Haenam, one of the windiest regions in South Korea with several 
typhoons each year.  A cable-stayed bridge like the Jindo Bridge is sensitive to such strong wind; 
thus, an important objective of this study is monitoring the wind, in addition to the dynamic 
responses of the bridge.   
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A 3-D ultra-sonic anemometer has been incorporated into the WSSN for reliable wind 
monitoring of the Jindo Bridge.  Because of its high resolution (wind speed: 0.01m/s, wind 
direction: 0.1 degree) and good accuracy (wind speed: ±1%, wind direction: ±2 degrees), the RM 
Young Model 81000 anemometer was chosen (see Figure 6.3 (a)).  The durability of ultra-sonic 
anemometer makes them well-suited for long-term operation in harsh environments.  Moreover, 
the anemometer’s analog voltage outputs, ranging from 0 to 5V, can be easily accommodated by 
the SHM-A board with small modifications.   
The SHM-W board is developed by modifying the SHM-A board to have three external 0–
5V input channels and one acceleration channel.  The wind speed (channel 1), horizontal and 
vertical wind directions (channels 2 and 3) are measured through analog input interface 
connectors on the SHM-W board as shown in Figure 6.3 (c).  Because the SHM-W board also 
uses the QFA512-based sensor board, it uses the same drivers as the SHM-A board; as a result, 
the wind data acquired is precisely synchronized with the acceleration data from the SHM-A 
board.  The SHM-W board is designed such that it uses the full 0-5V range for the inputs, 
resulting in better resolution for the wind data.   
    
 (a)  Model 81000            (b) On Jindo Bridge                (c) SHM-W board 
Figure 6.3.  3D ultra-sonic anemometer (Model 81000, RM Young) and SHM-W board. 
Series of 
registers for 
0‐5V inputs 
Analog input 
connector 
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6.2.3 Base station 
Because the base station provides access to the WSSN and is therefore critical to the 
performance of the entire network.  The base station controls the network by (1) sending 
messages to the leaf nodes through the gateway node, (2) storing the transmitted data from the 
WSSN, (3) processing received data, and (4) transferring the data to the remote server via the 
internet.  To achieve these functions, the base station is built upon an industrial-grade PC 
running Windows XP Professional OS, an uninterrupted power supply (UPS) backup, a gateway 
node, and an environmentally hardened enclosure, as shown in Figure 6.4. 
An industrial-grade PC AAEON AEC-6905 was adopted as base station because of its 
fanless architecture, protecting it from dust and moisture.  The APC ES550 UPS backup protects 
the base station components from unexpected electric surges and outages.  The gateway node 
consistes of an Imote2 stacked on an interface board for interactive serial communication, an 
SHM-A sensor board, and a 2.4 GHz 5 dBi dipole antenna as shown in Figure 6.5.  Though the 
gateway node is not involved in acceleration measurement, the attached SHM-A sensor board 
enables automatic rebooting of Imote2 after the base station PC is rebooted in some reason.  A 
wired internet line was installed to the PC using an ADSL internet modem, providing remote 
access to base station, to control the WSSN, and to download the measured data. 
Software for remote control and data download is installed on the base station.  On the top of 
basic OS and anti-virus software, the key components of the software are the Cygwin and 
autocomm executable applications for interfacing with the gateway node, the VNC (Virtual 
Network Computing) server for remote desktop control, and an FTP (File Transfer Protocol) 
server to remotely download the measured data.   
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Table 6.1.  Power Densities of Harvesting Technologies (Roundy et al.  2004). 
Harvesting Technology Power density 
Solar cells (outdoors at noon) 15 mW/cm2 
Piezoelectric (shoe inserts) 330μW/cm3 
Vibration (small microwave oven) 116μW/cm3 
Thermoelectric (10oC gradient) 40μW/cm3 
Acoustic noise (100dB) 960nW/cm3 
 
The Imote2 can be powered by rechargeable batteries using the Power Management 
Integrated Circuit (PMIC) (Crossbow, 2007).  The PMIC can be connected directly to the 
Lithium-Ion or Lithium-Polymer batteries without a protection diode; the diode can be bypassed 
with an additional 0-ohm resistor (R1).  To allow the current from solar panel to flow into the 
battery, the nCHARGE-EN pin, which is a control switch to decide battery options, should be 
pulled low with the another 0-ohm resistor (R3) on the battery board (see Figure 6.6).   
  
 (a) Power supply options for Imote2 (Crossbow, 2007)        (b) Battery board modifications 
Figure 6.6.  Power supply options for Imote2 and battery board modification for recharging. 
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Considering the range of input power that the Imote2 can support (4.6~10V, up to 1400mA), 
the SPE-350-6 solar panel of Solarworld (9V-350mA) in Figure 6.8 was employed.  The 
Powerizer lithium-polymer rechargeable battery (Powerizer, 2009) was selected, the voltage of 
which is up to 4.2V when fully charged.  This system has 10,000 mAh capacity – half of that of 
D-cell battery; therefore, this system can supply power to the Imote2 for an extensive period 
without recharging.    
     
 (a) SPE-350-6 (9V-350mA, Solarworld)      (b) on cable node         (c) Rechargeable battery  
Figure 6.7.  Solar panel and rechargeable battery for Jindo Bridge SHM. 
 
6.2.5 Software framework 
The main software for the deployment is AutoMonitor, an autonomous SHM network 
management application (Rice and Spencer, 2009).  The AutoMonitor employs RemoteSensing, 
ThresholdSentry, and SnoozeAlarm SnoozeAlarm employs a strategy that allows the network to 
sleep most of the time, thus improving energy efficiency and allowing long-term system 
deployment.  To wake the network for an important event, the ThresholdSentry application 
defines a specified number of the leaf nodes as sentry nodes.  The sentry nodes wake up 
frequently at predefined times and measure a short period of acceleration or wind data.  When 
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the measured data exceeds a pre-defined threshold, the sentry node sends an alarm to the 
gateway node, which subsequently wakes the entire network for synchronized data measurement.  
In this way, AutoMonitor facilitates the automatically recurring monitoring with reduced power 
consumption.   
The AutoMonitor application employs multiple threshold levels for the Jindo Bridge SHM.  
When a single threshold level is used to define the events that are recorded, if the threshold level 
is too high, the data measurements would rarely if ever occur.  On the other hand, if a threshold 
level is too small, the memory will be quickly filled with minor structural responses; hence, 
possible strong vibrations during remaining period cannot be captured.  In this deployment, 
multiple threshold levels were defined, each having a separate limit to the number of events that 
can be recorded in a given period of time.   This approach makes it possible to measure both rare 
but strong responses and frequent but low-level ambient vibration, which enables more effective 
SHM. 
Another feature of the AutoMonitor application is a wind threshold sentry.  The wind sentry 
node is equipped with SHM-W sensor board connected to the ultrasonic anemometer.  Strong 
wind like typhoons induces large structural responses.  Therefore, the wind sentry will trigger 
network sensing when the velocity exceeds the specified threshold.  In this deployment, both 
vibration and wind-based sentry nodes have been installed for use by the AutoMonitor 
application.  In summary, the AutoMonitor application had data measurement and on-board 
computing functionality, multiple threshold triggering strategy using vibration/wind sentries, and 
energy efficiency using SnoozeAlarm. 
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6.3 Environmental Hardening  
Environmental protection of the SHM system is required for the deployment on a bridge in harsh 
surroundings.  The site of the Jindo Bridge is often subject to high humidity due to frequent fog 
and harsh winds.  The environmental hardening of the hardware components are discussed in this 
section.   
 
6.3.1 Base station 
This section describes hardening of the two base station PCs.  The base station PCs are each 
housed in ABS enclosures.  After the initial deployment, the industrial-grade PC was found to 
radiate significant heat, which results in failure of the PC due to high temperatures inside the 
enclosure.  To address this problem, the enclosure was modified to include two-way ventilation, 
as shown in Figure 6.8.  All ventilation openings have anti-bug nets and rain-protection brackets.   
The exhaust fan is connected to a temperature sensor inside the enclosure, which turns the fan on 
if the temperature in the enclosure is over 35°C.   In addition, the power cable, the USB cable to 
the gateway node, and the LAN cable to the wired internet line pass through the enclosure wall 
via cable glands.  This enclosure with the ventilation system has provided effective and stable 
operation of the base station.    
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Figure 6.8.  Ventilation enhancements for base station enclosure. 
 
6.3.2 Smart sensor nodes 
The leaf nodes were also placed in environmentally hardened enclosures.  Water-tight PVC 
enclosures were employed to protect the nodes from moisture as shown in Figure 6.11.  The 
battery board is modified to employ three D-cell batteries instead of standard AAA batteries.  
The nominal voltage of both a single AAA and a single D-cell battery is 1.5V, while the capacity 
of an alkaline D-cell battery is 20,000 mAh, versus 1,200 mAh for an AAA alkaline battery; thus, 
enabling significantly longer network operation.  The size of the enclosure is primarily 
dependent on the size of the batteries.   
To increase the radio communication range, the Imote2 has been modified to use an external 
antenna (Linderman et al.  2010: Antenova gigaNova Titanis 2.4 GHz external antenna – 
Antenova, 2009).  The external antenna is mounted to the enclosure and then connected to the 
Imote2 with an antenna extension cable.  The sensor unit is mounted separately from the battery 
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holder.   The bottom of the battery board is attached on the enclosure using the Scotch® Exterior 
Mounting Tape.   
 
 
6.4 Deployment of SHM System 
After careful environmental hardening of the hardware components, the bridge monitoring 
system has been deployed.  Because the SHM system includes many nodes, the whole network 
has been divided into two sub-networks.  The prepared software has been uploaded into all 
sensor nodes, and the performance has been validated before installation.  On the bridge, the 
sensor location has been fixed based on each sensor’s radio communication capability, which has 
been determined by the field experiments.  According to the fixed sensor location, the leaf nodes 
have been installed.  The antenna orientation has been optimized for stable communication. 
 
6.4.1 Network topology 
The network topology is carefully determined to ensure reliable network sensing for the Jindo 
Bridge.  The major factors to define the network topology are the size of network, the 
communication range, etc.  The total length of the bridge is 484m, the communication range of 
Imote2 with an external antenna is ~200m, and the number of sensor nodes in network is 71.  
Considering the range and the communication time, the network was divided into two sub-
networks: one on the Jindo side and the other on the Haenam side. 
The Jindo sub-network consists of 33 nodes, with 22 nodes on the deck, three nodes on the 
pylon, and eight nodes on the cables.  The Haenam sub-network consists of 37 nodes, with 26 
nodes on the deck, three nodes on the pylon, and seven nodes on the cables.  Each sub-network is 
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controlled by a base station located on the concrete piers supporting the steel pylons of the first 
Jindo Bridge.   These locations were chosen to achieve consistent line-of-site communication 
with leaf nodes. 
 
6.4.2 Software setup and verification  
Two software configurations were employed on the smart sensor nodes for the deployment.  The 
gateway nodes have been programmed with the AutoMonitor application to control the 
autonomous monitoring of the network.  The remote nodes have been programmed with the 
RemoteSensing, which combined with TestRadio and DecentralizedDataAggregation (Sim and 
Spencer, 2009).  In the AutoMonitor application, users can decide whether raw acceleration data 
or correlation functions using decentralized estimation from the local groups are returned to the 
base station by selecting either RemoteSensing or DecentralizedDataAggregation, respectively.   
The software performances using a large network of wireless smart sensors have been 
previously verified both in the laboratory and field environments after programming the nodes.  
During the tests, basic communication parameters were modified to accommodate the large 
network size.   
Fault tolerance features have been designed into the software to ensure robust operation.  To 
this end, the AutoMonitor application provides several features, including: (1) sending the 
network wake-up command repeatedly, as in some cases a node can return to the sleep mode 
soon after waking up, (2) skipping over unresponsive nodes after a short timeout when sending 
commands or receiving data, and (3) rebooting the remote nodes in case of failures of component 
services that may leave the node in an inconsistent state and prevent further operation.   
Additionally, the AutoMonitor application coordinates with its component services 
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(SnoozeAlarm, ThresholdSentry, and RemoteSensing) to handle internal errors in those services 
in a consistent manner.   
 
6.4.3 Optimal sensor location using the communication range tests  
Because peer-to-peer communication was used for this deployment, radio communication tests 
were conducted on-sight using the TestRadio application, which can be used to measure the 
packet reception rates at various communication distances.  During the communication range 
tests, the gateway node was located at the Haenam side pylon and the leaf nodes were gradually 
moved out to the mid-span.  The number of sensors which were unresponsive to the TestRadio 
request from the gateway node was counted as shown in Figure 6.9.  In total, 73 Imote2s were 
tested and five nodes were found to be unresponsive and subsequently replaced.  At the mid-span 
(172 m), 23 Imote2s were found to communicate effectively.  Based on these radio 
communication tests, sensors location were chosen as shown in Figure 6.10.   
 
Figure 6.9.  Communication range tests.   
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Figure 6.10.   Sensor location.
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6.4.4 Sensor installation 
The smart sensor nodes for the deck, pylons, and cables are mounted using different methods.  
The deck sensors and the pylon sensors are mounted upside down on the bottom side of deck 
using one-directional magnets, of which holding capacity is up to 10kg (Figure 6.11 (a)).  Using 
two magnets on the bottom of each enclosure, a secure connection between the sensor enclosure 
and the bridge steel surface is ensured.  In addition, the magnets are surrounded by a styrofoam 
panel with the thickness of the magnet to prevent vibration due to vortex-shedding in the gap 
between the enclosure and structure surface (see Figure 6.11 (b)).  This approach reduces the 
installation time and effort under the deck; however, the magnet-based method is not feasible for 
the cable sensors due to round surface.  Therefore, cable sensors are mounted using two U-bars 
and an aluminum mounting plate, as shown in Figure 6.11 (c).  Because these nodes are directly 
exposed to sun light, a stainless steel cover is employed to protect the PVC enclosure.   
 
       
     (a) Battery-powered node   (b) Solar-powered node                 (c) Cable node 
Figure 6.11.  Hardened sensor nodes. 
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(a) 10 kg capacity one-directional magnet  (b) Bottom of the leaf nodes 
Figure 6.12.  Magnet-based sensor attachment. 
 
6.4.5 Optimal antenna direction 
The antenna orientation is optimized to obtain optimal network performance.  In general, the 
antennas should be co-linear, to ensure effective radio communication.  Optimizing the antenna 
orientation is not a simple problem for large WSSNs, because elevations of sensors are different 
for those under the deck, at the side of the pylon, on the top of the pylon and the cable nodes.  
The antenna direction for the gateway nodes is critical to reliable communication with all leaf 
nodes.   Therefore, the antenna for the gateway node and all leaf nodes are oriented 
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the bridge and parallel to the ground as shown in Figure 
6.13.  In this manner, all sensors can communicate with the gateway node efficiently.  This 
configuration has been verified through communication tests. 
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Figure 6.13.  Antenna direction. 
 
 
6.5 Communication Parameter Optimization  
The communication parameters have been optimized to operate the large WSSN for the Jindo 
Bridge in terms of RemoteSensing, DecentralizeDataAggregation, SnoozeAlarm, 
ThresholdSentry, and Watchdog Timer. Table 6.2 shows the list of the initial network parameters 
and updated values after optimization.  The number of times the RemoteSensing application can 
be invoked is updated into 4 times a day.  The main issue regarding the number of measurements 
is the power consumption which was found to be higher for the SnoozeAlarm than that of the 
sensing.   
The communication waiting times are important for successful RemoteSensing with large 
networks of smart sensors.  There are four wait times associated with RemoteSensing: (1) 
network time synchronization, (2) sending measurement parameters from the gateway to leaf 
nodes, (3) data collection, and (4) transferring data back to the gateway node and saving it on the 
PC.  The first communication is the wait time for time synchronization.  The second wait time is 
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the time required to send the sensing parameters to all of the nodes in the network.   This total 
wait time is expressed by  
 c nT S n S= + ⋅  (4.18) 
where, cS is a constant wait time, nS is a wait time for each sensor which can incorporate with 
large network, and nis the number of sensors.  These two parameters are increased considerably 
because the communication took longer as the distances between sensor nodes increased.   
The data measurement parameters include the sampling frequency, the measurement 
directions, and the number of data point for each channel.  10,000 data points are measured in 
three directions at 10 Hz.  5,000 data points are usually measured when the network 
communication is not desirable. 
The SnoozeAlarm parameters include the duration of the wake/listen time and the sleep time.  
The sleep time can be chosen based on the target excitation.  For Jindo Bridge, loading from 
strong winds such as typhoons having a duration of several hours to a day is important.  For such 
excitations, waking the network up within several minutes of a trigger event is quite reasonable.  
In this sense, the deep sleep interval is set to 15 seconds, and the wakeup time to listen for 
commands is 750ms.  With this setup, the wake-up time for the entire network was in the range 
of 1 ~ 5 minutes based on the radio communication conditions. 
The ThresholdSentry parameters include the number of sentry nodes used in the network.   
The number of sentry nodes for this deployment is three for Haenam side and two for Jindo side.  
The sentry checks the acceleration level frequently to catch large vibration due to strong winds.  
The sentries are set to wake up every 10 minutes and measure the acceleration for 10 seconds. 
In this deployment, new functionalities for the threshold sentry have been added.  Because 
the Jindo bridge is on windy environment, the wind-based sentry has been newly employed.  
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Multiple threshold strategy has been programmed.  If the threshold value is very small, then the 
network will initiate the sensing frequently.  While the threshold value is too high, the WSSN 
will rarely start sensing.  By employing two threshold values with small and high value, the 
network can initiate network sensing for rare event, no matter how many set of data sets have 
been measured using the smaller threshold.  In this deployment, the thresholds for the vibration 
sentry are 10-mg and 50-mg, the thresholds for the wind sentry are 3 m/sec and 8 m/sec.  In 
Haenam side, three sentries are taking turns to measure the maximum vibration/wind to report 
the threshold exceeding event to the base station.  The network sensing will be initiated 4 times 
for the first threshold, and 1 time for the second threshold. 
Finally, a Watchdog timer is used to reset the nodes to ensure the network reliability in the 
case of a node hanging due to some unexpected error.  The Watchdog update time is the waiting 
time before the processor resets the node when the node gets hung up.  Using this setup, an 
indefinite hang-up of nodes may be avoided.  The Watchdog period should be longer than the 
measurement duration so that the Watchdog timer does not interrupt the measurement and reset 
the leaf nodes.  The Watchdog update was set to one minute, and the watchdog timer period is set 
to 10 minutes during the initial state, because the network sensing takes less than 10 minutes.  
This is updated to 60 minutes and 60 minutes respectively for the updated state to measure 
longer data from increased distances.   
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Table 6.2.   Parameters for the Jindo Bridges. 
Category Parameter Initial Updated 
RemoteSensing 
Number of RemoteSensing events 1 per day 
4 for 1st threshold 
1 for 2nd threshold 
per day 
Time synchronization wait time 30 sec 30 sec 
SENSING START DELAY 15,000 50,000 
NODE SENSING START DELAY 1,000 1,500 
Sampling frequency 50 Hz 10 Hz 
Channels sampled 3 3 
Number of data points 1,000 5,000 
Snooze Alarm 
SnoozeAlarm wake/listen time 750 ms 750 ms 
SnoozeAlarm sleep time 15 sec 15 sec 
SnoozeAlarm duty cycle 4.76% 4.76% 
ThresholdSentry 
ThresholdSentry check interval 20 min 10 min 
ThresholdSentry sensing time 10 sec 10 sec 
Threshold value for vibration sentry 10 mg 10 ,50 mg 
Threshold value for wind sentry N/A 3, 8 m/sec 
Watchdog Timer 
Period 10 min 60 min 
Update 1 min 60 min 
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6.6 Evaluation of the SHM System 
The performance of the hardware and software framework has been evaluated in terms of basic 
functionality and long-term stability.  The data from the deployed system have plotted in 
vibration, frequency-domain data, and wind velocity.  The power consumption and the 
performance of the solar energy harvesting devices are examined. 
 
6.6.1 Hardware performance 
The hardware components, including smart sensor nodes, base stations, and the anemometer with 
environmental hardening devices have shown reliable performance during this deployment.  The 
SHM-A and SHM-W sensor boards have reliably measured the vibration and wind information.  
However, the horizontal component of the wind direction is not measured by channel 2 of the 
SHM-W board because of hardware malfunction on the anemometer.   
The two base stations functioned reliably for four months, enabling stable remote monitoring 
of the Jindo Bridge and communication with each gateway node.  When checking the condition 
of the inside of the base station enclosure after four months of operation, it was confirmed that it 
has successfully protected the computer from overheating and the harsh environment.   
The enclosure for the smart sensor nodes have also performed well.  The inside of the sensor 
enclosures were dry and the temperature was acceptable when it is checked.  The magnet-based 
attachment has proven to be an excellent solution for the Jindo Bridge, because all leaf nodes 
were attached firmly for four months. 
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6.6.2 Software performance 
The AutoMonitor application showed stable performance after appropriate optimization of the 
sensing and radio communication parameters.  All software was operating reliably and accessible 
using remote desktop via a VNC® server.  RemoteSensing and DecentralizedDataAggregation 
worked successfully with optimized communication parameters.   
The ambient vibration data at the Jindo Bridge has been acquired from the WSSN.  One 
sample of recorded data has shown in Figure 6.14, for which the levels are ~8mg, ~40mg, ~5mg 
for the deck, cable, and pylon, respectively. 
  
(a) Deck vibration           (b) Cable vibration (node 4, Cable3) (c) Pylon vibration (node 5, top) 
Figure 6.14.  Acceleration on the Jindo side on 6/12/2009 at 04:50PM. 
 
The power spectral densities (PSD) of the vibration data were also investigated.  Figure 6.15 
(a) shows the PSDs of the deck vibrations at the mid span and quarter span, as well as at the 
pylon.  The PSD magnitude of deck sensors near the pylon is almost zero; however, the other 
two sensors at the mid span and the quarter span show significant energy around 0.44, 0.66, and 
1.03 Hz, indicating the natural frequencies of the bridge.  Figure 6.15 (b) shows a comparison 
between the PSD from the existing wired sensor at the quarter span and the PSD from the 
deployed wireless sensor at the same location.  Though the wired sensor data was measured in 
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2007 and the wireless sensor data was measured in 2009, most natural frequencies agree well 
with the previous data. 
 
(a) Deck vibration (7/18/2009) 
 
 (b) Comparison with wired data measured in 2007 
Figure 6.15.  Power Spectral Density comparison at the quarter span of the Jindo side. 
 
Figure 6.16 shows the PSD from the cable and pylon sensors.  Figure 6.16 (a) shows the PSD 
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around 0.44, 0.66, 1.03 Hz for all sensor but other peaks in higher frequency region are not 
consistent.  Figure 6.16 (b) shows the PSD from the pylon sensors.  In the legend, 1 is the sensor 
on the side, and 2 is the sensor at the top of the pylon.  The natural frequencies of the pylon 
sensor on the side and of the one at the top are different.  Detailed modal analysis and detailed 
cable tension estimation is described in Cho et al.  (2010).   
 
 (a) Cable vibration of 6 sensors       (c) Pylon vibration for 2 sensors 
Figure 6.16.  Power spectral density on 7/18/2009. 
 
6.6.3 Wind speed and direction  
The wind speed and direction has been successfully measured using the 3D ultra-sonic 
anemometer at the mid span.  The outputs of the SHM-W sensor board are raw voltage 
measurements from the anemometer.  The data were converted to the wind speed and voltage 
using the sensitivity.  The data is synchronized with vibration data measured by the SHM-A 
sensor board.  Figure 6.17 shows example data.  In this sample data, the wind speed was 4-6 
m/sec, and the direction is at 0 degrees to the longitudinal direction of the bridge.   
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Figure 6.17.  Wind data measured at 6:33 am on 9/8/2009. 
 
Figure 6.18 shows the operating time for the RemoteSensing application in terms of various 
phases for different requested sample sizes.  In total, three axes of accelerations were measured 
at 50 Hz from 23 sensor nodes.  In this specific deployment, the communication time sending 
data back to the gateway node has been measured.  Although the total communication time 
depends on various environmental and communication factors, the communication time shows a 
linear relationship with the number of requested data points.  Based on this result, the total 
communication time to acquire 30,000 points from 46 sensors of two networks is about 30 
minutes.   
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Figure 6.18.  Communication time of 23 sensors based on the number of data points collected. 
 
6.6.4 Power consumption 
The battery voltage levels for all nodes on both the Jindo and the Haenam sides have been 
recorded for two months as shown in Figure 6.19.  The average initial voltage of the three D-cell 
batteries on each sensor nodes was 4.6V, and the average on board voltage reading using 
RemoteVbat command was 4.2V.  Recall that the measured voltage reading is 0.3~0.4V less than 
the actual battery voltage because of the diode drop on the battery board.  From 8/27/09 to 9/8/09, 
the parameters stored in FLASH on each Imote2 were uploaded many times to optimize network 
performance, which is a power demanding procedure.  After 9/8, the AutoMonitor application 
has run continuously to measure the data.  During this period, the power consumption has been 
approximately linear.  The minimum onboard voltage for sensing is 3.4V.  The power 
consumption depends on the frequency of data measurement, data length, and sleeping 
parameters.   Based on once a day measurement with the network parameters mentioned in Table 
6.2, 3 D-cell battery can operate approximately 2 months. 
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Figure 6.19.  Average on-board voltage. 
 
6.6.5 Energy harvesting strategy using solar power 
In total, eight sensor nodes employ solar panels and rechargeable batteries.  Five of the solar 
powered sensor nodes are on the cables, two on the pylons, and one on the deck.  Figure 6.20 
shows the voltage of the solar rechargeable batteries during monitoring.  The voltage level of the 
rechargeable battery was maintained around 4.15V, which confirms that the charging process of 
the solar power system is working well.  However, the solar powered node located under the 
deck (Haenam side, node 6) shows a continuous decrease in the voltage level.  The reason for the 
decrease is that it only can receive indirect reflected sunlight, because its orientation is 
downward.  a more sensitive solar panel, reorienting the panel, or another type of energy 
harvesting system should be considered for sensors located under the deck in the next 
deployment. 
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Figure 6.20.  Charging status of solar rechargeable batteries.   
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6.7 Conclusion 
A state-of-the-art SHM system using a WSSN was successfully deployed on the Jindo Bridge in 
South Korea to verify the performance of the system and to serve as a driver for advancement of 
smart sensor technology.  The Imote2 was selected as the wireless sensor platform to use along 
with the custom-designed SHM-A and SHM-W sensor boards.  An autonomous structural 
monitoring system was developed employing a threshold detection strategy and an energy-
efficient sleeping mode to extend the network lifetime.   Solar powered nodes were employed to 
investigate the possibility of energy harvesting to power the sensor network.   
In total, 71 sensor nodes were installed, divided into two sub-networks to decrease the 
communication time and because of the limit of the radio communication range.  All sensors are 
carefully located based on radio communication capability determined by extensive radio 
communication tests.  The measured data shows a good agreement with data from the existing 
wired system, which verifies the data quality of the WSSN.  Successful deployment of this 
WSSN demonstrates the suitability of the Imote2 smart sensor platform, the SHM-A sensor 
board, and the ISHMP software for full-scale, autonomous SHM. 
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CHAPTER 7 FULL-SCALE SHM OF A HISTORIC BRIDGE  
 
The Jindo bridge deployment presented in the previous chapter has shown the potential of 
WSSNs for autonomous monitoring of large-scale bridge structures.  The main goal of that 
deployment was to collect data from all nodes.  However, the next step is damage detection of 
bridge structures using the measured data. 
This chapter provides a full-scale condition assessment of a historic steel truss bridge using 
model updating.  As a first step, the bridge has been visually investigated to estimate current 
structural condition.  A series of short-term, full-scale forced vibration tests have been conducted 
to measure high fidelity acceleration data on this bridge using both wired and wireless sensor 
systems.  During the vibration tests, the data quality of the wireless sensor system has been 
compared with the wired sensor system.  A brief modal analysis using the peak picking method 
has been conducted using the measured data.  A FE model is built based on field measurements.  
However, the natural frequencies of the initial FE model and the measured data were 
considerably different, mainly due to significant corrosion after 100-year of operation in a harsh 
environment.  Therefore, the FE model has been updated using a multi-step optimization strategy 
to estimate the corrosion level in the bridge members, which are then correlated with the visual 
investigation results. 
 
7.1 Bridge Description 
The Mahomet Bridge crossing the Sangamon River is located at 106 South East Street in 
Mahomet, Illinois (see Figure 7.1).  This bridge was constructed in 1912 by Decatur Bridge 
Company, as one of typical metal truss bridges of the era.  The total length of the two-span steel 
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bridge is 75 meters.  The dimensions of the bridge are shown in Figure 7.2.  The superstructure 
consists of various box sections with inverted channel sections riveted to two steel plates.  The 
timber deck is supported on a series of 8 steel girders connected to transverse I-beams.  Both 
spans rest on a central concrete abutment and the side banks.   
 
 
Figure 7.1.  Mahomet Bridge, IL. 
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(a) Elevation view 
 
 (b) Plan view 
Figure 7.2.  Bridge dimension. 
 
The boundary conditions for the girders are shown in Figure 7.3.  Among 8 girders, two 
exterior girders are rollers, and the interior 6 girders are either completely or partially embedded 
into the concrete for the north side and the center.  For the south side, two exterior girders are 
rollers, and the interior 6 girders are welded to a transverse beam.   
    
(a) North side    (b) Center    (c) South side 
Figure 7.3.  Boundary conditions. 
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This bridge is subjected to many environmental loadings, including wind, extreme 
temperature, floods, etc.  The Mahomet region has frequent tornados and wind gusts.  The annual 
temperature fluctuation in this location is nearly 73°C, the highest of 42°C in July, the lowest of -
31°C in January and February according to the recorded weather data (http://weatherbase.com).  
In addition, the bridge has frequently suffered from floods.  For example, two floods occurred 
due to melting accumulated snow and heavy rain in 2008, as shown in Figure 7.4.  When it is 
flooded, the debris in the Sangamon River hits the bridge pier and abutments, which may result 
in damage. 
 
   
    (a) January 11, 2008       (b) February 6, 2008 
Figure 7.4.  The Mahomet Bridge during flood. 
 
The bridge has several advantages for SHM studies.  First of all, because it is a pedestrian 
bridge, no automobile/truck traffic needs to be stopped to conduct tests.  Also, this bridge is built 
having two nearly identical spans; however, each span may have different degrees of 
deterioration and repairs.  Currently, the bridge has experienced extensive corrosion, resulting in 
various kinds of stiffness reduction damage, as shown in the brief visual investigation in section 
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0.  Finally, this bridge is a standard steel truss bridge built in early 1900s which are widespread 
in the US, so that this bridge can represent many existing steel truss bridges.  For all of these 
reasons, this bridge is an excellent Testbed for implementation of SHM. 
 
7.2 Visual Investigation 
In this section, current condition of the bridge has been investigated.  Major and minor damage 
have been determined in visual monitoring.  In this monitoring, significant corrosion has been 
found as major damage in this bridge.  The degrees of corrosion have been estimated using the 
ASTM corrosion estimation chart. 
 
7.2.1 General investigation 
A brief visual investigation of the status of the bridge was conducted before dynamic tests.  In 
general, the most noticeable damage is steel corrosion.  As shown in Figure 7.5, the main truss 
elements, including the horizontal, diagonal, and vertical chords, supports, and connections, are 
considerably corroded.  Miscellaneous structural damage is in sectional loss at a support, bent 
eye bar, and top flange of the main diagonal chord (see Figure 7.6).   
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(a) Vertical chord    (b) Support 
   
(c) Connections: rivet and bolts 
Figure 7.5.  Corrosion of the bridge 
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(a) Section loss and hole. 
  
(b) Bent elements. 
Figure 7.6.  Damage of the bridge. 
 
Evidence of repair has also been identified (see the arrows in Figure 7.7).  The deck was 
originally made of reinforced concrete when the bridge was used for horses and carriages 
(Decatur Bridge Company, 1912).  In March 2000, the deck was replaced with timbers, after 
which the bridge was dedicated to pedestrian and bicycle passage (see Figure 7.7 (a)).  The 
flanges of the vertical chords at the pin connection were reinforced by new welded steel plates 
(see Figure 7.7 (b)) due to sever corrosion.  At the center support, the space between inside 
girders was filled with new concrete (see Figure 7.7 (c)).  Finally, the south abutment was rebuilt 
with new concrete (see Figure 7.7 (d)).   
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of the corrosion of bridge elements are estimated by visual investigation using ASTM corrosion 
chart. 
   
(a) End post           (b) Vertical channels 
   
(c) Cross girders   (d) Longitudinal beams 
Figure 7.8.  Severely corroded sections 
 
 .   
(a) Vertical rods     (b) Diagonal rods 
Figure 7.9.  Less severely corroded sections. 
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Brief corrosion estimation using a standard ASTM rating chart has been conducted.  Based 
on the visual investigation, the structure has been categorized into 6 groups in Figure 7.10.  For 
the severely corroded sections, the thickness loss is estimated as 1.6 mm; for the less severely 
corroded sections, the loss is estimated as 0.8 mm.  The corresponding sectional properties are 
calculated based on the sectional shape in Table 7.1.   
Cross sections 1, 2 are channel sections with V-lacing; cross sections 3, 4 are rectangular; 
cross section 5, 6 are I-beams.  The corrosion of the channels and I-beams result in significant 
bending stiffness loss due to larger surface areas.  As shown in this table, the corrosion is 
significant over the whole bridges, resulting in losses of stiffness up to 51%.   
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Table 7.1.  Corrosion evaluation and corresponding sectional properties. 
Cross Section 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Thickness Loss (in) 0.064 0.064 0.032 0.032 0.08 0.064 
Reduced A (%) 51.46 48.99 89.13 91.88 53.32 62.17 
 
 
7.3 Full-scale Modal Analysis using Wired System 
A campaign-type vibration test was conducted on the bridge using wired sensor system to gain 
an understanding of the basic dynamic properties of the bridge.  Additionally, because measured 
data corresponding to the undamaged bridge in 1912 is not available, the state of the bridge in 
2008 was taken as the baseline for subsequent testing.  The equipments for the experiment and 
the setup are briefly described.  Using the wired sensor system, bridge responses from the 
ambient vibration test and forced vibration tests are shown.  The modal analysis has been 
conducted using the measured data. 
 
7.3.1 Experimental setup 
The necessary testing equipment was assembled and taken to the bridge site.  The components of 
the wired sensing system are accelerometers, signal conditioners/amplifier units, a spectrum 
analyzer, National Instrument (NI) data acquisition modules, and computers.  PCB 353B33 
accelerometers were installed to measure a single input excitation and 10 output accelerations.  
The measurement range of the accelerometers is between 1-4,000 Hz.  The schematic of the 
sensing system is shown in Figure 7.11.  PCB 442B104 signal conditioners and 441A101 AC 
power supply units provided power to the accelerometers and amplified the analog signal up to 
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100 times, respectively.  An NI SCXI-1141 anti-aliasing filter module is connected to the NI 
DAQpad 6052E data acquisition card.  A Labview program was developed to control this 
equipment.   
 
Figure 7.11.  Data acquisition system for the acceleration measurement. 
 
The input excitation for the random vibration tests is generated by a vertically-intalled shaker.  
A small-scale uniaxial shaking table used for lab-scale experiments was employed (see Figure 
7.12).  The dimension of the shaker platen is 45.72 cm square on each side.  The power supply 
unit is custom-designed to provide power to the shaker and amplify the output signal from the 
shaker.  This power supply unit is connected to a Quanser MultiQ-E8 board to control the shaker 
(Quanser, 2000).  Wincon software provided by Quanser is used to connect the external 
command signal from Siglab SL20-42 unit (Spectral Dynamics, 2010). 
 
 
Figure 7.12.  Mechanical uniaxial shaker. 
45.72 cm
 (=18 in.)
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This shake table is installed vertically at the bridge girder using brackets and U-bolts to 
ensure the force transmission to the main structure, as shown in Figure 7.13.  The system is 
designed to generate the vertical vibration only; however, it may also generate some small 
amount of moment due to small offset between the bottom plate and the top plate. 
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(a) Shaker bracket 
  
(b) Shaker connected to the bridge 
Figure 7.13.  Bridge excitation device: mechanical shaker and brackets. 
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(a) 
(a) Elevation view of a testing span 
 
(b) Plan view of a test span 
Figure 7.15.  Sensor locations. 
 
7.3.2 Ambient vibration tests 
The ambient vibration of the bridge was measured to check the environmental acceleration levels 
for ordinary operating conditions.  The acceleration levels of the ambient vibration during a 
normal day are less than 3 mg, which is negligible vibration compared to the vibration of a 
person jogging across the bridge (see Figure 7.16).  Moreover, the frequency content of the 
ambient vibration is inadequate to yield meaningful results (see Figure 7.17).  To obtain 
meaningful results, dynamic tests during strong wind may be feasible.  However, for short term 
tests usually conducted for several hours, waiting for strong winds is not feasible.  Therefore, 
external force is required to excite the bridge to obtain meaningful structural properties in short 
term. 
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(a) Ambient vibration    (b) One pedestrian jogging 
Figure 7.16.  Ambient vibration levels. 
 
Figure 7.17.Ambient vibration vs one person jumping. 
  
7.3.3 Random vibration tests 
To obtain higher bridge responses, the forced vibration tests have been conducted using the 
shaker.  A band-limited random white noise excitation was generated by the vertically-installed 
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shaker.  The accelerations from all 11 sensors are measured during 320 seconds at 256 Hz 
(=81,920 data points).  The time history of the measured acceleration is shown inFigure 7.18. 
 
Figure 7.18.  Acceleration time history: random vibration 
 
Using the measured data, modal analysis has been conducted.  The frequency response 
functions and coherence functions from input excitation to the measured output are shown in 
Figure 7.19.  The natural frequencies and mode shapes are calculated by a peak picking method 
from the frequency response functions (see Figure 7.20).  From the modal analysis, the first three 
mode shapes have been successfully identified. 
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Figure 7.19.  Measured frequency response functions 
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(a) 1st bending: 6.375 Hz  (b) 1st torsional: 8.25 Hz 
  
 
  (c) 3rd vertical mode: 15.6875 Hz 
Figure 7.20.  Mode shapes. 
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7.3.4 Free vibration tests 
The dynamic properties of the bridge are obtained from the free vibration tests.  One person 
jumped on the bridge, and the free vibration responses of the bridge after jumping were 
measured.  To identify various mode shapes, jumping was at (1) the center of midspan, (2) center 
of quarter span, and (3) off from the mid span (see numbers in Figure 7.21).   
 
Figure 7.21.  Jumping locations 
 
The measured accelerations have been processed to determine modal properties.  To ensure 
that the transient responses and environmental noise decay in the window, the accelerations are 
exponentially windowed (see Figure 7.22).  The windowed free vibration responses are used to 
calculate the cross spectra as shown in Figure 7.24.  By using peak picking method, the modal 
properties are obtained (see Figure 7.25).  In this test, the second vibration mode has been 
identified with the first and the third modes.   
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Figure 7.22.  Acceleration time history: free vibration 
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(a) Test1: Jump at center of midspan 
 
(b) Test2: Jump at quarter span 
Figure 7.23.  FFT of the free vibration responses: sensor 1 to 5. 
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(c) Test3: Jump at side of midspan 
Figure 7.24.  FFT of the free vibration responses: sensor 1 to 5 (cont.).   
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(a) 1st bending: 6.375 Hz  (b) 1st torsional: 8.25 Hz 
(Test1, 2, 3)     (Test3) 
 
(c) 2nd bending : 10.625 Hz  (d) 3rd torsional : 15.375 Hz 
(Test2)     (Test1, 2, 3) 
Figure 7.25.  Mode shapes. 
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7.4 Modal Survey using WSSN 
To confirm the data quality of the WSS-based monitoring system, a brief free vibration test has 
been conducted using both wired and wireless sensor system.  Descriptions of wireless sensors 
and experimental setup are followed by vibration data and modal analysis data.  The primary 
achievement of this test is to verify the ability of wireless sensors and the ISHMP Services 
Toolsuite for conducting a modal survey. 
 
7.4.1 Wireless sensors 
The wireless sensor system used in this test is similar as the system that was used in the Siebel 
staircase tests.  The detailed setup is shown in section 5.2.1 and section 2.3.  Because this test 
was conducted before the Siebel staircase deployment, the original battery board using 3 AAA 
batteries was used.  The external antenna was used only for the gateway node, because the 
communication between the leaf nodes and the gateway node was stable without it within one 
span.  The types of the wireless sensor systems are a gateway node and leaf nodes (see Figure 
7.26).   
   
 (a) Gateway node         (b) Leaf node 
Figure 7.26.  Wireless sensor units. 
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At the time was the development of the middleware services to provide high-quality sensor 
data and to transfer the data reliably to the base station via the wireless network.  The 
RemoteSensing application in the Toolsuite was employed and examined the functionality for 
measuring acceleration data adequate for modal survey on the bridge.   
 
7.4.2 Experimental setup 
A series of forced vibration tests have been conducted using the wireless sensor system.  To 
compare the data quality for full-scale modal analysis, the brief wired sensor system has been 
employed along with the wireless system to eliminate potential differences due to the influence 
of environmental conditions.  The wired sensor system employed for this test is similar to the 
system in section 7.3.1.  Because the purpose of testing is to compare the functionality, two 
Siglab SL20-42 boxes are employed for simplicity. 
The sensor locations are shown in Figure 7.27.  At each of these six points, a wireless sensor 
and a wired sensor were collocated on a 20-lb steel weight, as shown in Figure 7.28.  This 
cylindrical shaped steel weight is stable on the bridge during excitation.  Between the mass and 
the wooden deck, some modeling clay was put to prevent rocking motion of the weight. 
 
 
Figure 7.27.  Sensor locations. 
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Figure 7.28.  Wired and wireless sensor attachment on steel weight. 
 
For the wireless system, one gateway node and six leaf nodes are programmed with the 
RemoteSensing application.  In total, 10,000 data points are collected in each of the longitudinal, 
transverse, and vertical directions.  The lowest sampling rate using the ITS400CA, 280 Hz, was 
used to ensure a 70-Hz measurement bandwidth, which cover several major natural frequencies 
of the bridge.  For the wired system, six uniaxial accelerometers are installed using a magnet 
base on the weights to measure the vertical vibration.  A sampling frequency of 256 Hz was used, 
and 8,192 data points were recorded.   
 
7.4.3 Vibration data 
The vibration responses of the bridge have been recorded using both systems during jump testing.  
To compare the data from the two systems, the data from wireless sensors are down-sampled 
from 280 Hz to 256 Hz after collection.  Subsequent to down-sampling, the data for both systems 
is synchronized by maximizing the correlation function between records.  The acceleration data 
from the wireless sensors are shown in Figure 7.29.   
Wired Sensor 
PCB353B33 
Wireless Sensor 
Imote2+ITS400CA 
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Figure 7.29.  Vibration responses using the wireless sensors: S1 – S6. 
 
The measured data for the wireless sensors has been compared with wired sensors.  The 
accelerations from the wired and wireless sensors matched well when the magnitude is larger 
than 2 mg (see Figure 7.30).  However, when the measured bridge response is less than 2 mg, the 
data from the wireless sensors becomes unreliable as shown in Figure 7.31; the primary 
limitation in the wireless system is due to the limited resolution of the wireless sensor is 
approximately 1 mg.  The ambient vibration level of this bridge is near 2 mg.  This confirms one 
of the conclusions from the Siebel staircase: the basic sensor board is inadequate to monitor low-
level vibration. 
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Figure 7.30.  Larger vibration comparison: S1 – S3. 
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Figure 7.31.  Lower vibration comparison below 2 mg: S1 – S3. 
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The cross spectral density (CSD) functions of the wireless sensor data have been calculated 
with respect to the reference sensor placed at the jumping point (S4) as shown in Figure 7.32.  
Comparisons of the CSD plots for the wired and wireless sensors are shown in Figure 7.33.  The 
CSD functions match well around peaks.  However, the lower amplitude responses are not 
properly captured, because of the low resolution of the accelerometer on the ITS400CA sensor 
boards.   
 
Figure 7.32.  CSD from the wireless sensors: S1 ~ S6 
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Figure 7.33.  CSD comparison: S1 – S3. 
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7.4.4 Modal analysis 
Modal properties are obtained from the measured data using the peak picking method (Silva, 
2007).  An exponential window was applied to reduce the low amplitude noise of the impulse.  
The exponent of the window function was selected so that it decays to 0.1% by the end of the 
window.  This exponential window has been applied for both the wired and wireless data.   
The estimated mode shapes, obtained by peak picking from the CSD, are plotted in Figure 
7.34.  The natural frequencies match well with the free vibration tests.  In the first and third 
mode shapes, the motions from S5 and S6 are higher than S1 and S2.  This situation is amplified 
in the third mode as shown in Figure 7.34 (c).  Because the mode shapes from the wired and 
wireless sensors match closely, the wireless sensor data is considered to be synchronized 
accurately.  Thus, high-fidelity data for structural modal analysis have been achieved using the 
COTS wireless sensor board and ISHMP Services Toolsuite. 
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(a) First mode 
 
(b) Second mode 
 
(c) Third mode 
Figure 7.34.  Deflection mode shapes. 
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7.5 Corrosion Assessment using Model Updating 
Based on the modal properties obtained from the measured data, the degree of corrosion of the 
Mahomet Bridge has been estimated based on the model updating strategy. An initial FE model 
has been constructed and updated using a nonlinear optimization strategy. The objective function 
is defined based on the modal properties of the bridge. The updating parameters are selected 
according to the sensitivity analysis. A brief summary of the optimization methodology and the 
model updating results are provided. 
 
7.5.1 Finite element modeling 
An initial finite element (FE) model was developed in Matlab (Mathworks, 2006) for further 
damage assessment. The FE model is required to apply model-based algorithms such as the 
decentralized SDDLV method developed in Chapter 4. The truss superstructure of the north span 
was modeled, as shown in Figure 7.35. The 3D model consists of 102 nodes and 172 3D frame 
elements. As shown in the section 0, the boundary conditions for both ends are assumed as fixed, 
because the supports are all embedded in concrete blocks.   
 
Figure 7.35.  3D FE model: Matlab® 
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The dynamic properties from the initial model and the measured data are compared in Table 
7.2.  The difference of the modal properties of the measured data and the initial FE model is 
considerable.  The differences are mainly attributed to the degradation and corrosion of the 
bridge due to aging.  Furthermore, the corrosion is unevenly distributed throughout the bridge.  
Therefore, the goal of the model updating is to adjust the structural parameters to represent the 
distributed corrosion to match the modal properties based on the measured data. 
 
Table 7.2.  Dynamic properties from the analytical model and measurement 
Mode shape Measured data (Hz) Initial FE model (Hz) Error (%) 
1st vertical bending 6.375 8.0919 26.93 
1st torsional 8.25 11.2368 36.20 
2nd vertical bending 10.625 15.9047 49.69 
 
 
7.5.2 Problem formulation with objective function 
The updating process of the bridge FE model is conducted by (1) establishing an appropriate 
objective function, (2) selecting the updating parameters, and (3) finding the optimal solution 
using a robust algorithm (Mottershead, 1993). 
The goal is to find the optimal combination of the selected updating parameters such that, 
 min ( )
p
f p  (7.1) 
The objective function chosen for this study consists of the differences of the mode shapes and 
natural frequencies, to match these modal frequencies from the model and the measured data.  
The objective function, ( )f p , is defined as, 
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ω ωη β θω= =
⎛ ⎞−= +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑ ∑  (7.2) 
where, id ,iω is the i-th identified natural frequencies from the measured data, fe, ( )i pω  is the i-th 
natural frequency from the FE model, which is a function of p, the vector of updating parameters 
to be determined, and η and β are weighting constants, which are assumed by 1 in this study.  fn
and mn  are the number of natural frequency residuals and number of mode shape residuals 
included in the objective function. 
( )arccos ( 2)i iMACθ π=  is the normalized angle between the mode shapes of the 
measured data and of the FE model.  The MAC (Modal Assurance Criteria) is defined as 
(Allemang and Brown, 1982) 
 
T T 2
fe, id,
T T 2 T T 2
fe, fe, id, id,
( )
( ) ( )
i i
i
i i i i
MAC
Φ Φ= Φ Φ Φ Φ  (7.3) 
 where id,iΦ  is the i-th identified mode shape from the measured data and fe, ( )i pΦ  is the i-th 
mode shape from the FE model.  Note that the MAC is actually the square of the inner product 
between the two mode shape vectors.  Therefore, the objective function for the mode shape 
residual is formed as the normalized angle between the two mode shape vectors, which is much 
more sensitive than MAC value to the changes in the mode shapes.    
 
7.5.3 Selection of updating parameters 
The updating parameters have been chosen based on the severely corroded condition of the 
bridge.  Corrosion occurred at the outer surface of the steel elements, which reduces the stiffness, 
while the change in bridge mass may not be significant due to residues of corroded steel sections.  
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To adjust the stiffness of the structure, the thicknesses of various sections are considered as the 
updating parameters.  To adjust the different degrees of corrosion of various elements, the 
thicknesses of the six different element groups are considered.  The mass density is also chosen 
to represent the mass of the structure.  Additionally, the mass of the wooden deck is considered 
because it is highly variable in terms of moisture contents. 
The sensitivity analysis has been conducted with respect to 8 updating parameters in terms of 
the thickness of six types of sections, mass density, and the lumped mass of the wooden deck.  
The changes in the natural frequencies of the first five vertical modes are determined in terms of 
a single parameter, while holding the other parameters constant.  As shown in Figure 7.36, the 
sensitivities of the eight parameters are similar.  Therefore, all 8 parameters are chosen as the 
updating parameters for this study. 
To avoid ill-conditioning and retain the physical meaning of the structure, the following 
constraints are preset, 
 i i ip p p
− +≤ ≤  (7.4) 
where ip
−
 and ip
+  are the lower and upper bounds of the i-th updating parameter.  The lower and 
upper bounds have been defined based on field investigation.   
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Figure 7.36.  Sensitivity analysis for candidate parameters 
 
7.5.4 Optimization strategy  
Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method is one of the most popular and robust 
algorithms for solving constrained optimization problems.  For finding the solution for multi-
variables with multi-constraints problem, the SQP method is selected for this study.   
The brief concept of the SQP method is that the SQP forms a quadratic programming (QP) 
sub-problem with the quadratic approximation of the Lagrange function and the linear 
approximation of the constraint at the current estimation of x(k) of a solution x*.  The next 
iteration direction d is then obtained by solving this QP sub-problem, and the next estimation of 
x(k) is found by a line search.  The QP sub-problem is formed as follows: 
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 ( ) ( )1min ( )
2
T k k Td B d f x d+∇  (7.5) 
 
 ( ) ( ) 1s.t. ( ) ( ) 0, 1, 2, ,
k T k
i ig x d g x i m∇ + ≥ = ⋅⋅ ⋅   (7.6) 
 ( ) ( ) 1( ) ( ) 0, 1, ,
k T k
j jh x d h x j m m∇ + = = + ⋅⋅⋅  (7.7) 
 ( ) ( )l k u kx x d x x− ≤ ≤ −   (7.8) 
 
where ( )kB is a positive-definite matrix, usually a unit matrix for the first iteration.  The solution 
of this sub-problem gives d(k).  To enhance the convergence property, a appropriate line search is 
performed to find the iteration step-length kα ; thus, the next estimation of x(k) is 1k k k kx x dα+ = + .  
After each iteration, the matrix ( )kB  is updated using the BFGS (Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-
Shanno) algorithm (Fletcher, 1963).  The SQP algorithm is available in the MATLAB 
optimization toolbox.   
 
7.5.5 Results 
After running the SQP algorithm, the first three natural frequencies were matched.  The 
convergence of the objective function is shown in Figure 7.37.  After 5 iterations, the results 
close to the experimental results were obtained.  The updated modal properties are shown in  
Table 7.3.  The first three natural frequencies of the updated model are matching with those of 
the measured data within 8%. 
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Figure 7.37.  Convergence chart: SQP algorithm 
 
Table 7.3.  Model updating result  
Mode shape Measured data FE model MAC Error (%) 
1st vertical bending 6.375 6.2941 0.9975 -1.2697 
1st torsion 8.25 8.0781 0.9825 -2.0833 
2nd vertical bending 10.625 11.5405 0.9246 7.9330 
 
 
   
(a) 1st bending   (b) 1st torsion   (c) 2nd bending 
Figure 7.38.  Mode shape agreement with the updated model between the measured data 
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The finally updated parameters are summarized in Table 7.4.  The thicknesses of 6 sections 
are decreased up to 25%.  Based on the thickness decreases, the reduction percentage of the cross 
sectional area is calculated in Table 7.5.  As shown in Figure 7.39, the reduction rates of the 
visual investigation and the updated model agree well. 
 
Table 7.4.  Updated thickness 
Variables Updated value ( updated original/t t ) 
Thickness : section 1 0.8 
Thickness : section 2 0.75 
Thickness : section 3 0.94 
Thickness : section 4 0.95 
Thickness : section 5 0.78 
Thickness : section 6 0.9 
 
Table 7.5.  Updated thickness loss and corresponding sectional properties. 
Section group 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Reduced A (%) 
Visual corrosion investigation 51.46 48.99 89.13 91.88 53.32 62.17 
Reduced A (%) 
Updated FE model 58.37 48.69 88.36 90.25 49.81 72.17 
Error (%) 11.84 0.62 0.87 1.81 7.65 12.75 
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Figure 7.39. Area reduction match of updated model and visual investigation 
 
The mass density increased by 5% of the reduced sectional area. In severely corroded 
sections such as section groups 1 and 2, the ratio of the volume reduction is about 50% by 0.064 
inch corrosion. However, the mass of the section remains unchanged or is slightly reduced due to 
the corrosion. To compensate the volume reduction effect due to corrosion, the mass density of 
the remaining section should be increased.  
The mass of the lumped mass has also increased up to 30%. The density of wood varies 
according to the specific gravity and the moisture contents. For same type of wood with a fixed 
specific gravity, the density of wood can vary up to 250% as shown in Figure 7.40 (Simpson, 
1993). Therefore, the modal properties of the bridge have been successfully matched with those 
from the numerical model considering severe corrosion by updating the structural parameters. 
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Figure 7.40.  Density variation of wood (data from Simpson, 1993) 
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7.6 Conclusion 
A historic bridge has been monitored for corrosion estimation using model updating strategy.  
Brief visual investigation has shown significant corrosion damage of this bridge.  A series of 
full-scale vibration tests were conducted using a traditional wired sensor system.  Using the 
measured data, the modal analysis has done using the peak picking to obtain natural frequencies 
and mode shapes.  Additional vibration tests were conducted to validate the performance of the 
wireless sensor-based SHM system in comparison with the wired sensor system modal analysis 
for future full-scale experiments using the wireless sensor system.  The data in the time-domain 
and frequency-domain of the wired and wireless sensor systems have been compared.  With the 
acceleration measurement application, RemoteSyncSensing application in ISHMP Services 
Toolsuite, the synchronized data without any data loss were transferred to the base station.   
A Matlab-based FE model has been built and updated using a model updating strategy based 
on the experimentally measured data, which accounts for the severe corrosion of the bridge.  The 
modal properties of the measured data differed from those of the initial FE model.  After 
updating 8 structural parameters including the thicknesses of 6 different groups of sections, mass 
density, and the lumped mass of the wooden deck, a match of the modal properties has been 
achieved within 8%.  The updated thicknesses agreed well with the visual corrosion estimation 
results.  Therefore, the corrosion distribution has been successfully estimated and verified using 
model updating, and the updated FE model can be employed for future SHM algorithm 
applications. 
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CHAPTER 8 FULL-SCALE SHM OF A HISTORIC BRIDGE USING WSSN 
 
This chapter presents full-scale validation of the state-of-the-art WSS-based SHM system 
developed in Chapter 4 on the Mahomet Bridge. First, the components of the long-term bridge 
monitoring system are provided in terms of hardware and software. Then, various deployment 
issues are discussed in terms of environmental hardening and communication adjustment. The 
communication environment has been improved by appropriate antenna selection and orientation. 
Full-scale vibration tests are conducted using the deployed wireless sensor-based SHM system. 
The condition of the bridge is examined using the decentralized SDDLV method. Also, the DDI 
application is tested on the bridge during the full-scale vibration test for damage detection. The 
damage detection results from the post processing of the measured data, and using the 
comprehensive on-board application will be compared. Finally, the performance of the hardware 
and the solar panels is evaluated. 
 
8.1 Long-term Bridge Monitoring System  
The long-term bridge monitoring system is described in this section.  Similar to the Jindo bridge 
deployment, the hardware system is prepared aiming stable long-term performance outdoor.  The 
software is set up to conduct on-demand damage detection application as well as autonomous 
vibration monitoring using ISHMP Services Toolsuite. 
 
8.1.1 Hardware components 
The hardware components for the long-term bridge monitoring system include the base station 
and the wireless smart sensor nodes.  To ensure stable performance of the base station during the 
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severe temperature fluctuations at the bridge site, an industrial grade PC, the AAEON AEC-6905, 
is employed, which was used for the Jindo Bridge deployment.  Because this PC runs Windows 
XP, installation of hardware components, such as the cellular model, is straightforward.   
The base station is installed on north side of the bridge as shown in Figure 8.1.  To prevent 
freezing, a heavy duty freeze-protection strip heater was installed with the thermostat set at 0°C.  
For internet connection, a Multitech® MultiModem® MTCBA-C using the Vertizon® network 
was connected to the PC.  Additionally, an APS Back-UPS has been installed for uninterruptible 
power supply.   
 
 
Figure 8.1.  Base station. 
 
The base station was housed in a small fiberglass weather proof RLH-242010-F enclosure 
shown in Figure 8.2.  The enclosure is National Electrical Manufacturers Association Type 4 
enclosure, which is for either indoor or outdoor use to provide a degree of protection to 
personnel against access to hazardous parts, ingress of falling dirt and windblown dust, water 
(RLH Industries, 2008 ). 
Industrial-grade PC 
AAEON AEC-6905 
Heavy duty 
Freeze-Protection 
Strip heater 
Cellphone modem 
Multimodem MTCBA-C 
APC Back-UPS 
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Figure 8.2.  Base station enclosure. 
 
The wireless sensor nodes used in the Jindo bridge deployment have been installed in new 
enclosures (see Figure 8.3).  Each leaf node includes a battery board, an Imote2, and a SHM-A 
sensor board that has been attached using plastic bolts to a PVC plate so that the components can 
be easily removed after the deployment.  The USB port is facing outside so that the software 
reprogramming can be done when the sensor is attached in the enclosure.  An external antenna 
has been attached outside of the enclosure for reliable communication.  The antenna extension 
cable is straightened to prevent excessive cable loss.  To extend the network life, 3 D-cell 
batteries are used. 
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Figure 8.3.  Enclosure configuration: battery powered node. 
 
For long-term continuous monitoring, solar panels have been employed as introduced in 
section 6.2.3 with a new connecting block.  A fiberglass/PVC triangular block with 30° angle has 
been attached on the cover (Figure 8.4) to install the solar panel.  With the inclination, the 
surface of the solar panel can be cleansed by rain, and the efficiency of solar power harvesting 
will be increased by facing the solar panel toward sun.   
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(a) Side view          (b) Front view 
Figure 8.4.  Enclosure configuration: solar powered node. 
 
The gateway node has been housed in a smaller waterproof enclosure as shown in Figure 8.5 
because power is directly supplied from the base station pc.  One USB cable is connected to the 
IIB interface board to run the application, and the other USB cable is connected to the Imote2 for 
remote reprogramming.   
 
Figure 8.5.  Enclosure configuration: gateway Node. 
 
The prepared enclosures are installed using cantilever C-clamps.  The magnet-based sensor 
attachment is inadequate for the Mahomet Bridge, because the surface of steel elements is not 
smooth due to severe pitting corrosion.  Instead, an aluminum plate is bolted on the bottom of the 
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enclosure, and the plate has been connected to sensor location with two clamps, as used in the 
Siebel staircase deployment.  The clamping method is chosen for convenient installation and 
retrieval without damaging target structure.   
 
 
Figure 8.6.  Sensor attachment. 
 
 
8.1.2 Software setup 
The goal of the software configuration is to run the DDI application as well as AutoMonitor with 
RemoteSensing, to be able to run on-demand damage identification and autonomous periodic 
monitoring.  Because AutoMonitor, introduced in sections 2.4.3 and 6.2.5, and the DDI are 
separate software components, the DDI and AutoMonitor applications have been combined as 
shown in Figure 8.7.  The software on the gateway node is AutoMonitor, which includes the DDI 
and RemoteSensing.  The leaf nodes are loaded with DDI, which includes the RemoteSensing.  
For the leaf nodes that are equipped with solar panels, the charge control service also has been 
embedded in the DDI. 
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(a) Gateway node 
    
(b) Leaf nodes: battery or AC powered  (c) Leaf nodes: solar powered 
Figure 8.7.  Software Hierarchy. 
 
The parameters for running the DDI are selected based on time to run each part of software.  
The measurement parameters are listed first.  The sampling frequency is 100 Hz, and the cutoff 
frequency is 40 Hz.  Using 100Hz rate, first 5 natural frequencies can be captured.  The number 
of data points is determined by the FFT points and the number of FFT windows in system 
identification parameters.   
The parameters for the system identification using the ERA-NExT method are listed.  The 
number of FFT points is selected as 1024, and the number of average is 10 times.  The Hanning 
windows with 50% overlap are selected.  The order of the system is chosen to be 8, so that the 
first 4 modes can be used for the damage detection.  The size of the Hankel matrix is 50×50.  
These parameters are selected because these values are tested and validated in lab-scale damage 
detection experiments.  More data points and larger Hankel matrix size can be usable if various 
parameters and wait times in DecentralizedDataAggregation and ERA-NExT service are 
adjusted. 
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The group communication parameters are the wait times during the DDI after 
DecentralizedDataAggregation.  The DDI delay is the duration from the time when the 
correlation function has been computed to the time the gateway node queries the cluster heads 
for the damage detection results.  The Group query interval is the interval to send the query to 
the next cluster head after data transfer from one cluster head is completed.  After sending the 
end results, the cluster head will reset after a specified reset time.  The DDI delay is 110 seconds, 
the group query interval is 5 seconds, and the reset time after sending is 3 seconds.  These 
network parameters were selected after running the DDI application on the bridge.  All 
parameters are listed in Table 8.1.  Using these parameters, the DDI application ran successfully 
on the Mahomet Bridge.   
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Table 8.1.  Parameters for the DDI. 
Measurement  
Sampling frequency 100 Hz 
Cutoff frequency 40 Hz 
Measurement directions Longitudinal & Vertical 
System 
Identification 
FFT point 1,024 
Average 10 times 
Overlap 50 % 
Window Hanning 
System order 8 
Hankel matrix size 50×50 
Group 
Communication 
DDI delay 110 seconds 
Group query interval 5 seconds 
Reset time after sending 3 seconds 
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8.2 Field Deployment 
The long-term remote SHM system was deployed on the Mahomet Bridge.  First, the base station 
was installed on the north side of the bridge as shown in Figure 8.8.   Two wooden posts have 
been installed to mount the base station.  A tension cable is provided to balance the forces of the 
electrical cable attached to the top of the post.  The base station pc is AC-powered.  The gateway 
node is installed above the base station enclosure.  Originally, the gateway node employed the 
Antenova® Giganet Titanus swivel antenna (see Figure 8.5).  To improve the radio 
communication quality, a high-gain directional patch antenna, Hawking® HAO14SDP antenna 
has been connected to the gateway node.  The discussion on comparison of the Antenova and 
Hawking antenna will be provided in section 8.3. 
 
 
Figure 8.8.  Base station.   
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The environmentally protected wireless sensor nodes were deployed on the north span of the 
bridge.  The sensor locations are shown in Figure 8.9.  In total, 12 solar powered nodes, 11 
battery-powered nodes, and one AC-powered node have been deployed (see Figure 8.10 and 
Figure 8.11).   
(a) East plane 
(b) West plane 
Figure 8.9.  Sensor location on North span. 
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Figure 8.10.  Sensors on the lower chords. 
 
 
Figure 8.11.  Sensor on the upper chords. 
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8.3 Communication Optimization 
Stable wireless communication is essential for successful operation of an SHM system using 
WSSs.  However, the communication of the gateway node and the leaf nodes was considerably 
unstable after first deployment of the system on the Mahomet Bridge in January.  The biggest 
problem is that the nodes were neither line-of-sight nor at the same elevation due to physical 
interference with steel members.  Furthermore, the moisture problems due to snows on the bridge 
in winter and the foliage in summer surrounding the bridge obstructed stable communication (see 
Figure 8.12 and Figure 8.13).  Therefore, the communication issues were addressed using 
antenna technology. 
 
 
(a) Mahomet bridge on January 14, 2010 
Figure 8.12.  Mahomet Bridge environment 
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(b) Mahomet Bridge on July 2, 2010 
 
(c) Base station environment on July 2, 2010 
Figure 8.13.  Mahomet Bridge environment (cont.) 
 
Two antenna orientations were considered for the deployment, as shown in Figure 8.14.  The 
horizontal configuration is aligning all antennas parallel to the ground in an out-of-plane 
direction.  The horizontal alignment was used for the Jindo bridge deployment because the leaf 
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Figure 8.15.  Antenna patterns (Courtesy of Antenova, 2007). 
 
In addition, a new powered antenna for the gateway node is recommended considering gain 
and directionality/radiation pattern.  High gain is desirable, amplifying the radio signal; the 
tradeoff of the high gain is a narrower radiation pattern.  Directionality of the antenna should be 
considered based on the sensor placement.  If the base station is on one side of the bridge, a 
directional antenna can amplify the signal in the direction of the sensors.   
A Hawking high-gain outdoor directional patch antenna selected as meeting the application 
needs.  Table 8.2 shows a comparison between the Antenova antenna and the Hawking patch 
antenna.  Both antennas are suitable for the 2.4 GHz bands employed by the 802.15.4 protocol 
(i.e., the upper channels from 11 through 26).  The gain of the patch antenna is 14 dBi, which is 
128 (=27) times higher than the Antenova antenna.  The radiation is available within ±30° in both 
the horizontal and vertical directions.  For the Mahomet deployment, this radiation pattern covers 
all sensors (see Figure 8.17).  Therefore, the Hawking’s directional antenna was deployed for the 
gateway node. 
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Table 8.2.  Antenna comparison. 
 
Antenova Titanis 
(Antenova, 2009) 
Hawking HAO14SDP 
(Hawking, 2007) 
Frequency (GHz) 2.4~2.5 2.4~2.4835 
Polarization linear linear 
Impedance (Ohm) 50 50 
Weight 7.1g 635 g 
Antenna type swivel external High-gain outdoor directional antenna 
Dimensions 20 × 19.5 × 62.5 mm 213.36 × 213.36 × 76.2 mm 
Peak gain 2.2 dBi 14 dBi 
Maximum VSWR* 1.6:1 1.8:1 
*VSWR (voltage  standing wave ratio) 
 
             
(a) Antenova Titanus antenna    (b) Hawking directional antenna 
         (Antenova, 2009)           (Hawking, 2007) 
Figure 8.16.  Antennas 
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Figure 8.17.  Radiation pattern using a patch antenna (east plane). 
 
After using the Hawking antenna with the vertical alignment, the communication quality has 
significantly improved.  The number of leaf nodes which can communicate with the gateway 
node is shown in Figure 8.18.  As mentioned earlier, only 68% of nodes can communicate with 
the gateway node using the horizontal polarization.  By employing the directional patch antenna, 
84% of the leaf nodes can communicate with the gateway node.  After the antenna directions 
were adjusted vertically, all leaf nodes are responsive and the reception rate of all nodes was 
100%.  Therefore, the network communication has been successfully adjusted using new antenna 
and vertical orientation. 
 
Figure 8.18.  Communication success rate. 
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8.4 Bridge Health Monitoring 
The section describes the bridge monitoring procedures and results.  For this study, the 
undamaged state of the bridge is based on the updated model obtained from the 2008 testing (see 
Section 7.5).  The ambient vibration level is continuously monitored using AutoMonitor 
application.  The condition of the bridge has been assessed using the decentralized SDDLV 
method based on the measured data using the RemoteSyncSensing application.  The DDI 
application is tested on the bridge to validate the damage detection capability.  The results from 
on-board computation using the DDI application are compared with those from the post 
processing of the decentralized SDDLV method.  In this case, damage is interpreted as 
significant degradation since the 2008 tests. 
 
8.4.1 Ambient vibration monitoring 
The ambient vibration of the bridge was measured as shown in Figure 8.19.  200 seconds of 
acceleration in three directions were measured at 100Hz.  Because it is small size bridge without 
significant external loading, the range of vibration was within 3± mg.  Higher resolution data 
than those of ITS400CA sensor board have been measured using the SHM-A sensor board.  The 
level of ambient vibration corresponds with the level of the measured data using the ITS400CA 
sensor board in Chapter 7.   
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Figure 8.19.  Ambient vibration. 
 
The ambient vibration is measured continuously for 48 hours to find the possibility of high 
vibration by external loading.  An AC-powered sentry node is used to measure the maximum 
vibration levels using the AutoMonitor.  The sensor wakes up every 10 seconds, measures 10 
seconds of acceleration data in all 3 directions, and outputs the maximum levels of vibration.  
The maximum levels were measured for 48 hours, as shown in Figure 8.20.  Most of time, the 
maximum vibration levels are 3 or 4 mg.  High peaks were recorded during 5-10AM and 2-6PM, 
which is likely when pedestrians (e.g., joggers and school children) are passing over the bridge.  
Thus, the ambient vibration levels for this bridge are mostly small. 
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(a) 5PM May 17  – 5PM May 18  
 
(b) 5PM May 18 – 5PM May 19 
Figure 8.20.  Continuous monitoring of maximum vibration. 
 
 
8.4.2 Damage assessment using the decentralized SDDLV method 
The structural condition of the bridge has been considered using the decentralized SDDLV 
method.  Because the measured data from the bridge in its initial state in 1912 is currently 
unavailable, the bridge in 2008 is assumed as the baseline configuration. The damage detection 
results can then be interpreted as providing an indication of where significant degradation has 
occurred as compared to the 2008 state of the bridge.  
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The acceleration data have been measured from the deployed sensor nodes when the bridge is 
subjected to the external loading.  The input excitation is the band-limited white noise up to 
100Hz, generated using the vertically installed shaker (see Figure 7.13).  The location of the 
shaker is shown in Figure 8.21. The accelerations in the longitudinal and the vertical directions 
have been measured from 24 nodes using RemoteSyncSensing application.  The sampling 
frequency is 100Hz with the cutoff frequency of 40Hz.  The measurement duration was 200 
seconds.   
 
 
Figure 8.21.  Location of shaker 
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(a) Vertical direction: west plane  (b) Vertical direction : east plane 
 
(c) Longitudinal direction: west plane  (d) Longitudinal direction: east plane 
Figure 8.22.  Measured acceleration data 
 
The measured acceleration data have been processed to obtain modal properties for 
conducting the damage detection.  The point of FFT is 1024, 50% overlap was used to run FFT 
of the acceleration.  The size of Henkel matrix is 150×1300.  Using the ERA in conjunction with 
NExT, the modal properties, and system matrices, A and C are obtained. 
Based on the obtained dynamic information of the bridge, the decentralized SDDLV 
procedure has been conducted.  The frequencies of interests are 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 Hz.  These 
frequencies are selected because they are not at zeros or at poles of the structure.  The 
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performance of the decentralized SDDLV method at zeros is not reliable, and the data quality at 
natural frequencies is usually not good for digital measurement due to spectral leakage.   
The bridge structure has been divided into 4 groups for damage identification as shown in 
Figure 8.23.  This network topology is utilized to compare with the decentralized damage 
identification results in next section. Because the decentralized SDDLV method has been 
validated with truss structure, the outer truss elements are considered for damage identification.  
The element numbering is shown in Figure 8.24.  The node numbers and the elements included 
in each group are summarized in Table 8.3.   
 
Figure 8.23.  Network topology.   
 
Table 8.3.  Local communities. 
 Nodes Elements included 
Group 1 11,20,21,30,31,40 2,3,6,7,8,9,11,12,14,16,17,18,20,21,23,25,26,27,30,31 
Group 2 87,88,89,90,91,92 1,3,5,7,9,10,12,13,14,16,18,19,21,22,23,25,27,29,32,33 
Group 3 41,50,51,60,61,70 26,28,30,32,34,36,37,38,40,41,43,45,46,47,49,50,52,53,56,57 
Group 4 81,82,83,84,85,86 28,29,33,34,36,38,39,41,42,43,45,47,48,50,51,52,54,56,58 
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(a) West plane 
 
(b)Top plane 
(c) East plane 
Figure 8.24.  Element numbering 
 
The damage indices of 58 elements are plotted in terms of ASI and MSI in Figure 8.25.  The 
threshold for the damage detection is set as 0.2.  The damaged locations are indicated using thick 
lines in Figure 8.26.  The possible damaged location includes the central vertical and diagonal 
elements, and the side vertical elements.   
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Figure 8.25.  Damage indices using centralized approach 
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(c) East plane 
Figure 8.26.  Potential damage locations. 
 
8.4.3 Decentralized damage identification 
The DDI application is tested on the Mahomet Bridge to check the damage detection capabilities.  
The DDI application is the first comprehensive SHM software for wireless smart sensors 
involving complex network communication and heavy on-board computation.  Therefore, the 
purposes of the tests are confirming the performance of the network operation under harsh 
communication environment on the bridge, and validating damage detection capability of the 
application using the current parameters in comparison with the result in section 8.4.2. 
With the parameters in Table 8.1, the DDI application has been successfully running on the 
bridge indicating that the network parameters are well suited for the Mahomet Bridge 
deployment. However, the application sometimes fails due to communication problems. The 
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main reason is an unstable communication environment in Mahomet due to interference from the 
steel elements and dense foliage. When the leaf nodes are on the deck and the gateway node is 
line of sight with the leaf nodes, the DDI application has always performed well.  
The vibration tests have been conducted for damage detection using the DDI application.  
Similarly, the baseline is the updated FE model in Chapter 7.  All 24 nodes are used for the 
group operation.  The same network topology of the leaf nodes are used (see Figure 8.23).  The 
antenna direction of the upper nodes is upward, and the antenna direction of the lower nodes is 
downward.  Because the communication quality is the best if the antennas are co-linear, direct 
line of sight, and at the same elevation, the nodes in the same elevation were included in each 
group.   
After running the DDI application for 4 groups, the damage indices are obtained as final 
results.  The O and X symbols along the x-axis in the DDI plot denote that the nodes between the 
signed elements are measured or not: O is measured, X is not measured. The overall patterns of 
the damage indices in Figure 8.25 and are very similar. The identical candidate damage elements 
were determined using the DDI application and the post processing of the centrally measured 
data.  Therefore, the damage detection results match well with the centralized approach and the 
decentralized approach using WSSN. 
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Figure 8.27.  Damage indices from the DDI application. 
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8.4.4 2nd Visual investigation 
For better understanding of the damage detection results from the DDI application, the Mahomet 
Bridge was subsequently investigated.  The size of pitting corrosion of all sections is overall 
similar in 2010 than that in 2008, while the density of pitting was similar or slightly increased 
(see Figure 8.28 and Figure 8.29).  Based on the similar degree of the pitting corrosion during 
2008-2010, the reduction in structural stiffness was minor. However, severe corrosion was 
observed at the central vertical elements. Originally, the connections of the vertical elements 
were fractured and retrofitted in Figure 7.7.  Two plates were welded on the fractured section of 
the vertical element.  The heat affected zone of the welded plates is a common place for 
accelerated pitting corrosion and crack initiation (Eid, 1989). In 2010, the pitting corrosion was 
initiated at the welded plates as shown in Figure 8.30. Based on the size of holes and the density 
of the holes, the thickness reduction due to pitting corrosion is 0.8mm, which corresponds to 
19.52% reduction of the sectional area of the welded plates.  These corroded sections included 
the candidate damage elements determined by the DDI application.  Therefore, the damage 
detection performance of the DDI application has been validated on a historic truss bridge. 
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(a) Section 1 in 2008 (left) and in 2010 (right) 
 
(b) Section 2 in 2008 (left) and in 2010 (right) 
 
(c) Section 3 in 2008 (left) and in 2010 (right) 
Figure 8.28.  Comparison of degrees of corrosion 
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(d) Section 4 in 2008 (left) and in 2010 (right) 
 
(e) Section 5 in 2008 (left) and in 2010 (right) 
 
(f) Section 6 in 2008 (left) and in 2010 (right) 
Figure 8.29.  Comparison of degrees of corrosion (cont.) 
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Figure 8.30. Retrofitted plates in 2008 (left) and in 2010 (right). 
 
8.5 Long-term Performance of SHM System 
8.5.1 Base station 
The base station of the SHM system has shown reliable performance in the deployed 
environment except the internet connection.  The base station PC has been operating 
continuously during the last 4 months.  The fiberglass enclosure protects the electric parts from 
temperature and humidity.  The automatic reconnection function of the cell-phone modem has 
stopped 3 times during 4 months.  In this case, the operator should press ‘reconnect’ button on 
the screen.  Although the internet connection was off, the automatic monitoring did not stop, but 
the user cannot control the network monitoring.  The problem can be solved using a watchdog 
timer on PC and running a tag to initiate the modem to connect to the internet. 
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8.5.2 Wireless sensor nodes 
The wireless sensor nodes also have performed stably during the last 6 months.  Both the AC-
powered and battery-powered nodes performed well during the operation, with the enclosures 
protecting the electrical components.  The D-cell batteries have been replaced once a month, 
while the solar powered nodes were continuously working during the operation.  To overcome 
the inconvenience of the battery replacement, the solar powered nodes are recommended for 
long-term deployment.  Therefore, the hardware components are suitable for long-term structural 
monitoring system. 
 
8.5.3 Solar energy harvesting devices 
In this deployment, the usability of the solar powered nodes has been validated.  Before full-
scale deployment, three solar powered nodes were deployed on the upper nodes of the west plane.  
Before the deployment, the rechargeable batteries are fully charged up to 4.1~4.2V.  Using the 
RemoteCommand Vbat and RemoteCommand ChargeStatus, the on-board voltage level and 
battery charging status have been monitored in every hour from sunrise to sunset on January 20.  
The battery voltage is in Figure 8.31, the charging current is in Figure 8.32, and the hourly 
weather is recorded in Table 8.4 from http://weather.com.   
Because the weather was mostly cloudy, the charging current was lower than 50 mA during 
the day.  When the charging current was 0, the battery voltage was measured using the 
RemoteCommand Vbat.  With small charging voltage, the on board voltage was remained high 
during the day. 
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Figure 8.31.  Battery voltage 
 
Figure 8.32.  Charging current 
 
Table 8.4.  Weather condition 
Time Temperature  (°C) weather 
7:00 -1.67 Cloudy, sunrise 7:12AM 
8:00 -1.11 Light Snow 
9:00 -0.56 Icy (Freezing rain) 
10:00 -1.11 Cloudy/Windy 
11:00 -0.56 Icy (Freezing rain) 
12:00 -1 Icy 
13:00 0 Icy 
14:00 -1 cloudy 
15:00 -1 cloudy 
16:00 -1 cloudy 
17:00 0 cloudy 
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From January 19 to February 17, the voltage levels of the rechargeable batteries and the 
charging current from the solar panel have been monitored once a day at 12:00PM – 1:00PM 
(see Figure 8.33 and Figure 8.34).  The weather is also recorded from http://www.weather.com 
as shown in Table 8.5.  The weather conditions were point measurements at the time, not the 
average value for the whole day.  During the cloudy days from January 19 to 25, the battery 
voltage was decreasing because of low charging current from the solar panel.  After that, the 
charging current was up to 0.2A according to the weather condition.  The battery voltage has 
remained high during this one month period.   
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Figure 8.33.  Voltage of rechargeable batteries of solar powered nodes. 
 
 
Figure 8.34.  Charging current of solar powered nodes. 
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Table 8.5 Weather Condition 
Date Temperature  (°C) weather 
1/19 -3 Fog & Cloudy 
1/20 0 Icy 
1/21 1 Rain shower 
1/22 3 Cloudy 
1/23 6 Fog 
1/24 6 Cloudy 
1/25 -1 Light Snow 
1/26 -7 Cloudy and Windy 
1/27 -4 Cloudy 
1/28 -9 Sunny 
1/29 -9 Most Cloudy 
1/30 -6 Sunny 
1/31 -3 Sunny 
2/1 0 Partly Cloudy 
2/2 1 Cloudy 
2/3 -3 Cloudy 
2/4 2 Most Cloudy 
2/5 1 Snow/Windy 
2/6 -3 Sunny 
2/7 -4 Cloudy 
2/8 -9 Cloudy/Windy 
2/9 -5 Partly Cloudy 
2/10 -8 Sunny 
2/11 -4 Mostly Cloudy 
2/12 -2 Partly Cloudy 
2/13 -6 Cloudy 
2/14 -3 Mostly Cloudy 
2/15 -2 Cloudy 
 
The solar powered nodes have been deployed for 5 months from January to May, and June to 
July.  During the period of the deployment, the solar powered nodes were continuously 
functioning; therefore, the solar energy harvesting is the suitable power supply option of the 
wireless sensors for long-term deployment. 
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8.6 Conclusion 
A state-of-the-art WSSN SHM system using the DDI application has been deployed and 
validated on a historic steel truss bridge.  The developed DDI application was run successfully 
on the bridge with careful communication optimization in antenna orientation, the addition of a 
powerful gateway antenna, and adjustment of network parameters.  A series of damage detection 
experiments were conducted to determine additional damage during 2008-2010 using the 2008 
updated FE model as a baseline.  The candidate damage elements were successfully identified 
using the centralized approach based on the measured data and the DDI application, and the 
results from both centralized and decentralized methods agreed well.  The environmentally 
hardened hardware system showed stable performance during the deployment.  The solar 
powered nodes have worked stably during 5 month showing the solar energy harvesting is 
suitable for power options for wireless sensors in long-term deployment.  Therefore, the on-
board modularized decentralized SHM application using WSSN has been successfully deployed 
on a full-scale historic bridge, and the performance has been validated.   
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
9.1 Conclusions 
The research in this dissertation provided a comprehensive framework for long-term structural 
health monitoring (SHM) for full-scale bridge structures using wireless smart sensors (WSS).  
The research achieved the first successful data measurement from world’s largest WSSN to date.  
The decentralized SDDLV method developed in this research was shown to be robust to false 
positive damage detection.  The DDI application based on the decentralized SDDLV method was 
deployed and demonstrated its performance in damage detection on the Mahomet Bridge.  The 
deployment constituted the first full-scale SHM utilizing on-board computation of WSSN on a 
bridge structure.     
Comprehensive background was given on SHM, full-scale bridge monitoring applications, 
wireless smart sensors, and software development for WSSN.  The development of current 
technology of SHM and WSSN summarized in this chapter was the foundation of the research in 
this dissertation.   
For monitoring bridge structures to assess structural performance and conditions, a static 
strain-based damage detection method was developed with the goal of determining the damaged 
location via a simple truck passage experiment using a limited number of sensors.  The 
performance of the method was validated based on numerical studies and lab-scale experiments.  
However, damage is intrinsically a local phenomenon; therefore, a dense network of wireless 
smart sensors is desirable.   
To this end, a vibration-based damage localization method was extended using a 
decentralized computing strategy for WSSN.   The extension includes employing the 
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decentralized computing strategy and a new damage index.  A series of experiments on the lab-
scale truss bridge showed the robust performance of this method for WSSN.  The experiments 
were conducted using a wired sensor system to emulate the WSSN to confirm the method 
without considering some issues on wireless communication and network operation of WSSN.   
The developed decentralized SHM strategy was implemented on the Imote2 platform to 
develop a comprehensive SHM application, Decentralized Damage Identification (DDI).  The 
main components of the DDI application are the synchronized data measurement, correlation 
function estimation, system identification, and damage detection.  This application is a 
comprehensive modularized damage detection application using Illinois SHM Project Services 
Toolsuite.  The performance of the developed program was tested on the lab-scale truss structure, 
and the damage detection results was shown to be robust consistent with the previous tests using 
the wired sensor system. 
The long-term performance of the WSSN was investigated on the Siebel Center Staircase.  
This deployment identified the requirements of full-scale deployment such as radio channel 
selection based on ambient spectrum, and network and measurement parameter optimization.  
Using the optimized parameters for network and measurement, the wireless monitoring system 
was successfully running for 52 days with a single set of 3 D-cell batteries.   
With the experience in the long-term deployment on the Siebel Center Staircase, a large-scale 
SHM system using WSSN was deployed on the Jindo Bridge in South Korea.  In total, 427 
sensor channels were deployed on 71 sensor nodes located at various points on the bridge.  The 
major enablers of the deployments were the radio communication tests to fix the sensor location, 
and the network parameter optimization.  Using the optimized system, the vibration and wind 
data were transferred successfully using the ISHMP Services Toolsuite.  This deployment 
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constituted the world’s largest deployment of WSSN for central data measurement on a cable-
stayed bridge to date.     
The developed SHM system was deployed on a historic bridge utilizing the on-board 
computation capability of WSS. Before deploying WSSN-based SHM system, bridge responses 
were measured using wired and wireless sensor system, and an initial refined numerical model 
was prepared for the baseline for damage detection.  An initial FE model was successfully 
refined by multi-variable multi-constraint model updating using SQP considering significant 
distributed corrosion.  The modal properties matched reasonably with close agreement in the 
degrees of corrosion between the model and the visual corrosion estimation.  A WSSN-based 
SHM system was deployed on the historic truss bridge and the damage detection performance 
was verified.  The environmentally hardened base station was developed and shown to be 
suitable for remote monitoring using WSSN.  In total, 144 sensor channels in 24 sensor nodes 
were deployed.  The harsh communication environments by physical interferences and moisture 
problems were overcome by antenna orientation optimization and powerful antenna selection. 
With the adjustments, 100% of reception rates were achieved. The condition of the historic 
bridge was evaluated using the decentralized SDDLV method. The candidate damaged elements 
were successfully identified using the DDI application, which was confirmed by comparing with 
the post processing of the measured data.  The hardware including base station, sensor nodes, 
and the solar panels showed stable performance during 5 months of deployment.  This 
deployment on the Mahomet Bridge with the DDI application was the first full-scale damage 
detection implementation using a comprehensive SHM software and WSSN.   
In conclusion, this research provided a comprehensive foundation of long-term SHM system 
including robust damage detection algorithms, field applicable versatile hardware components, 
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software applications, and deployment strategy on full-scale bridges using WSSN.  The next 
section describes suggested future studies to extend the developed framework to be applicable 
for various large-scale civil structures in a long-term manner. 
   
9.2 Near-term Future Studies 
9.2.1 Improvement of the DDI application 
The constraint for successfully running the developed DDI application is fairly good radio 
communication.  However, the quality of the radio communication is variable in terms of random 
uncertainties and interferences. Therefore, the software should be upgraded with fault tolerance 
features.  After damage detection, the gateway node should wait a specific time and skip the 
cluster head and move on to the next cluster head, if the previous node is unresponsive during the 
time. With this adjustment, the DDI application will become more usable for the field 
deployments. 
 
9.2.2 Decision making logic for the DDI application 
The DDI application does not employ logics for decision making for damage detection.  The 
final goal for the DDI application is to employ the decision making logic by sharing damage 
detection results between local communities. 
 
9.2.3 Sensitivity analysis on damage detection 
The DDI application was validated in the lab-scale experiments to identify the damaged element 
which has 40% stiffness reduction. However, the detailed sensitivity on damage identification 
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was not investigated.  The sensitivity of damage detection should be determined in the lab-scale 
tests to investigate how small damage can be identified using the DDI application.  
 
9.2.4 Communication issues 
The basic assumption when using the WSSN is that the wireless communication between the 
gateway node and the leaf nodes is considerably stable. However, the quality of radio 
communication depends on many factors including uncertain ambient spectrum. In this research, 
partial solutions for improving the wireless communication have been provided such as strong 
antenna and antenna orientation optimization. These solutions were working well to improve the 
communication of the Mahomet Bridge, where the ambient wi-fi interference is negligible. For 
monitoring infrastructure where the wi-fi inference is significant, further investigation on 
improving the radio communication environment will be done using the antenna technology. 
 
9.2.5 Graphical user interface 
Cygwin has been commonly used to run WSSN. Current ISHMP applications are controlled 
through a command-line interface, which is not user friendly. To facilitate users in understanding 
and controlling the monitoring system, a web-based or Matlab-based graphical user interface will 
be developed for the DDI application. In the user interface, raw data, correlation function plots 
and final damage detection results can be viewed. Additional features including visual 
information using webcams or multimedia sensor boards can also be incorporated. 
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9.3 Broader Future Studies  
9.3.1 General damage detection algorithm development 
The applicability of the decentralized SDDLV method on non-truss structures should be 
examined and experimentally verified.  The applicability of the method has been investigated 
mainly for truss structures.  The methodology should be examined on general structures 
including beams or plates.  Further experimental studies need to be done on general civil 
infrastructure such as cable-stayed bridges. 
Moreover, the decentralized damage detection strategy assumed the damage is linear.  
Though the linear stiffness reduction damage can be found commonly in the field such as steel 
corrosion and concrete cracking, an effective method for nonlinear damage should be developed 
for structural assessment after strong natural events or terrorist attacks.   
 
9.3.2 Excitation-specific monitoring 
Strong winds are the major environmental excitation of interest in this research such as typhoons 
and hurricanes.  These events can be forecasted and typically last for several hours to several 
days.  However, earthquake excitation is relatively unexpected, and will last only for several 
seconds.  To monitor such high consequence but rare events, a continuous monitoring effort and 
abrupt wakeup strategy is required.  In this research, continuous autonomous monitoring has 
been tested on the Mahomet Bridge using a powered sentry; the software and associated 
parameters should be optimized for much faster reaction.   
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9.3.3 Sensing capabilities 
The sensing capabilities for SHM should be enhanced for strain and displacement measurements.  
Chapter 3 presented the static strain-based DLV method, which has been validated using the lab-
scale tests.  For application of the strain-based methodology for the full-scale bridges using 
wireless sensors, the high sensitivity strain sensing capability is required. The resolution of the 
strain sensor board may rely on strain gage or strain sensor, amplifier, A2D converter, etc. Field 
application higher resolution strain sensor should be developed. 
Displacement is also useful measurement for damage detection because it can provide the 
flexibility information of structure directly without modal analysis.  However, displacement 
sensor boards for WSSN have not been developed yet.  One possible sensor is the GPS-based 
sensor board.  The challenges for this sensor board are this board is power intensive, and the 
resolution for the commercial GPS sensor board is poor, meter level for commercial GPS 
receivers.  To make the GPS sensor board feasible, the high resolution GPS chip should be used 
along with an estimation technology.  Other high resolution displacement sensors may be 
developed using LASER, vision-based sensors, and traditional displacement sensors. 
 
9.3.4 Communication improvement 
The basic assumption when using the WSSN is that the wireless communication between the 
gateway node and the leaf nodes is considerably stable.  However, the radio communication is 
affected by many uncertain environmental factors.  In this research, partial solutions for 
improving the wireless communication have been provided such as appropriate antenna and 
antenna orientation optimization.  Further investigation on new antenna technology will be done 
for robust application of WSSN on the wireless communication.  
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9.3.5 Multihop communication 
The research herein used exclusively the single-hop (peer-to-peer) communication.  However, 
the applicability of the wireless SHM system is limited by the range of the external antenna.  
Long civil structures such as km-length bridges or high-rise buildings require multi-hop 
communication, which enables long-distance data transfer.  The multi-hop communication 
strategy is rapidly developing; still some practical problems have not been addressed in network 
waiting time, structure-specific route optimization, and power consumption.   
The network parameters including waiting time need to be selected from the experimental 
study on the target structure, because the radio communication is environment-specific.  The 
routing optimization algorithm can be developed based on the network configuration and sensor 
location of the target bridge.   
 
9.3.6 Underwater structure monitoring 
To date, the wireless SHM system has mainly used in the ambient radio communication using 
Wi-Fi frequency.  The 2.4 GHz range is not transmittable under water; thus, other waves to 
transmit underwater can significantly increase the range of applicable structures of wireless 
sensing.  The lowest Amateur Radio frequency, 1.8MHz, was reported to transmit under water, 
and ultrasound at 20kHz can transmit within fluids.  For example, one of the main sources of 
bridge collapses is scouring of the pier.  The underwater communication capability can enable 
the pier scour monitoring.  Furthermore, underwater communication capability will enable many 
environmental system monitoring including water pipeline, sewage, and tank structures.  The 
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challenges are slower speed, higher attenuation, and power consumption.  The investigation on 
various communication ranges can be done for possibility of under water monitoring. 
 
9.3.7 Energy harvesting 
The pre-requisite of the reliable performance of the wireless smart sensor is the stable power 
supply.  Especially, the multi-hop communication strategy requires high power consumption due 
to longer communication time.  Therefore, reliable energy harvesting devices are required. 
In this research, solar panel has been employed for energy harvesting.  However, in some climate, 
the solar power may not be the optimal power sources if the number of sunny day is small.  
Other energy harvesting devices can be developed using various sources based on target 
infrastructure and the environment.  Wind energy harvesting, vibration-based harvesting, piezo-
electric energy harvesting can be explored to find environment specific energy sources for 
wireless smart sensors.  The challenges using the listed transient energy sources are the 
development of charging strategy.  Therefore, the reliable energy harvesting capability will 
enable stable long-term monitoring of full-scale structures. 
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APPENDIX A: DECENTRALIZED DAMAGE IDENTIFICATION 
 
This appendix summarizes the procedure of the DDI application. 
 
A. 1. Parameter setting 
The first step of the DDI application is waking up the nodes from SnoozeAlarm mode. After all 
nodes are awake, the parameters for the DDI application have set.  The parameters are as follows: 
- number of FFT points 
- number of averaging windows 
- number of overlapping points between two consecutive spectral windows 
- spectral windows  
o 1  = Welch window 
o 2 = Hamming window 
o 3 = Hanning window 
- Filter option 
o 1= apply filter 
o 0= do not apply filter 
- Detrend option 
o 1= detrend signal (AC) 
o 0= do not detrend signal (DC) 
- sampling frequency in Hz 
- cutoff frequency for the low pass filter in Hz 
- reference channel to estimating correlation functions 
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- sensing channels 
o single digit among 1,2,3: the specific channel (e.g. 1= channel 1) 
o two digit among 1,2,3: two specific channels (e.g. 12= channel 1 and 2) 
o 123: all three channels 
- raw data saving option 
o 1= save raw sensor data in a text file at the base station 
o 0= do not save the raw sensor data 
- correlation function saving option 
o 1= save correlation functions in the text file at the base station 
o 0= do not save the correlation functions 
- System order 
- number of rows and columns of Hankel matrix for ERA 
 
After setting all the parameters, the confirmation message of parameters is printed on the 
screen. 
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Figure A.1. Step 1: parameter setting 
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A. 2. Synchronized sensing 
After setting parameters, the leaf nodes start synchronized sensing based on the parameter setting 
in the previous step.  
 
Figure A.2. Step 2: raw data measurement 
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A. 3. Correlation function estimation 
After sensing, the cluster head asks the measured data to leaf nodes. The leaf nodes in a group 
send data to the cluster head for calculating the correlation functions. 
 
 
Figure A.3. Step 3: correlation function estimation 
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A. 4. Damage detection 
The computed correlation functions are fed into ERA-NExT for system identification. ERA-
NExT component outputs the natural frequencies, mode shapes, and A, C matrices. Based on the 
system information, the damage indices, MSI and ASI, are printed on screen and saved in the 
text file. 
 
 
Figure A.4. Step 4: damage detection 
 
 
